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Other documents being released for public comment separately address and propose 

1111 
spectrum allocations in the HF band (3-30 MHz); 

spectrum allocations and spectrum utilization in the range 30-960 MHz; 

111 	 o 	spectrum allocations in the 1-3 GHz range; 

spectrtun utilization for certain services above 1 GHz. 

inclue,tn ,  
LIE t' 
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Based on the public comments received on these documents, revisions will be made to the Canadian Table 
of Frequency Allocations, to the relevant Spectrum Utilization Policies and, eventually to the Standard 
Radio System Plans. 

As a consequence of the new frequency allocations made by the 1992 World Administrative Radio 
Conference (WARC-92) convened by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in Spain, and 
the ongoing demand for new and existing radio services, the Department has undertaken a comprehensive 
Spectrum Policy Review covering a wide range of spectrum allocation and utilization issues. This 
document forms part of the Review and addresses specific proposals for 

o 	spectrum allocations above 3 GHz. 
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Executive Summary 

• 
Introduction 	This document reviews the Canadian radio frequency allocations in the 

• frequency range 3 GHz to 160 GHz, and proposes a number of changes 
• to the spectrum allocated to radiocommunication services in specific 

• bands within that frequency range, and to the conditions governing the 

• use of these bands. 

This is the first major review of the Canadian Table of Frequency 
Allocations (hereinafter called the Canadian Table) since 1982. That 
review had been unde rtaken to reflect the decisions taken by the 

• International Telecommunications Union (ITU) during the 1979 General 
World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC). This review is 
principally undertaken at this time to reflect the decisions taken at 

• WARC-92 in Torremolinos, Spain. The 1992 Conference reviewed the 
• utilization of a number of specific frequency bands in Article 8 of the 
• Radio Regulations, ranging from the band 5900-5950 kHz used for HF 

• broadcasting to the band 156-158 GHz used for passive systems in the 

• earth exploration-satellite service. The Conference also decided on 

• changes to a number of other Articles of the Regulations related to these 

II 	• 	 modified allocations, such as changes to the technical constraints within 
which systems must operate so as to permit sharing among systems 
operating in these bands, and changes to the administrative regulations 

• with which systems must comply in order to be listed in the ITU Master 
111111 	 Frequency Register. 

• The Canadian Table is generally consistent with Article 8 of the Radio 
• Regulations, except where it is necessary to reflect a Canadian 
• requirement that is different from that of the ITU as a whole. However, 
• such deviations must also include the requirement that Canadian systems 

• be coordinated when so required with systems in other countries that 

• conform to the Radio Regulations. 

Ilb 
• This document only addresses changes to the Canadian Table in the 3 to 

1111 	 160 GHz frequency range. It is one of a series of documents dealing with 
changes to the Canadian Table and associated spectrum utilization policies 
in specific bands. Other documents in the series cover the following: 

spectrum allocations in the BF band (3-30 MHz); 

spectrum allocations and spectrum utilization in the 

• range 30-960 MHz; 

II
I I
II
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II
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III
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o 	spectrtun allocations in the 1-3 GHz range; 

o 	spectrum utilization for certain services above 1 GHz. 

page 

Significant allocation 
proposals above 

3 GHz 

The significant allocation issues addressed in this document, in increasing 
order of radio frequency, are: 

1. 	the use of the 7 GHz band for feeder links to sound broadca 
satellites; 

2. the use of the 11 GHz and 13 GHz bands by the fixed-satelli 
service; 

3. the use of the 12 GHz and 17 GHz bands for television deliv 
by broadcasting satellites, and associated feeder links in the 
GHz, 18 GHz, and 25 GHz bands; 

4. the use of the 16 GHz, 24 GHz and 32 GHz bands by Airport 
Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE) in the radionavigation 
service; 

5. the designation of specific fixed-satellite bands in the 18 GH/,  and 
28 GHz region to accommodate the requirements for feeder links 
of non-geostationary (non-GSO) mobile satellites; 

the accommodation of multi-purpose fixed-satellite and mobil 
satellite systems in the bands 20 GHz and 30 GHz; 

7. the allocation of spectrum in several bands at 25 GHz and above 
for scientific satellite applications; and 

8. the accommodation at 30 GHz of satellite beacon transmitten 
satellite systems operating in the bands 20 GHz and 30 GHz. 

The actions proposed in respect of each of these eight issues are briefly 
outlined in the following sections. 

1. 	The use of the 7 GHz band for feeder links to sound broadcasting satellites. 

The sound broadcasting-satellite service (BSS) may be implemented ih the 
band 1452 - 1492 MHz. Such systems will require fixed-satellite Earth-
to-space feeder links above 3 GHz. There are two regulatory approaches 
to meeting this requirement: either simply allow the feeder link to be 

of 
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coordinated in any Earth-to-space fixed-satellite band at the time of 
implementation, or designate a particular band for the sound BSS 
application. It is proposed that the latter approach be followed and that 
the band 7025-7075 GHz be used for that purpose, not wider bandwidth 

110 	 fixed-satellite bands, because of the inefficiencies that would result. 
• Canadian Footnote C014A is proposed accordingly to designate the 
• 7025-7075 GHz fixed-satellite service band as the one to be used 
• primarily for feeder links of sound BSS systems. 

• 2. The use of the 11 GHz and 13 GHz bands by the Fixed-Satellite Service. 

• Balancing the available amount of uplink and downlink spectrum for 
Canadian domestic fixed-satellite systems was an objective of Canadian 
delegations to both WARC-ORB-88 and WARC-92. A proposal from 
some Administrations (not including Canada) was to open up the 14.5- 
14.8 GHz band to general fixed-satellite service (FSS) use. The 

111 	 compromise agreement reached at WARC-92 allocated the band 13.75- 
• 14.0 GHz to the fixed-satellite service, with regulations specifying how 
• this service would share the band with the radiolocation service and with 
• scientific satellite services. One of these regulations imposes a minimum 
• earth station antenna diameter size of 4.5 meters, thereby indirectly 

• restricting the number and use of such earth stations. 

Given the sensitive nature of the discussions leading to this arrangement 
at the Conference, it is proposed that these same modifications in the 

13.75-14 GHz band be applicable in Canada. In addition, it is also 
proposed that Canada manage the spectrum and orbit resources available 

• to it for domestic fixed-satellite systems by pairing that 13.75-14 GHz 
• band with the 11.45-11.7 GHz band. Both bands are immediately below 
• the 14/12 GHz bands currently used by the ANIK-C and ANIK-E 
111 	 satellites, and this arrangement will effectively increase that the width of 
• that band by 50%. Furthermore, this pairing will encourage the use of 
• larger earth station antermas for 11 GHz downlinks, thereby reducing 

• potential sharing problems with the fixed service in that band. This 

• pairing is proposed in Canadian Footnote CO20B. 
• 
• 
• 3. 	The use of the 12 GHz and 17 GHz bands for television delivery by broadcasting 
• 

satellites, and associated feeder links in the 17 GHz, 18 GHz, and 25 GHz bands. 

•
• 

Prior to WARC-92, the spectrum allocated to the broadcasting-satellite 
• service for television delivery in Region 2 consisted of the following: the 
• band 12.2-12.7 GHz, with its associated feeder links in the band 17.3- 
• 17.8 GHz; and the band 22.5-23.0 GHz, with an associated fixed-satellite 
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uplink allocation in the band 27.0-27.5 GHz, that had been unofficia ly 
considered as the feeder link band for 23 GHz BSS systems. There were 
a number of problems with these allocations at 23 GHz and 27 GHz. BSS 

ill systems at 23 GHz would experience high rain attenuation, and woul be 
subject to provisions of Article 14 during coordination. Furthermore, the 
23 GHz band could eventually be used by future fixed systems if not for 
satellite broadcasting. Moreover, there were competing interests in fi  e 
use of the 27 GHz band for inter-satellite links between scientific 
satellites, a use not compatible with possible BSS feeder links. 

Canada proposed to WARC-92 that the band 17.3-17.8 GHz (instead of 
22.5-23.0 GHz) be allocated to broadcasting-satellite systems deliveriing 
high-definition television (HDTV), and that the associated feeder links be 
accommodated in a new band at 22 GHz. Canada's 17 GHz proposal was 
accepted for Region 2 only. Regions 1 and 3, led by the European 
Community, chose instead to allocate BSS in the 22 GHz band. New 
feeder link allocations were agreed in the bands 17.8-18.4 GHz and 
24.75-25.25 GHz. Thus, the Canadian objectives of lowering the BSS 
allocation to 17 GHz so as to reduce BSS system costs, of making th? 22 
GHz and 23 GHz bands more attractive to fixed use, and of providin 
spectrum for feeder links outside the FSS 27.5-30 GHz band, were al 
met. 

This sharing arrangement between downlink BSS systems at 17 GHz ' nd 
feeder uplinks to 12 GHz BSS systems can lead to problems; while 
interference between transmitting and receiving spacecraft is easily 
avoided by maintaining slight orbital separations between them, 
interference from a transmitting feeder-link earth station 
and individual HDTV receivers renders the same band unusable 
simultaneously by both services in the same local area. This may not be a 
problem in Canada for many years, however, because of the large 
amount of BSS spectrum and orbit resources available to Canada thro gh 
the 1983 BSS Plan at 12 GHz; this is due to the inherent flexibility of 
that plan, which allows the delivery of HDTV as well as c'urrent 
television signals at 12 GHz, and because of the spectrum utilization 
efficiencies achievable with new digital television systems such as the one 
developed by the Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG). 

To permit the development of BSS systems at 12 GHz and, presumale 
later, at 17 GHz and, at the same time, make available as much specftum 
as possible for use by other services, it is proposed that initial Canadilan 
12 GHz BSS systems use the 17.3-17.8 GHz band for their feeder links,  
as indicated in Appendix 30A of the Radio Regulations (1990). Whe 
Canadian BSS requirements expand to the point where there is also a 
need for the 17 GHz band, future feeder links for 12 GHz BSS systerus 
could be implemented in the band 17.9-18.4 GHz, keeping in mind  the 

 desirability of allowing feeder links already established in the band 17.3- 
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• 17.8 GHz to operate over their accounting amortization life-time. This 

•
evolutionary shift from 17.3-17.8 GHz to 17.9-18.4 GHz for 12 GHz 
BSS feeder links is proposed in new Canadian Footnote CO20A, 
without the need to specify dates of conversion at this time. 

	

Elb 	 The prospect of sharing among the broadcasting-satellite service and the 
• fixed and fixed-satellite (downlink) services in the band 17.7-17.8 GHz is 
• not without raising some concern. WARC-92 placed some limitations on 
• the use of this band after year 2007 by the Fixed-Satellite Service through 
• Footnote 869A, but did not restrict its use by the Fixed Service in any 
• way, although it was realized that in a given local area the operation of 

• Fixed networks would result in harmful interference to broadcasting- 

• satellite receivers. 

To resolve sharing concerns between Canada and the United States in this 
band, a bilateral arrangement was agreed to during WARC-92 which 
would limit the power-flux-density of broadcasting satellites, as well as 
that generated across the Canada/US border by fixed systems. Consistent 

• with these concerns, decisions, and arrangements, it is proposed that 
• Canadian Footnote CO20E be adopted; it is the same as ITU footnote 
• 869A, but with the addition of the Fixed Service with the same status as 
• the Fixed-Satellite Service. The other proposed addition is Footnote 

• CO20F, which would limit the power-flux-density of broadcasting 
• satellites to the levels prescribed in Article 28 of the Radio Regulations 

• for fixed-satellite systems in this band, consistent with the agreements 

• reached with the USA. 

It is proposed that the decisions of WARC-92 regarding the bands 
17.3-18.4 GHz, 22.5-23 GHz, 24.75-25.25 GHz and 27.0-27.5 GHz be 
reflected in the Canadian Table, but be subject to Footnotes CO20A, 
CO20E, and CO20F. 

• 4. 	The use of the 16 GHz, 24 GHz and 32 GHz bands by Airport Surface Detection 

• Equipment in the Radionavigation Service. 

• Airport  Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE) is a radiocommunication 

• application within the radionavigation service. ASDE systems are used to 
control aircraft traffic on the ground and in the air space in the vicinity of 
major airports. Wide-bandwidth radars with extremely short pulse lengths 
are required to provide air traffic controllers with information on the 

	

111 	 position and size of aircraft to within a few meters. Furthermore, ASDE 
systems are used in part to prevent collisions between large aircra ft , and 

• must therefore be treated as a safety-of-life service in the context of 
• Article 9 of the Radio Regulations. 
a 
a 

a 

• 
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Prior to WARC-92, the radionavigation service was allocated exclusiL 
use of 1,000 MHz of spectrum at 25 GHz and 1,600. MHz of shared 
spectrum at 32 GHz, frequencies that were appropriate for ASDE 
applications. At the Conference, the width of this radionavigation baid at 
25 GHz was reduced to 400 MHz (24.25-24.65 GHz), and the space 
research service (deep space) was added to the band 31.8-32.3 GHz, 
subject to Footnote 893 that recalls the safety aspects of the 
radionavigation service. 

In view of the reduction of spectrum suffered at WARC-92 by the 
radionavigation services at 24 GHz and 32 GHz, an alternative at 16 
GHz, specifically the 15.7-16.6 GHz radiolocation band, is being 
considered for ASDE. USA domestic footnote G59 permits ADSE 
equipment on a co-equal basis with radiolocation systems in the band 
15.7-16.2 GHz. It is proposed that a new Canadian footnote CO2 

be added to the Canadian  Table with the same objective of allocati 
that band to ASDE systems on a co-primary basis, as well as reflecti 
the WARC-92 decisions for the 24.25-25.25 GHz and 31.8-32.3 G 

bands. 

5. 	The designation of specific fixed-satellite bands in the 18 GHz and 28 GHz region to 

accommodate the requirements for feeder links of non-GS0 mobile satellites. 

WARC-92 decided on a number of new allocations to the Mobile-satOlite 
service (MSS) in the 1 to 3 GHz region of the spectrum. Some of thése 
allocations may be used by low Earth orbit (LEO) mobile satellite 
systems. Given that spectrum is at a premium in the 1 to 3 GHz range, 
operators of these systems are likely to implement their feeder links 
gateway stations in fixed-satellite bands. Some LEO MSS systems al.e 
contemplating the 20 and 30 GHz fixed-satellite bands for this purpok. 

However, spectrum sharing between a (GSO) fixed-satellite system ar 
the feeder links of a LEO MSS system can create problems because, at 
some point in the path of the LEO satellite, the LEO satellite, the GS0 
satellite, and the earth station of one of these systems will be in a straight 
line. For a short period of time there will be harmful interference intô 
one system or the other. Which system is interfered with will depend on 
the characteristics of the two systems and whether transmission is 
upwards or downwards; but it virtually impossible to avoid harmful 
interference at all times into both networks. 

For these reasons it is proposed, in Footnote CO20G, that a 100 MHz 
wide band, in both Fixed Service bands at 18 and 28 GHz, be 

designated for use for LEO MSS feeder links. The particular bands 
proposed are 18.82-18.92 GHz for downlinks and 28.62-28.92 GHz for 

 uplinks, chosen for ease of coordination with terrestrial fixed networ . 

D 
ig 
ig 
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6. 	The accommodation of multi-purpose fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite systems in the 
bands 20 GHz and 30 GHz. 

A new generation of communication satellites operating in the 30 and 20 
• GHz bands are being developed in Canada at the DOC Communications 
• Research Centre (CRC), and in the United States by National Aeronautics 
• and Space Administration (NASA) and a number of commercial interests. 
• These satellites will have extensive on-board processing capabilities for 
• re-modulation, multiplexing and switching, and will cater to a wide 
• variety of communications requirements, ranging from stations of the 

• VSAT category  to  personal-access satellite terminals. It was proposed by 

• Canada, Mexico and the United States that the bands 19.7-20.2 GHz and 

• 29.5-30 GHz be allocated to a new satellite service to accommodate these 
innovations. After lengthy discussion, it was decided instead to raise the 
status of the mobile-satellite service to co-primary in these bands in 
Region 2, but only in 100 MHz wide bands in Regions 1 and 3, and to 
impose by footnote a number of constraints on the use of these bands by 

• the mobile-satellite service. 

• This type of system continues to be developed in Canada, but within the 
• constraints impoied by WARC-92. Moreover, the decisions taken at 
• WARC-92 reflect a negotiated compromise among differing interests and 
• Canadian systems operating in these bands will be subject to ITU 
• coordination procedures. It is, therefore, proposed that the decisions of 

the Conference for Region 2 be incorporated into the Canadian Table 
vvithout change. 

• 

• 7. 	The allocation of spectrum in several bands at 25 GHz and above for scientific satellite 
• applications. 

•
• 

A relatively large number of additional allocations were decided on at the 
• Conference for the space research service, the Earth exploration-satellite 
• service, and the inter-satellite service, services of great interest to space 

• agencies around the World, including the Canadian Space Agency. These 
include the addition of the inter-satellite service at 25 GHz, of the space 
research service at 32 GHz, 34 GHz, 37 GHz, 40 GHz and 75 GHz, and 
of the Earth exploration-satellite service at 39 GHz and 156 GHz. 

The most significant of these, in terms of sharing with other services 
• which may be used in Canada, are the inter-satellite service in the band 
• 25.25-27.5 GHz, the space research (deep space) (space-to-Earth) service 
• in the band 31.8-32.3 GHz, and the space research (space-to-Earth) 
• service in the band 37-38 GHz. The new space services in the 25 GHz 
1111 

1111 

ID 
111 
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and 37 GHz bands are subject to power-flux-density limits that make 
sharing with the fixed service feasible. Sharing with the radionavigat on 
service in the 32 GHz band is also acceptable, because the 
radionavigation service is recognized as a safety service (see discussipn 
above on allocations for ASDE systems), and so has certain prioritie in 
the event that coordination of a radionavigation system becomes 
necessary. Use of the band 27-27.5 GHz by the fixed-satellite service is 
less attractive than before because of the addition of the inter-satellite 
service and the additional sharing constraints; however, this is not a 
major concern because other fixed-satellite bands were allocated for 
broadcasting-satellite feeder links (see discussions above on allocations to 
broadcasting satellites and their feeder links). 

In summary, new allocations to scientific satellite services are available 
for Canadian and other space agencies, and their use will not place 
restrictions upon other allocations that might be used in Canada. It is 

proposed that these new allocations be added to the Canadian Table. 

8. 	The accommodation at 30 GHz of satellite beacon transmitters of satellite systems 

operating in the bands 20 GHz and 30 GHz. 

It is expected that in the coming decade fixed-satellite systems and mtilti- 
î purpose satellite systems will be implemented in the 30 GHz and 20 Hz 

bands. One of the problems encountered in using these bands is the h gh 
attenuation of signals under heavy rain conditions. One way to overc me 
this problem, at least partially, at 30 GHz is to use uplink power control, 
ie. by transmitting a stronger signal from an Earth station during a rain 
storm, so as to receive the same signal strength at the satellite in all 
weather conditions. To optimize the design of such a system, it is best to 
measure the Earth station-to-satellite path conditions in real time at the 
frequency being used, ie. at 30 GHz in this case. 

The Conference approved footnotes in the band 27.5-30 GHz that permit 
the operation of beacons in the satellite, thus permitting the conduct Pif 
these measurements from the ground. A limitation to the power leveg of 
these beacons has also been imposed to protect fixed systems and oth& 
fixed-satellite systems in the band. It is proposed that these footnotà be 
included in the Canadian Table. 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 
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I . 

Summary 	Specific proposals for changes to the Canadian Table of Frequency • Allocations, in the context of the above eight topics and other decisions 
taken at WARC-92, can be found in the main document. These proposals 

In 	 are presented on a band-by-band basis, showing the existing Canadian 
• and ITU allocations as well as the proposed changes. Relevant issues of 
• a general nature are briefly discussed in Annex A. Background 
• information relating to each radiocommunications service, that was 
• considered in developing these proposals, can be found in Annex B. 
• 
• The public is invited to submit written comments on these proposals, 

• questions and observations in this document, to the Director-General, 
• Telecommunications Policy Branch, 300 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario, 

KlA 008, by 1 October, 1993. Canada Gazette Notice DGTP-004-93 • 
should be referenced in all replies. The Department will study all public 

• comments and take them into consideration in the revision of the Table 
• which is planned to be released early in 1994. • 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 

•  
•  

• 
• 
• 

a 
a 

•  
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Glossary 

• This glossary defines (and as necessary describes) terms used in the document and its annexes. These 
• terms are: 

• AMSC 	 American Mobile Satellite Consortium 
• AMSS 	 Aeronautical Mobile-Satellite Service 

• Article 	 a portion of the Radio Regulations of the ITU 

• ASDE 	 Airport Surface Detection Equipment 
ATV 	 advanced television 
BSS 	 Broadcasting-Satellite Service 
Big LEO 	 a satellite system using a LEO orbit and spectrum in the 1 to 3 GHz range 
Canadian Table 	the Canadian Table of Frequency Allocations 
cAN\**\** 	a Canadian proposal number to a WARC, eg. WARC-92 
CCIR 	 International Radio Consultative Committee, replaced by the 

• Radiocommunications Bureau or Sector of the ITU 
• C-band 	 fixed-satellite bands between 3.4 GHz and 7.075 GHz 
• CEPT 	 European Post and Telecommunication Commission 
• CRC 	 Communications Research Centre 

• CRTC 	 Canadian Radio telecommunications . and Television Commission 

• Conference 	the 1992 WARC in Torremolinos, Spain 
dBW 	 logarithm of a power level compared to 1 watt 

• dB(W/m2) 	 logarithmic measure of power flux-density in watts per square meter 
deep space 	space more than 2 x 106  kilometres from the earth,  je.  beyond the Moon 
EHF 	 Extra High Frequency range, 3 x 10' to 3 x 10" hertz 
EIRP 	 effective isotropic radiated power 

• e.i.r.p. 	 alternate representation, effective isotropic radiated power 
• ESA 	 European Space Agency 
• FM 	 Frequency Modulation or Frequency Modulated 
• • FS 	 Fixed Service 
• FSS 	 Fixed-Satellite Service 

• GSO 	 the Geostationary Satellite Orbit, including inclined orbits that are close to the 

1111 	 geostationary orbit, in which a satellite is seen from the ground as being 

• stationary 

HDTV 	 High Definition Television 
E0 	 Highly Elliptical Orbit, with a minimum altitude similar to a LEO and a 

maximum altitude possibly greater than a GS0 
• 

111 	 HF 	 the High Frequency band, from 3 x 106  to 3 x 10 hertz 
• IFRB 	 International Frequency Registration Board 
• ISDN 	 Integrated Services Digital Network 
• ITU 	 International Telecommunication Union 

• IVHS 	 Intelligent Vehicle Highway System 

a 
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a 
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fixed-satellite or broadcasting-satellite frequency bands between 10.7 GHz and 
14.8 GHz 
the fixed-satellite 30/20 GHz 
Local Area Network 
Low Earth Orbit non-geostationary usually circular orbit of about 1000 Km 
altitude 

LMSS 	 Land Mobile-Satellite Service 
Little LE° 	a satellite system using LE0 orbits and frequencies below 1 GHz 
MEO 	 Mid Earth Orbit non-geostationary, usually circular, with an altitude of about 

10,000 Km 

MMSS 	 Maritime Mobile-Satellite Service 
MPEG 	 moving picture experts group, or a digital television coding scheme developed 

by that group 

MSAT 	 The Canadian Mobile-Satellite system 
MSS 	 Mobile-Satellite Service 
NASA 	 the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of the USA 
NASDA 	 the National Space Development Agency of Japan 
non-GSO 	 any satellite orbit which is not geostationary or close to geostationary (see 

definition of GSO) 

NTSC 	 National Television Standards Committee, or the current North American 
• television signal format of that committee 

PCS 	 Personal Communications System 
PSK 	 Phase-Shift Keying or Phase-Shift Keyed 
PSTN 	 public switched telephone network 
RARC 	 a Regional Administrative Radio Conference 
RR 	 Radio Regulation (of the ITU) 
Region 1 	 an ITU-defined region of the world, in this case Europe, Africa, all of Russia, 

and parts of the Middle East 

Region 2 	 an ITU-defined region of the world, in this case North and South Americ 

Region 3 	 an ITU-defined region of the world, in this case Asia and Australia but n 
including Russia 

RF 	 Radio Frequency 
RR 	 Radio Regulation(s) 
SHF 	 Super-High Frequency band, 3 x 109  to 3 x 10' hertz 
SP 	 Spectrum Utilization Policy 
TDRSS 	 Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System of NASA 
TVRO 	 Television Receive-Only satellite earth terminal 
VHF 	 Very High Frequency band, 3 x 107  to 3 x 108  hertz 
VSAT 	 very small aperature (satellite earth) terminal 
UHF 	 Ultra High Frequency band, 3 x 108  to 3 x 109 hertz 
W/m2 	 watt per square metre 

page xiv 

Ku-band 

Ka-band 
LAN 
LE0 
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WARC 	 World Administrative Radio Conference 
WARC-MOB 	a specialized WARC in 1987 to consider mobile and mobile-satellite services 
WARC-ORB 	a specialized two-session WARC in 1985 and 1988 to consider the planning of 

	

a 	 space services 

	

111 	 6/4 GHz 	 the fixed-satellite frequency bands 5.925-6.425 GHz uplink and 3.7-4.2 GHz 
• downlink 
a 
• 13/11 GHz 	the fixed-satellite frequency bands 13.75-14 GHz and/or 12.75-13.25 GHz 

• uplink and 10.7-11.7 GHz downlink 

a 

	

4111 	 14/11 GHz 	the fixed-satellite frequency bands 14.0-14.5 GHz uplink and the bands 
10.7-11.7 GHz downlink 

• 30/20 GHz 	the satellite frequency bands 27.5-30 GHz uplink and 17.7-20.2 GHz 
• downlink 
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• 1 .... Introduction 	This document presents the results of a spectrum review undertaken by 
• the Department of Communications, and proposes a number of changes 
• to the Canadian  Table of Frequency Allocations (hereinafter referred to 
• as the Canadian  Table) for the frequency bands above 3 GHz. The main 
111 	 event leading to this review was the 1992 World Administrative Radio 
• Conference (WARC-92) convened by the International 

• Telecommunications Union (ITU) in Torremolinos, Spain, from 3 
• February to 4 March, 1992. The decisions taken at that Conference were 

a 	 related to the spectrum allocations to the various radiocommunications 
services contained principally in Article 8 of the ITU Radio Regulations, • 
and to related spectrum utilization matters in other Articles. This 
document proposes certain changes to the Canadian Table as a result of 
the changes made by WARC-92 to the ITU Article 8 Table of frequency 

• allocations. Related consequential changes are also proposed in this 
111 	 document in bands that were not specifically considered by the 
• Conference. 
S  
• The last major review of the Canadian Table above 3 GHz was done 

• following the General WARC-79; the revised Canadian Table was issued 

• by the Department in January 1982. Smaller changes to the Canadian 
Table were made in 1986 to reflect ITU allocation decisions taken at 
WARC-MOB-83 and at WARC-ORB-85, and in March 1991 following 
WARC-MOB-87 and WARC-ORB-88. 

Proposals for changes to the Canadian Table are presented here on a 
• band-by-band basis, ie. all proposed changes to the Canadian Table 
• affecting a given band are made in one place. General background 
• information and the issues relating to these proposed changes are 
• discussed in Annex A to this document, and the discussion of the 
• requirements of specific services, particularly from a Canadian 
• perspective, can be found in Annex B. Further detailed information on 

• spectrum/orbit resources available to the fixed-satellite service (FSS) in 
Canada is given in Annex C, and similar considerations relating to the 

• broadcasting-satellite service (BSS) are covered in Armex D. Annex E is 
the Gazette Notice associated with these proposals. 

To assist the reader, specific references to the relevant background 
material contained in the annexes are made as appropriate throughout this 
document. 

1111 

• • a 
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Finally, as specified in the associated Gazette Notice (Anriex E), 
conunents are invited from all interested parties concerning the partic 
proposals contained in this document. Comments should be sent to th 

Director General 
Telecommunications Policy Branch 
Department of Communications 
300 Slater Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA 008 

by 1 October, 1993. 

The Department will review in detail all comments received and take 
them into account in the final revision of the Canadian Table of 
Frequency Allocations. The revised Table is expected to be released arly 
in 1994. Copies of the submission.s received will be made available for 
public inspection at the Department of Communications' Library, Room 
1420, 300 Slater Street, Ottawa, and at all of the Department's Regioral 
Offices. 

	

2 . . . . Presentation 	Proposed changes to the Canadian Table are presented in this docume t 

	

Format 	on a band-by-band basis in order of increasing frequency, in separate 
sections. In many cases, changes proposed for one band are related toi  
those proposed for another; these inter-relationships are discussed in the 
text accompanying these proposals. 

Each section proposes a change to the Canadian Table in a specific band 
and includes, in the following order: 

o a description of the Region 2 and Canadian allocations in effect 
before WARC-92; 

o a description of the decisions of the WARC relating to the band; 

o a brief discussion of the factors involved in a possible change 
the Canadian table, with references to the various annexes as 
appropriate; 

the proposed change in the Canadian Table; and 

o information about any accompanying Spectrum Utilization Policy, 
if one is current or is being proposed. 

lar 

to 

Tables in each section show the existing (pre-WARC) allocations and the 
post-WARC allocations. Each of these in turn indicate, for the band in 



5925-7075 MHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 792A 
MOBILE 

791 809 
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question, the Region 2 and the Canadian allocations. These four attributes 
are identified by use of the following editorial presentations: 

o table entries or footnotes in the relevant Region 2 table but not in 
the Canadian table are included and struck out; this applies to 
both the current and proposed table entries; 

o table entries or footnotes in the relevant Canadian table but not in 
the ITU Region 2 table are included and underlined; 

o new Canadian footnotes have the notation "CœmL", the 
normal notation "Cnnn" for a Canadian footnote, followed by a 
letter A, B, etc., as is done in the ITU for new footnotes; 

o table entries or footnotes in the WARC-92 Final Acts but not in 
the pre-WARC table are typed in bold; and 

o table entries or footnotes that were in the pre-WARC ITU table 
but are not in the WARC Final Acts are simply omitted from 

the post-WARC or "proposed" table. Their omission is evident 
by their inclusion in the pre-WARC but not the post-WARC 
Region 2 ITU table. Where such an entry or footnote is proposed 
to be retained in the Canadian Table, it is included and 
underlined as specified in the second and third indents above. 

3 	Proposals for the Canadian Table 

3.1 . 5925-7075 MHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	The band 5925-7075 MHz is currently allocated on a co-primary basis to 

	

Allocations 	the fixed and the fixed-satellite service (Earth-to-space), as indicated 
below: 

The standard frequency and time signal-satellite service may be 
authorized in the band 6425-6429 MHz, subject to Article 14, according 



09 
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to Footnote 791. Footnote 792A notes that in the band 
6725-7025 MHz the fixed-satellite service is subject ,to the 
allotment plan in Appendix 30B of the Radio Regulations. Footnote 
notes that passive sensor measurements are carried out over the ocea 
but the footnote does not give such use of the band any status. The 
mobile service is allocated on a primary basis in the ITU Table, but 
not allocated in the Canadian Table, in part because in Canada 
transportable stations are licensed in the fixed rather than the mobile 
service. 

WARC-92 Activity WARC-92 did not consider the band 5925-7075 MHz, other than through 
an initial consideration of Canadian Proposal CAN/23/85, a proposal to 
designate the band 7025-7075 MHz for use within the fixed-satellite 
service for feeder links to BSS (sound) systems in the 1.4 GHz frequency 
range. The WARC allocated the band 1452-1492 MHz to the 
broadcasting-satellite service, subject to Footnote 722A and to Resolution 
528 (COM 41W), but did not have time to consider subsequently the 
question of feeder links to sound broadcasting-satellite systems in tha: 
band. Thus the Canadian proposal CAN 123 185 was neither accepted nor 
rejected. 

Discussion 	In Section 7.2 of Armex B, the reasons for designating a specific fixe' - 
satellite (earth-to-space) band for BSS (sound) feeder links were 
discussed, and the band 7025-7075 MHz is suggested through a proc ss 
of eliminating almost all other bands allocated to the FSS (earth-to-
space). In summary, the reasons for designating a specific band for BSS 

. (sound) feeder-link use are to allow designers of BSS (sound) systerri to 
use a frequency band in which spectrum/orbit resources are  availablej  and 
to prevent the inefficient use of much wider bandwidth FSS bands. The 
reason for designating the 7025-7075 MHz band in particular is that, 
because of decisions taken at WARC-ORB in 1985 and in 1988, it is uot 
as useful for other FSS uses as other bands allocated to the FSS (spade-
to-earth) below 30 GHz. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	For the above reasons it is proposed that the fixed-satellite service (e 

	

Table 	to-space) be designated as the band to be used for BSS (sound) feede 
links, by adding footnote C014A to the band 5925-7075 MHz, as 
follows: 

rth- 



The band 10.7-11.7 GHz is allocated in Canada on a co-primary basis to 
the fixed and fixed-satellite (space-to-Earth) services. The band is also 
allocated on a secondary basis to the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
service in the ITU Table, but this allocation is not included in the 
Canadian Table. Footnote 792A recalls that the fixed-satellite service in 
the sub-bands 10.7-10.95 GHz and 11.2-11.45 GHz is planned in 
accordance with Appendix 30B of the Radio Regulations (see Annex C). 
Canadian footnote C016 provides protection to passive services in the 
adjacent band 10.6-10.7 GHz. 

10.7-11.7 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 792A 
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5925-7075 MHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 792A C014A 
MOBILE 

791 809 

C014A The fixed-satellite service (Earth-to-space) in the band 7025-7075 
GHz shall be used by Canadian satellite networks exclusively for 
feeder links to broadcasting-satellite (sound) systems operating in 
the frequency band 1452-1492 MHz. Feeder links of such 
broadcasting-satellite systems shall use this band to the extent 
possible before a different fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space) band is 
so used. 

3.2 . . 10;7-11.7 GHz 

Existing Canadian  
Allocations 

792A (Orb-88) The use of the bands 4500-4800 MHz, 6725-7025 MHz, 
10.7-10.95 GHz, 11.2-11.45 GHz, and 12.75-13.25 GHz by the 
fixed-satellite service shall be in accordance with the provisions 
of Appendix 30B. 

C016 Users are urged, in their planning of operations in the band 10.7- 
10.95 GHz for the fixed-satellite service, to give all practicable 
protection to the passive operations in the adjacent band 10.6- 
10.7 GHz. 

WARC-92 Activity 	The Conference did not consider this band specifically. However, the 
Conference allocated 250 MHz of new fixed-satellite spectrum in the 
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Earth-to-space direction on a shared primary basis in the 13.75-14.0 GHz 
band, subject to new footnotes 855A and 855B. The 11.45-11.7 GHz 
band is a possible downlink pair to that band in the implementation of 
Canadian domestic fixed-satellite networks. 

Discussion 	The uses and constraints of the new fixed-satellite band 13.75-14 GHZ is 
‘x.  discussed below in Section 3.3 above. The 11.45-11.7 GHz band is s en 

as a logical downward extension of the current 11.7-12.2 GHz band  1or 
 domestic FSS networks, just as the band 13.75-14.0 GHz is a down ard 

extension of the 14.0-14.5 GHz band. Both the uplink band 13.75-14 
GHz and the corresponding 11.45-11.7 GHz band share the spectrum 
with other services and, thus, networks with fewer and larger Earth 
stations are more appropriate in these bands. To ensure good utilizati n 
of the spectrum and orbit resources available, as discussed in Section 3.0 
of Annex A, a footnote specifying that this pairing be followed is 
proposed. It is assumed that with such a footnote in effect, the 14/12 

- GHz band for a future Canadian 14/12 GHz FSS network might be a 
much as 750 MHz in width, with traffic requiring fewer larger Earth 
stations being accommodated in the lower 250 MHz of that 750 MHz 
band. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	Based on the above, it is proposed that a new footnote CO20B be addéd 

	

Table 	to the band 11.45-11.7 GHz to pair the use of this band to that of the 
band 13.75-14.0 GHz for Canadian domestic FSS networks. As a 
consequential change, footnote C016 would no longer apply to the 11.45- 
11.7 GHz band, a 750 MHz portion of the 11.6-11.7 GHz passive band, 
nor would footnote 792A that recalls the bands to be used in accordaife 
with Appendix 30B; thus, both should be deleted from the band. 

10.7-11.45 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 792A 

C016 

11.45-11.7 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE 

(space-to-Earth) 792A CO20B 

G04-6 	 .  

CO20B In the use of the fixed-satellite service by networks used for 
domestic fixed-satellite applications, the band 13.75-14.0 GH 
the Earth-to-space direction shall be used in conjunction witb 
band 11.45-11.7 GHz in the space-to-Earth direction. 

in 
the 



BROADCASTING 
BROADCASTING- 

SATELLITE 839 846 CO20 
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3.3 . . 12.2-12.7 GHz 

Existing Canadian 
Allocations 

The band 12.2-12.7 GHz is currently allocated on a co-primary basis to 
the fixed, broadcasting, and broadcasting-satellite services, with the 
addition of footnotes 839 constraining the use of the fixed-satellite and 
broadcasting services, 844 protecting broadcasting-satellite assignments 
froin interference from terrestrial networks, and 846 providing satellite 
systems in the band with the flexibility to accommodate both fixed-
satellite and broadcasting-satellite traffic. The use of the band by the 
broadcasting-satellite service is specified by the Plan of Appendix 30. 

839 	(Orb-88) The use of the bands 11.7-12.2 GHz by the fixed- 
satellite service in Region 2 and 12.2-12.7 GHz by the 
broadcasting-satellite service in Region 2 is limited to national 
and sub-regional systems. The use of the band 11.7-12.2 GHz by 
the fixed-satellite service in Region 2 is subject to previous 
agreement by administrations concerned and those having 
services, operating or planned to operate in accordance with the 
Table, which may be affected (see Articles 11, 13, and 14). For 
use of the band 12.2-12.7 GHz by the broadcasting-satellite 
service in Region 2, see Article 15. 

844 	(Orb-85) In Region 2, in the band 12.2-12.7 GHz, existing and 
future terrestrial radiocommunication services shall not cause 
harmful interference to the space services operating in conformity 
with the Broadcasting-Satellite Plan for Region 2 contained in 
Appendix 30 (Orb-85). 

846 	(Orb-85) In Region 2, in the band 12.2-12.7  GHz,  assignments 
to stations in the broadcasting-satellite service in the Plan for 
Region 2 contained in Appendix 30 (Orb-85) may also be used 
for transmissions in the fixed-satellite service (space-to-Earth), 
provided that such transmissions do not cause more interference 
or require more protection from interference than the 
broadcasting-satellite service transmissions operating in 
conformity with the Region 2 Plan. With respect to the space 
services, this band shall be used principally for the broadcasting-
satellite service. 
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CO20 In Region 2, in the band 12.2-12.7 GHz, assignments to stations 
in the broadcasting-satellite service made available in the plan to 
be established by the 1983 regional administrative radio 
conference for Region 2 may also be used for transmissions in the 
fixed-satellite service (space-to- Earth), provided that such 
transmissions do not cause more interference or require more 
protection from interference than the broadcasting-satellite  service  
transmissions operating in accordance with the plan. With re pect 
to the space services, this band shall be used principally for tpe 
broadcasting-satellite service. The lower limit of this band sh01 
be modified in accordance with the decisions of that confererice 
for Region 2 (see No. 841). 

In combination, these allocations and Appendix 30 give the broadcasfing-
satellite service a higher status than the so-called co-primary terrestril 
services in the band, they allow Canada to use six orbital positions in the 
Plan of Appendix 30 (see Annex D), and they provide considerable 
flexibility in how these orbital assignments are used. 

WARC-92 Activity 

Proposed Canadlian 

The question how to accommodate HDTV BSS requirements was 
discussed in detail, but the only direct connection with the 12 GHz BSS 
allocation at the Conference was the US proposal for a footnote in this 
band making the band available for HDTV application. The proposal was 
not adopted by the WARC. In Canada's view, that proposal was not 
necessary, given the flexibility of the Appendix 30 Plan (see Annex D). 

A related activity was the allocation of spectrum to the broadcasting-
satellite service in the 17.3-17.8 GHz band, co-primary with the feed r 
link allocation and Plan of Appendix 30A, and the additional allocati n of 
BSS feederlink spectrum in the bands 18.1-18.4 GHz (augmenting th 
allocation in the band 17.3-18.1 GHz) and 24.75-25.25 GHz. The 
question of how these feederlink bands might be used is discussed in 
Section 7.1 of Annex B. 

It is proposed that the Canadian Table be unchanged from that existing 
Table 	before the WARC, except for 

o 	the deletion of footnote CO20, having become no longer necessary 
since it is almost identical to the ITU footnote 846, which also 
includes WARC-ORB-85 modifications not included in CO20; and 

o 	the addition of footnote CO20A to ensure that the provision o 
feeder links to the broadcasting-satellite service is done in a 
manner that does not constrain the use of the radio spectrum or 
other services any more than is necessary to provide a cost- 
effective BSS system and associated feeder links. 



12.2-12.7 GHz 
FIXED 
%10BILE exce 
BROADCASTING 
BROADCASTING- 

SATELLITE 839 846 CO20 CO20A 
844 

13.4-14.0 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 
Standard Frequency and Time Signal-Satellite 

(Earth-to-space) 
Space Research 

713  8-53 .8-54 .855  

3.4 . . 13.75-14 GHz 

Currently, the band 13.4-14 GHz is allocated to the radiolocation service 
on a primary basis, and the Standard Frequency and Time Signal-Satellite 
(Earth-to-space) and Space Research services on a secondary basis, with 
radiolocation devices also being allowed on spacecraft on a secondary 
basis in accordance with footnote 713 for earth exploration-satellite and 
space research applications. Other footnotes 853, 854, and 855 allocate 
additional bands in other administrations but do not affect Canadian use 
of the band. 

Existing Canadian 
Allocations 
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The proposed new footnote CO20A is as follows: 

CO20A Feeder links to broadcasting-satellite systems operating in the 
band 12.2-12.7 GHz shall be accommodated in the band 17.3- 
17.8 GHz in accordance with Appendix 30A of the ITU Radio 
Regulations, unless it is necessary to use another band because of 
the operation or plarmed operation of a broadcasting-satellite 
system in the 17 GHz band, taking into account the need to use 
feeder-link equipment over its accounting amortized lifetime. In 
that situation, operators are urged to consider use of the band 
17.9-18.4 GHz for the provision of feeder links to broadcasting- 

• satellite systems operating in the 12.2-12.7 GHz band, and use of 
the band 24.75-25.25 GHz for the provision of feeder links to 
broadcasting-satellite systems operating in the band 17.3-17.8 
GHz. 

It is also proposed that Footnote CO20A be applicable in the bands 17.3- 
17.7 GHz, 17.7-17.8 GHz, 17.8-18.1 GHz, 18.1-18.4 GHz, and 24.75- 
25.25 GHz. 
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713 	In the bands 1215-1300 MHz, 3100-3300 MHz, 5250-5350 MHz, 
8550-8650 MHz, 9500-9800 MHz, and 13.4-14.0 GHz, 
radiolocation stations installed on spacecraft may also be 
employed for the earth exploration-satellite and space researci 
services on a secondary basis. 

As discussed in Section 2.0 of Annex B, the WARC allocated the baM 
13.75-14.0 GHz (the upper 250 MHz of the band 13.4-14 GHz) to the 
fixed-satellite service (Earth-to-space) on a primary basis. This allockion 
was agreed to as an alternative to a proposal made by several 
administrations to open the band 14.5-14.8 GHz to generic FSS use 
rather than restricting the use of that allocation to BSS feeder links 
through footnote 863. 

Inter-service sharing arrangements in the 13.75-14 GHz band were a reed 
to at the Conference. New ITU footnote 855A specifies the sharing 
constraints between the co-primary radiolocation and FSS (Earth-to- pace) 
services, and new footnote 855B specifies the sharing between the FS 
and the earth exploration-satellite and space research services, as fol ows: 

855A In the band 13.75-14 GHz, the e.i.r.p. of any emission from an 
earth station in the fixed-satellite service shall be at least 68 
dBW, and should not exceed 85 dBW, with a minimum antra 
diameter of 4.5 meters. In addition the e.i.r.p., averaged ov r 
one second, radiated by a station in the radiolocation and 
radionavigation services towards the geostationary orbit shall not 
exceed 59 dBW. These values shall apply subject to review by 
the CCIR and until they are changed by a future competent 'World 
administrative radio conference (see Resolution 112, WARC-92). 

where Resolution 112 is a new ITU resolution of WARC-92 entitled 
"Allocation of Frequencies to the Fixed-Satellite Service in the Bail 
13.75-14 GHz"; and 

855B In the band 13.75-14 GHz geostationary space stations in th 
space research service, for which information for advance 
publication has been received by the IFRB prior to 31 Janua 
1992, shall operate with an equal basis with stations in the fixed-
satellite service ; after that date new geostationary space stations 
in the space research service will operate on a secondary  bais. 
Until 1 January 2000, stations in the fixed-satellite service stiall 
not cause harmful interference to non-geostationary stations  in the 
space research and earth exploration-satellite services; after .hat 
date these non-geostationary space stations will operate on a 
secondary basis in relation to the fixed-satellite service. 

Discussion 	As discussed in Section 2.0 of Annex B, there is a fixed-satellite 
requirement for use of this band for both domestic and international 

WARC-92 Decision 



13.4-13.75 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 
Standard Frequency and Time Signal-Satellite 

(Earth-to-space) 
Space Research 

713 853 854 855 

13.75-14 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 
Standard Frequency and Time Signal-Satellite 

(Earth-to-space) 

713 853 851 855  855A 855B CO20B 
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commercial FSS networks. There is also a continuing requirement for 
radiolocation use of the band by government systems. 

The technical parameters of 855A are being studied by Study 
Group 4 of the CCIR, as requested in Resolution 112. However, as 
discussed in Section 3 of Annex A, FSS networks need to be coordinated 
in detail with networks of other administrations and, therefore, must be 
designed in accordance with the parameters agreed to by WARC-92 or by 
a future WRC, because they specify the conditions of sharing between 
systems of different administrations. 

Another factor is the use of the band for domestic fixed-satellite systems, 
as discussed in 3.2 above. For the reasons outlined therein, it is proposed 
to pair the 13.75-14.0 GHz fixed-satellite uplink band used for domestic 
networks, with the 11.45-11.7 fixed-satellite downlink band through new 
footnote CO20B. Note that this footnote does not apply to international 
FSS networks that are used primarily for communications across the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, in which the frequency pairing is very 
different from that of domestic systems. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	Based on the above, it is proposed that for this band, the Canadian Table 

	

Table 	be the same as the ITU table, With new footnotes 855A and 855B 
unchange but with the deletion of in-country footnotes 853, 854, and 855, 
as in the current Canadian Table, and the addition of CO20B specifying 
the pairing of the 13.75-14.0 GHz band with the 11.45-11.7 GHz band 
for domestic FSS systems. With these changes the Canadian table is 
proposed to be: 

CO20B (see Section 3.2 above.) 



15.7-16.6 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 

8-66 8-67 

The use of the band 15.7-16.6 GHz was not reviewed at WARC-92. I 
However, the Conference reduced significantly the bandwidth availaidle to 
the radionavigation service in the 25 GHz band. This band had been 
considered for use by Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE). 
Because of that change in the 25 GHz range, the 16 GHz band is 
considered here for ASDE use. 

WARC-92 Activity 
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3.5 . . 15.7-16.6 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	In Canada, the band 15.7-16.6 GHz is allocated exclusively to the 

	

Allocations 	radiolo  cation service. Footnotes 866 and 867 are "in country" ITU 
footnotes that do not affect Canadian use of the band. 

Discussion 	Wide-band radar systems are being considered for traffic control of 
aircraft on the ground or in the immediate air space at major airports. 
Wide bandwidths are required to achieve good range discrimination (re 
Section 8.0 of Annex B). Prior to the Conference a prime band for this • 
application was the 24.25-25.25 GHz band; however, the WARC reduced 
the radionavigation band at 25 GHz to a 400 MHz bandwidth, only /00 

an MHz of which is 	exclusive allocation. 

In the USA, the band 15.7-16.2 GHz is allocated to ASDE through US 
domestic footnote G59, and ASDE is being considered for 
implementation in the band for both civilian and military use. Given that 
ASDE equipment is thus already available in the band, and that in such 
bands sharing arrangements are only required with immediate neighbours 
(see Section 2.0 of Annex A), consideration is given to making that band 
available for ASDE use in Canada, without constraining use of highetr 

i:  frequency bands at 24 GHz or 32 GHz for that application. This cou d be 
done either by a footnote similar to the US footnote G59, or by allo ating 
the band to the radionavigation service per se. The former approach is 
preferred, so that the radionavigation use is limited to ASDE, the us for 
which the band has been identified. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	It is proposed that the 15.7-16.2 GHz portion of the 15.7-16.6 GHz 

	

Table 	be made available for ASDE, through the addition of Canadian foot 
CO20D, as indicated below: 
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15.7-16.6 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 

CO20D 

17.3-17.7 GHz 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 869 
Radiolocation 

868 

3.6 . . 17.3-17.7 GHz 

Prior to the Conference, the band 17.3-17.7 GHz was allocated on a 
world-wide basis, and in the Canadian  table, as shown below, to the 
fixed-satellite service on a primary basis and to the radiolocation service 
on a secondary basis. Footnote 869 limited the use of the fixed-satellite 
service to feeder-links for the broadcasting-satellite service, as specified 
in Appendix 30A. 

Existing Canadian 
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CO20D In the sub-band 15.7-16.2 GHz the radionavigation service, 
limited to the use of Airport  Surface Detection Equipment 
(ASDE), is also allocated on a primary basis. 

869 	(Orb-85) The use of the band 17.3-18.1 GHz by the fixed- 
satellite service (Earth-to-space) is limited to feeder links for the 
broadcasting-satellite service. For the use of the band 17.3-17.8 
GHz in Region 2 by the feeder links for the broadcasting-satellite 
service in the band 12.2-12.7 GHz, see Article 15A. 

The ITU Table also included footnote 868, which allocates the band in 
certain countries to the fixed and mobile services on a secondary basis; 
this in-country footnote is not in the Canadian Table since it does not 
affect Canadian use of the band. 

At WARC-92, the broadcasting-satellite service was added to this band in 
Region 2 on a primary basis. (Note that in Regions 1 and 3 the new 
allocation to the broadcasting-satellite service was made instead to the 
21.4-22 GHz band.) At the Conference, Canada and Brazil initiated 
discussions to have the new broadcasting-satellite service in this band 
instead of at higher-frequency bands, including the 22 GHz band. Two 
additional footnotes were added by the Conference in this band to 
complement this new broadcasting-satellite allocation: 

o 	footnote 868A, which states that the sharing between the fixed- 
satellite assignments of Appendix 30A and assignments of the 

WARC-92 Decision 
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new broadcasting-satellite service shall be in accordance with 
changes to Annex 4 of Appendix 30A. (This footnote was based 
on a Canadian WARC proposal.) 

o 	footnote 869A, which states that the allocation to the 
broadcasting-satellite service comes into effect on April 1, 2007. 
(A similar initial date pertains to the initiation of the service in 
the 22 GHz band in the other regions.) 

Discussion 	The existing ITU and Canadian tables allocate the band 22.5-23 GHzito 
the broadcasting-satellite service, shared on a co-primary status but under 
Article 14, with the fixed, mobile, and inter-satellite services. With the 
development of high-definition television (HDTV) and its possible 
delivery by satellite, the need to change this allocation had been 
recognized by the ITU and by Canada in its preparations for WARC-92. 
In those preparations, it had been concluded that the 17.3-17.8 GHz band 
was the best band for such an allocation, both because of lower rain 
attenuation and associated system costs at 17 GHz compared with higher 
frequencies, and to make the 22 and 23 GHz bands available for other 
services as required. Region 2 agreed with and adopted this Canadian 
proposal to the WARC. 

It was recognized by the WARC that the 17 GHz band in Region 2,  and  
the 22 GHz band in Regions 1 and 3, will not be required for some t me; 
as a result, a delay in the activation of these allocations until 1 April 
2007 was specified in new footnote 869A for Region 2. It is not 
anticipated that the allocation will be required in Canada before that qate 
(see Section 6.0 of Annex B); thus, 869A is proposed for the Canadian 
Table as well. Moreover, many potential HDTV and Advanced 
Television (ATV) applications in Canada can  be implemented at 12 9Hz, 
given the flexibility of the Appendix 30 plan and the fact that Canadian 
assignments in that plan cover all frequencies in specific orbit locations 
(see Annex D). To use this 12 GHz band efficiently, and to make  th cd 17 
GHz band available for other uses as long as possible, it is proposed to 
add footnote CO20A to the Canadian Table (see Section 3.3 above anll 
Section 3.7 below for related information). 

	

Proposed Canadian 	Based on the above, on consideration of the 12.2-12.7 GHz band abdve, 

	

Table 	and on consideration of requirements for Canadian broadcasting-satellite 

systems and their associated feeder links as discussed above in Sections 

6.0 and 7.1 of Annex B, it is proposed that the Canadian Table in thé 

band 17.3-17.8 GHz read as follows: 

a 
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where the new ITU footnotes are 

868A In the band 17.3-17.8 GHz, sharing between the fixed-satellite 
service (Earth-to-space) and the broadcasting-satellite service shall 
be in accordance with the provisions of Annex 4 of Appendix 
30A. 

869A In Region 2, the allocation to the broadcasting-satellite service in 
the band 17.3-17.8 GHz shall come into effect on 1 April 2007. 
After that date, use of the fixed-satellite (space-to-Earth) service 
in the band 17.7-17.8 GHz shall not claim protection from and 
shall not cause harmful interference to operating systems in the 
broadcasting-satellite service. 

Two Canadian footnotes are proposed for this band: one relating to the 
implementation of broadcasting-satellite feeder links, and the other (a 
modification to 869A) relating to inter-service sharing in the band 17.7- 
17.8 GHz. These are: 

CO20A (See Section 3.2 above.) 

CO20E (See Section 3.7 below. Note that 869A and CO20E are the same 
in the band 17.3-17.7 GHz, but their differences in the band 
17.7-17.8 require that 869A be replaced by CO20E throughout the 
band 17.3-17.8 GHz.) 

3:7 .. 17.7-17.8 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	The current Canadian allocation of the band 17.7-17.8 GHz is to the 

	

Allocations 	fixed and the fixed-satellite (space-to-Earth) and (Earth-to-space) services. 
Currently, this band is a sub-band of the band 17.7-18.1 GHz. 
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The mobile service is allocated in the ITU Region 2 Table, but is no 
allocated in the current Canadian Table for reasons discussed in Sect.on 
3.0 of Annex B. 

WARC-92 Decision As discussed above in Section 3.6, the WARC allocated the band 17 3- 
17.8 GHz to the broadcasting-satellite service and adopted footnotes 368A 
and 869A that specify inter-service sharing in the band. 869A specifies 
that the fixed-satellite service (space-to-Earth) shall be secondary to  4ie 
broadcasting-satellite service after 1 April 2007, but puts no constraints 
on the sharing between the fixed and broadcasting-satellite services. 

A separate US/Canada Coordination Agreement was reached on how 
share the band between the broadcasting-satellite and the fixed servic 
near the Canada/US border. That agreement included the following: 

1. 	The power flux density limit already established in Article 28 
this band will be applied to the BSS for the protection of the 
fixed service; 

to 
:S 

for 

2. 	There will be a new ITU footnote ensuring protection of the BSS 
from FSS (space-to-Earth) operations; 

3. 	The BSS will not, except by mutual agreement, be implemen 
before 1 January 2007; 

4. 	Neither country will authorize new fixed systems in this band 
except under the conditions specified in indent 5 below; and, 

5. 	Fixed systems operating in the band 17.7-17.8 GHz in either 
country will be required to make whatever adjustments are 
necessary so as to limit the aggregate power flux density of such 
systems into the neighbouring country to -109 dB(W/m2) over any 
1 MHz in this frequency band in any area where the BSS is ill 
use. This value may be modified by mutual agreement. 

Note that items 2 and 3 above were included in the Final Acts of the 
Conference. 

Discussion 	Consideration of the proposed allocation to the broadcasting-satellite 
discussed above in Sections 6.0 of Annex B and 3.6 above; the requi 
bandwidth is 17.3-17.8 GHz. The ITU has decided that such systems 
should be implemented only after 1 April, 2007; it would be difficult 
implement systems before that date, as discussed in Section 3.0 of 
Annex A. 

The remaining considerations in this band, then, are the status of the 
fixed and fixed-satellite (space-to-Earth) services. Canadian proposals to 
the Conference (proposed footnotes 869A and 869B) stated that in the 

ed 
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ITU Table the fixed, mobile, and fixed-satellite (space-to-Earth) should 
protect and not claim protection from future operating broadcasting-
satellite systems. The Conference agreed to footnote 869A shown in 
Section 3.6 above (not 869A proposed by Canada to the WARC) which 
effectively makes the fixed-satellite service downlink secondary to the 
broadcasting-satellite service, but places no constraints on the fixed 
service. This omission of the fixed service in 869A was necessary to 
reach an agreement with the USA at the Conference; instead, the 
constraints on the fixed and BSS systems in the Canada/USA agreement 
discussed above complemented the agreement to have BSS allocated in 
the band subject to 869A. Canada can modify its domestic allocation table 
to meet its perceived requirements, as long as these are consistent with 
the ITU Regulations and the Canada/USA bilateral agreement. 

	

liroposed Canadian 	It is proposed that the fixed, fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space) and (space-to- 

	

Table 	Earth), and broadcasting-satellite be allocated in the band, subject to 

o the broadcasting-satellite service not being introduced before 1 
April 2007; 

o the fixed-satellite (space to-Earth) and the fixed services not 
causing harmful interference or requiring protection from BSS 
networks; and 

o broadcasting-satellite service being subject to the power flux-
density limits for the fixed-satellite service downlink in Article 28 
of the Radio Regulations. 

The proposed 17.7-17.8 GHz allocation table is: 

where the new ITU footnotes and proposed Canadian footnotes are: 

868A (see Section 3.6 above) 

869A (see Section 3.6 above) 

CO20A (see Section 3.3 above) 
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CO20E In Region 2, the allocation to the broadcasting-satellite servici 
the band 17.3-17.8 GHz shall come into effe.ct on 1 April 20( 
After that date, use of the fixed service and the fixed-satellite 
(space-to-Earth) service in the band 17.7-17.8 GHz shall not 
claim protection from and shall not cause harmful interferencl 
operating systems in the broadcasting-satellite service. 

CO2OF The power flux density limit in Article 28 of the Radio 
Regulations for the fixed-satellite service in this band shall also 
apply to the broadcasting-satellite service. 

WARC-92 Decision 

3.8 . . 17.8-18.4 GHz 

Existing Canadian 
Allocations 

The services allocated in the current Canadian Table in the band 17 • 8r 
 18.1 GHz on a co-primary basis are the fixed, fixed-satellite (space-tô-

Earth), and fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space, subject to footnote 869) 
services. In the higher band 18.1-18.6 GHz co-primary allocations ar to 
the fixed and fixed-satellite (space-to-Earth) services. These allocatio ijs  
are the same as those in the ITU Table except that the mobile service has 
been omitted (See Section 3.0 of Annex B). 

17.8-18.1 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 

(Earth-to-space) 869 
MOBILE 

18.1-18.4 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
MOBILE 

870 

The Conference made no change to the band 17.8-18.1 GHz. (the  bard  is 
included here because of the possibility of adding footnote CO20A to the 
Canadian Table in the band.) The Conference extended the FSS Earthi-to-
space band upwards to 18.4 GHz on a world-wide basis, limiting the fise 
of the allocation to BSS feeder links through new footnote 870A. A new 
in-country alternative-allocation footnote 870B was added, but this 
footnote has no effect on Canadian use of the band. 

870A The use of the band 18.1-18.4 GHz by the fixed-satellite  service  
(Earth-to-space) is limited to feeder links for the broadcasting 
service. 
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Discussion 	As discussed in Section 7.0 of Annex B, the band 17.9-18.4 GHz is 
considered as a long-term feeder-link band for 12 GHz BSS systems, 
subject to the constraints imposed by proposed new footnote CO20A. 
Thus the FSS (Earth-to-space) allocation should be in the Canadian  Table, 
subject to both 870A and CO20A. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	It is proposed that the Canadian Table in the band 17.8-18.4 GHz be the 

	

Table 	same as that agreed to at WARC-92 for Region 2, with the deletion of 
the mobile service, deletion of footnote 870B, and the addition of 
footnote CO20A, as follows: 

CO20A (See Section 3.3) 

3.9 . . 18.4-19.7 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	The 18.4-19.7 GHz band is allocated in Canada to the fixed and fixed- 

	

Allocations 	satellite (space-to-Earth) services. (The band 18.6-18.8 GHz is allocated 
also to passive scientific satellite services.) These are the same allocations 
as those in the ITU Table, except that the mobile service has been 
omitted, as discussed in Section 3.0 of Annex B. 

The Conference made no change to the ITU Table in this band. 
However, the Conference made a number of allocations to the mobile-
satellite service below 3 GHz, and approved procedures in Resolution 46 
(COM 5/8) entitled "Interim Procedures for the Coordination and 

Notification of Frequency Assignments of Non-Geostationwy-Satellite 

Networks in Certain Space Services and the Other Services to Which the 

Bands are Allocated" , through which Low-Earth-Orbiting or LEO mobile 
satellite systems can be coordinated and implemented. Many of these 
systems require feeder links in the fixed-satellite service in both the 
space-to-Earth and Earth-to-space directions. A review of Regulation 

WARC-92 Decision 
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2613 at the Conference concluded that such feeder-link networks in the 
FSS should not cause unacceptable interference to geostationary (GSÔ) 
FSS networlcs in the same band. 

Discussion 	As discussed in Section 5.2 of Annex B, sharing between GS0 FSS 
networks and feeder links to LEO MSS networks is quite difficult. T is is 
substantiated by work done within Canadian CCIR Study Group 4. 
Because of these potential difficulties, the possibility of designating a 
specific FSS band to be used by LEO MSS networks is considered here. 

As a first step in narrowing the search for a band that could be so 
designated, it is noteworthy that a number of potential LEO MSS 
operators have stated their intention to implement their feeder-link 
systems in the 30/20 GHz region, ie. from 17.7 to 20.2 GHz for 
downlinks and 27.5 to 30 GHz for uplinks. This is because lower FSS 
bands in the 6/4 GHz and 14/11-12 GHz bands are used much more 
heavily for international and domestic FSS systems using the GSO, arid 
bands higher than 30 GHz are not yet developed for commercial use. 
Bandwidths in the order of 100 MHz may be necessary to accomrnod te 
these systems. 

To further narrow the alternatives for selecting a pair of uplink and 
downlink LEO MSS feeder-link bands, the following factors were tak 
into account: 

1) The bands 19.7-20.2 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz would not be 
appropriate, as these are being considered for VSAT use and a 
wide spectrum of applications involving large numbers of small 
earth terminals, an environment in which sharing with LEO MSS 
feeder links would be particularly difficult. 

2) The designated feeder-link band should be as low in the 30/20 
GHz band as possible to allow as much contiguous bandwidth as 
possible for wide-band GS0 FSS systems below 29.5 GHz and 

• below 19.7 GHz. 

3) The feeder links should not be in a band being considered for 
bidirectional use involving BSS feeder links in the bands 17.7- 
17.8 GHz and 17.9-18.4 GHz, as the further addition of non-
GS0 systems in the same band may make the resultant sharing 
constraints overly difficult. 

The feeder links should not, if possible, be in the band 18.6-1 
GHz used for passive space research and earth exploration-
satellite applications. 

5) 	Sharing with fixed systems in the band 18.14-18.58 GHz used for 
multipoint communications systems (MCS) may be difficult. 

.8 
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Within these constraints, it must be realized that these LEO MSS systems 
are global systems; thus, any designated band would eventually have to 
be adopted world-wide. However, the matter was not discussed at 
WARC-92, and the only avenue for addressing the matter other than 
through CCIR activities (which are complementary to this spectrum 
policy consideration) is through the development of spectrum policy 
directions in individual countries, with the possibility that such activities 
may converge. 

The following three alternative band pairs were considered for these LEO 
MSS feeder links: 

1) The downlink band 17.8-17.9 GHz and corresponding uplink 
band 27.5-27.6 GHz. The downlink band was chosen to be as far 
as possible from the likely initial FSS development of the 30/20 
GHz band (je. in the band 19.7-20.2 GHz), and to be between the 
BSS band 17.3-17.8 GHz (or BSS feeder-link band) and a 
possible long-term feeder-link band 17.9-18.4 GHz (see Sections 
6.0 and 7.0 of Annex B). 

2) The downlink band 18.4-18.5 GHz, just above the bidirectional 
use of the 18 GHz band, and the corresponding uplink band 28.2- 
28.3 GHz (each one beginning 1.7 GHz below the top edge of the 
30/20 GHz bands for both uplinks and downlinks). 

3) The downlink band 18.82-18.92 GHz and corresponding uplink 
band 28.62-28.72 GHz, each one beginning 1.28 GHz below the 
top edge of the 30/20 GHz bands for both uplinks and downlinks. 
This band was considered because the band 18.82-18.92 GHz is 
used for wireless LAN systems in the fixed service, and cannot, 
therefore, shared as easily with FSS systems having larger 
numbers of earth stations. 

The first alternative would seem ideal from a Canadian domestic 
perspective, but given that such an arrangement would have to be adopted 
globally, it would have the same difficulty as the higher band 17.9-18.4 
GHz, because the band 17.3-18.1 GHz is planned in Appendix 30A for 
Region 1 BSS feeder links. The second of the above alternatives may 
have serious sharing problems with fixed systems in that portion of the 
18 GHz band. 

The third alternative in the 18 GHz band is planried for the fixed service 
and was recently channelized for wireless LAN systems. The band will 
consist of ten RF channels each 10 MHz wide over the band 18.82-18.92 
GHz. These systems will be used mainly in buildings with a small 
coordination range, but there may be many of them. For this reason, the 
band may not be useful for GSO VSAT systems, but may be useful for 
non-GS0 MSS gateway systems having relatively few large steerable 
earth stations that could be located outside of urban areas. 



Proposed Canadian 

Table 

3.10 . 19.7-20.2 GHz 

Existing Canadian 

Allocations 

19.7-20.2 GHz 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
Mobile-Satellite (space-to-Earth) 

8-73, 

Above 3 GHz Allocation  

WARC-92 Decision 

It is proposed that in the bands 18.8-19.7 GHz and 28.5-29.5 GHz t 
following footnote be added: 

18.8-19.7 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 

CO20G 

CO20G Non-geostationary mobile-satellite systems that operate in 
frequency bands below 3 GHz and use fixed-satellite bands 1 
their feeder links shall use the bands 18.82-18.92 GHz in th 
space-to-Earth direction and 28.62-28.72 GHz in the Earth-t 
space direction for those feeder links, unless otherwise agree 
with the Department. In those bands the provisions of Radio 
Regulation 2613 (mod WARC-92) do not apply in the 
coordination of Canadian geostationary fixed-satellite networ 

The current Canadian Table allocates the band 19.7-20.2 GHz to the FSS 
(space-to-Earth) on a primary basis, and to the MSS (space-to-Earth on a 
secondary basis. This is the same as the world-wide ITU allocation, 
except that the ITU Table includes footnote 873, an in-country foottiote 
allocating the band also to the fixed and mobile services but is expli lcit in 
not limiting the e.i.r.p. from space stations in the fixed-satellite senhce. 

The Conference considered in detail Canadian proposals to allocate 
spectrum to the multipurpose-satellite service in the 24 and 27 GHz 
bands, and proposals of the USA and Mexico to allocate spectrum  o the 
general-satellite service in the 19.7-20.2 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz bands. 
These allocation proposals were to accommodate the applications 
discussed above in Section 4.0 of Amiex B. 

The Conference concluded that a new service definition was not 
necessary to implement the satellite systems which Canada, the USA and 
Mexico described in support of their proposals. Instead, the Conferlence 
decided to upgrade the secondary mobile-satellite service to primary 
status in the band, over the full 500 MHz bands 19.7-20.2 GHz and 

or 
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29.5-30 GHz in Region 2 and over the 100 MHz bands 20.1-20.2 GHz 
and 29.9-30 GHz in Regions 1 and 3. In addition, it approved five 
footnotes (873A through 873E) specifying how the band was to be used, 
and modified 873 to exclude the MSS as well as the FSS from e.i.r.p. 

• limitations arising from fixed and mobile allocations in certain countries. 
• These new and modified footnotes are as follows: 

• 873 	Additional Allocation: in Afghanistan,.. .and  Zaire the band 19.7- 
• 21.2 GHz is also allocated to the fixed and mobile services on a 
• primary basis. This additional use shall not impose any limitation 

• on the power flux-density of space stations in the fixed-satellite 

• service in the band 19.7-21.2 GHz and of space stations in the 
mobile-satellite service in the band 19.7-20.2 GHz where such 
allocation to the mobile-satellite service is on a primary basis in 
the latter band.  

873A In order to facilitate interregional coordination between networks 
• in the mobile-satellite service and fixed-satellite services, carriers 
• in the mobile-satellite service that are most susceptible to 
• interference shall, to the extent practicable, be located in the • • higher parts of the bands 19.7-20.2 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz. 

• 873B In the bands 19.7-20.2 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz in Region 2, and 

• in the bands 20.1-20.2 GHz and 29.9-30 GHz in Regions 1 and 

• 3, networks which are in both the fixed-satellite service and the 
mobile-satellite service may include links between stations at 
specified or unspecified points or while in motion, through one or 

a 	 more satellites for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint 
communications. 

• 873C In the bands 19.7-20 2 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz, the provisions of 
• No. 953 do not apply with respect to the mobile-satellite service. 
ID 
• 873D The allocation to the mobile-satellite service is intended for use 

by networks which use narrow spot-beam antennas and other 

• advanced technology at the space stations. Administrations 

• operating systems in the mobile-satellite service in the band 19.7- 
20.1 GHz in Region 2 and 20.1-20.2 GHz shall take all 
practicable steps to ensure continued availability of these bands 
for administrations operating fixed and mobile systems in 

• accordance with the provisions of No. 873. 

• 873E The use of the bands 19.7-20.1 GHz and 29.5-29.9 GHz by the 
mobile-satellite service in Region 2 is limited to satellite networlcs 

a 	 which are both in the fixed-satellite service and in the mobile- 
satellite service as described in No. 873B. 

The Conference also approved Recommendation 719 (COM 4/D), 
requesting that the CCIR shidy the technical characteristics of such 
systems, the compatibility between FSS and MSS applications in the 

De 
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bands, and the spectrum and orbit efficiency of these systems. 

Discussion 	The Conference decisions enable systems being planned in Canada (and 
in the USA) to be coordinated and put into service and should, therefore 
be included in the Canadian Table without change. Any change to the 
regulations in the Canadian Table only would create the international 
coordination problems discussed in Section 3.0 of Annex A. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	It is proposed that the Canadian Table, for the band 19.7-20.2 GHz, be 

	

Table 	as follows: 

19.7-20.2 GHz 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 

li31311€ 

MOBILE-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 

873 873A 873B 873C 873D 873E 

where the new footnotes are as described above. 

3.11 . 21.2-23.6 GHz 	This section of this document, by exception, does not discuss all 
allocations within a band, but only one service within a given frequency 
range, namely the mobile service in the range 21.2-23.6 GHz. (A more 
detailed discussion of allocation changes in the 22.5-23 GHz portion of 
that range is presented in Section 3.12 below.) 

	

Existing Canadian 	Currently, the complete 21.2-23.6 GHz frequency range is allocated ou a 

	

Allocations 	primary basis to the mobile service, on a co-primary basis with the fixled 
service, and with other services over part of the band. In the 22.0-22.5 
GHz portion, the aeronautical mobile service is excluded. This allocation 
is the same as that in the ITU Table. 

WARC-92 Activity The Conference made no changes to the mobile service in this frequen 
range, although it did delete the broadcasting-satellite service and 
associated Footnote 877 from the band 22.5-23 GHz. 

PY 

Discussion 	As discussed in Section 3.0 of Annex B, the mobile service is not used, as 
such in this frequency range in Canada, and it is not expected that there 
will be requirements for the service in Canada in the foreseeable  futur, 
given Canadian policy of licensing transportable line-of-sight radio 
systems in the fixed service rather than in the mobile service. 
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 1.0 of Annex B, it is expected that 
there will be increasing requirements for fixed systems in this frequenc& 
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range. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	For the above reasons, it is proposed that for the 21.2-23.6 GHz 

	

Table 	frequency range, the status of the mobile service, or the mobile excepting 
aeronautical mobile service in the band 22-22.5 GHz, be reduced from 
primary to secondary. For the bands 21.2-22.5 GHz and 23.55-23.6 
GHz, the proposed Canadian Table entry is as follows: 

21.2-21.4 GHz 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE 
(passive) 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
Mobile  
SPACE RESEARCH (passive) 

21.4-22 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
Mobile  

22-22.21 GHz 
FIXED 
Mobile except aeronautical mobile 

874 

22.21-22.5 GHz 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE 
(passive) 	 . 
FIXED 

Mobile except aeronautical mobile 
RADIO ASTRONOMY 
SPACE RESEARCH (passive) 

23.55-23.6 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
Mobile  

It is proposed that the mobile service be reduced to secondary status in 
the 22.5-23.55 GHz band as well, as discussed in the following section. 
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3.12 22.5-23.55 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	Currently, the band 22.5-23.55 GHz is divided into three sub-bands 

	

Allocations 	22.5-22.55 GHz, 22.55-23 GHz, and 23-23.55 GHz. The fixed and 
mobile services are allocated on a primary basis throughout the full .05 
GHz wide band, the broadcasting-satellite service is allocated on a 
primary basis in the lower 500 MHz (22.5-23.0 GHz), subject to A ticle 
14 through Footnote 877, and the inter-satellite service is allocated n a 
primary basis in the top 1 GHz (22.55-23.55 GHz). Note that there re 
intentional 50 MHz guard bands between the inter-satellite service 
allocation and the passive allocations below 22.5 GHz and above 23 6 
GHz. 

22.5-22.55 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 

• 	 BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 877 

8-7-8 

22.55-23 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 	 . 
BROADCASTING-SATELLITE 877 
INTER-SATELLITE 

8-78 879 

23-23.55 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
INTER-SATELLITE 

879 

Note that Footnote 878 was not included, as it is an in-country footncte 
that does not affect Canada. 

The Conference allocated spectrum to the broadcasting-satellite servicie in 
the 17.3-17.8 GHz band in Region 2, and in the 21.4-22 GHz band ill 
Regions 1 and 3 (see Section 6.0 of Armex B, and Sections 3.6 and 3.7 
above). That decision, in part, led to the removal of the broadcasting-
satellite service from the band 22.5-23 GHz, and to the consequential ] 

 deletion of Footnote 877. 

page 26 

WARC-92 Decision 



22.5-22.55 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
Mobile 

22.55-23.55 GHz 
FIXED 

MOBILE 
INTER-SATELLITE 
Mobile  

879 

24.25-25.25 GHz 
RADIONAVIGATION 
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Discussion 	Canada proposed to WARC-92 that the band 17.3-17.8 GHz be allocated 
to the broadcasting-satellite service instead of the band 22.5-23 GHz; thus 
the service could be deleted from the Canadian Table in the 22.5-23 GHz 
band. (See also Section 3.0 of Annex A). A major effect of this change is 
to make the band more amenable for fixed service use. Another change 
in this band reduced the status of the mobile service from primary to 
secondary, as discussed in Sections 3.0 of Annex B and 3.11 above. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	It is proposed that the broadcasting-satellite service be deleted from this 

	

Table 	band, and that the mobile service be reduced from primary to secondary 
status (see Section 3.11). With these changes, the Canadian Table in this 
band would read as follows: 

Note that the broadcasting-satellite service is deleted from the 22.55-23 
GHz band in the ITU Region 2 Table and is, therefore, proposed for 
deletion from the Canadian Table. 

3.13 24.25-25.25 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	Currently, the band 24.25-25.25 GHz is allocated exclusively to the 

	

Allocations 	radionavigation service. This was also the exclusive allocation in the ITU 
Table prior to WARC-92. The band was unused in Canada, and used by 
only a few administrations globally, although preliminary work was 
underway in Canada to use the band for ASDE. (See Section 8.0 of 
Annex B). 

There were several changes made in this band by the Conference. The 
band was seen by the Conference as a relatively unused band, into which 
a number of allocations could be made if spectrum could not be found for 

WARC-92 Decision 
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them in other portions of the 20 to 30 GHz frequency range. These 
included: 

o allocation to the fixed service over the complete band in Regions 
1 and 3, as compensation to users of that service for losing  the 
band 21.4-22 GHz to the broadcasting-satellite service; 

o allocation to the inter-satellite service on a primary basis globally, 
over the 300 MHz-wide band 24.45-24.75 GHz, with one of the 
presumed applications being inter-satellite links between spale 
stations of LE0 mobile-satellite networks; 

o allocation to feeder links for broadcasting-satellite systems hi the 
upper 500 MHz of the band in Regions 2 and 3. (Canada hall 
initially proposed the band 21.4-22.2 GHz for this applicatiop.) 

o allocation of the band 24.65-24.75 GHz to the radiolocation-
satellite service in the Earth-to-space direction. 

The radionavigation service was retained in the lower 400 MHz of the 
band, ie. only 40 % of the pre-WARC bandwidth, but with priority over • 

 the inter-satellite service in the upper 50 % of that 400 MHz band 
through footnote 882E: 

882E The inter-satellite service shall not claim protection from harinful 
t interference from airport surface detection equipment station of 

the radionavigation service. 

The WARC specified that feeder links to broadcasting-satellite syste 
have priority over other uses of the fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space) 
allocation in the band 24.75-25.25 GHz, through Footnote 882G: 

882G In the band 24.75-25.25 GHz, feeder links to stations of the 
broadcasting-satellite service shall have priority over other u es of 
the fixed-satellite service (Earth-to-space). Such other users hall 
protect and shall not claim protection from existing and future 
operating feeder-link networks of such broadcasting satellite 
stations. 

j Discussion 	All of the allocation changes in the 24.25-25.25 GHz band in Regio 2 
were to accommodate new requirements of space services. The alloc tion 
of the 24.75-25.25 GHz band to the fixed-satellite service, in particu ar, 
is consistent with Canadian objectives at the WARC in that Canada ad 
initially made a similar proposal in the 22 GHz band but accepted th 24 
GHz alternative to achieve consensus at the Conference. 

The new ITU allocations to the inter-satellite and radiolocation-satellite 
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services are not based on Canadian proposals to the Conference, although 
Canadian applications in these services may emerge. Discussion of 
possible differences between the Canadian Table and the ITU Table in 
Section 3.0 of Annex A is particularly applicable here, because the new 
allocations are all to space services. The conclusions drawn from the 
above are that the 24.25-25.25 GHz band entry in the Canadian Table 
should be the same as those of the WARC, the only difference being the 
addition of a proposed footnote CO20A to the band 24.75-25.25 GHz. 
(See Sections 7.1 of Annex B and 3.2 above). 

One area where the Conference decisions differed from the Canadian 
proposals is that the radionavigation service band in the ITU Table is 
now 400 MHz wide, rather than 500 MHz proposed by Canada. It would 
be very difficult to adopt a bandwidth wider than 400 MHz in the 
Canadian Table, as indicated in Section 4.0 of Annex A. For this reason, 
the alternative band 15.7-16.2 GHz is being proposed for ASDE 
radionavigation use through Footnote CO20D (See Section 3.5 above). 

	

Proposed Canadian 	Based on the above information, it is proposed that the Canadian Table 

	

Table 	entry for the band 24.25-25.25 GHz are as follows: 

24.25-24.45 GHz 
RADIONAVIGATION 

24.45-24.65 GHz 
RADIONAVIGATION 
INTER-SATELLITE 882E 

24.65-24.75 GHz 
INTER-SATELLITE 
RADIOLOCATION-SATELLITE 

. 	(Earth-to-space) 	
• 

24.75-25.25 GHz 
FIXED-SATELLITE 

(Earth-to-space) 882G CO20A  

Footnotes 882E and 882G are reproduced in the previous Section, and 
CO20A in Section 3.2 above. Note the proposal that the radionavigation 
service be deleted from the band 24.65-25.25 GHz. 
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3.14 25.25-27.0 GHz 

Existing Canadian 

Allocations 

WARC-92 Decision 

..a Above 3 GHz Allo tion 

Currently the band 25.25-27.0 GHz is allocated to the fixed and mobile 
services on a shared primary basis, and to the earth exploration-satel ite 
(space-to-space) and the standard frequency and time signal-satellite 
(Earth-to-space) services on a shared secondary basis. These are the same 
services that were allocated in the ITU Table on a world-wide basis 
before WARC-92. 

25.25-27 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
Earth Exploration-Satellite (space-to-space) 
Standard Frequency and Time Signal-Satellite 
(Earth-to-space) 

It was concluded by the Conference that the band 25.25-27.5 GHz sbould 
be used for inter-satellite links between low-orbiting (LEO) satellites such  
as Space Station Freedom, and geostationary (GSO) data-relay satelli es 
such as the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) of 
NASA/USA, and for short (30 to 40 miles) links between low-orbiti g f)  satellites. It is envisaged that this band will be used in conjunction wi th 
the inter-satellite band 22.55-23.55 GHz to provide wide-band links t 
and from LEO spacecraft. The only constraint placed on use of the inter-
satellite allocation is that it be used only for scientific, industrial, and 
medical applications, ie. not for inter-satellite links between 
communications or broadcasting satellites. This was specified through the 
following footnote: 

881A Use of the 25.25-27.5 GHz band by the inter-satellite service is 
limited to space research and Earth exploration-satellite 
applications, and also transmissions of data originating from 
industrial and medical activities in space. 

A second related consequential action taken by the Conference was tà 
delete the secondary Earth exploration-satellite (space-to-space) allocàtion. 
Rather than deleting it entirely, however, the Conference simply modified 
its directionality constraint from (space-to-space) to (space-to-Earth). 

Canada was in agreement at the WARC that the band 25.25-27.5 GHz 
should be used for data links between scientific satellites, and was willing 
to extend this use to industrial and medical applications but not to 
communications satellites since other bands were allocated for that 
purpose. Canada had proposed a new service definition, the "Space 

Discussion 



25.25-27 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
INTER-SATELLITE 881A 

Earth Exploration-Satellite (space-to-Earth) 

Standard Frequency and Time Signal-Satellite 
(Earth-to-space) 

27-27.5 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 
Earth Exploration-Satellite (space-to-space) 
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Communication" service, for this purpose, and proposed that this new 
service be allocated spectrum in the 25.25-27.5 GHz band. The Canadian 
proposal was not accepted per se, but discussion of it resulted in footnote 
881A above. The decisions of the Conference, then, were not identical to 
but were consistent with Canadian proposals to the Conference in this 
band. An additional provision in the Conference Final Acts relating to 
these allocations is that the power flux-density limits in Article 28 
pertaining to the 17.7-19.7 GHz band were extended to inter-satellite 
networks in the band 25.25-27.5 GHz. 

In considering the WARC decisions in this band, the constraints and 
limitations incurred in modifying worldwide space service allocations in a 
national allocation table, as discussed in Sections 1.0 and 3.0 of Annex 
A, should be taken into account. 

Proposed Canadian 	For reasons discussed above, it is proposed that the Canadian Table in 
Table•  this band be the same as that in the WARC-92 Final Acts, that is: 

3.15 . 27.0-27.5 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	The current Canadian allocations in this band are the same as those in the 

	

Allocations 	ITU Table for Regions 2 and 3 before WARC-92, as follows: 

It should be noted that the fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space) allocation in this 
band had been added by WARC-79 in Regions 2 and 3 to accommodate 
feeder links for broadcasting-satellite systems in the 22.5-23 GHz band 
without unbalancing the 2.5 GHz-wide fixed-satellite uplink and downlink 



The Conference added the inter-satellite allocation, including Footnote 
881A, in this band to complete its allocation of the service over the full 
25.25-27.5 GHz band, as discussed above in Section 3.14. Other changes 
made by the WARC in the band are: 

o 	the secondary Earth exploration-satellite (space-to-space) serVice 
was deleted, rather than changing its direction constraint to 
(space-to-Earth) as was done in the lower 25.25-27.0 GHz bnd; 

o 	

1 

WARC-92 Decision 

the fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space) service was not deleted,  a  had 
been proposed by several administrations including Canada; 
rather, Footnote 881B was added so that Radio Regulation 2613 
did not give an FSS network any advantage over a non-
geostationary inter-satellite network for coordination purpose 
under Article 11 of the Regulations. Footnote 881B is as follOws: 
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allocations in the bands 27.5-30 GHz and 17.7-20.2 GHz,respective 

881B Space services using non-geostationary satellites operating in the 
inter-satellite service in the band 27-27.5 GHz band are exenîpt 
from the provisions of No. 2613. 

Discussion 	The addition of the inter-satellite service and Footnote 881A is discu4ed 
above in Section 3.14; inclusion of the service with the footnote in tins 

" 	band completes that change, and should be done for the reasons outliped 
above. The deletion of the secondary Earth exploration-satellite (spade-to-
space) service in the band is simply consequential to the primary inte - 
satellite allocation through Footnote 881A. 

The retention of the fixed-satellite service with 881B added was a 
compromise at the WARC between those who wished to operate int9.- 
satellite networks in the band without the need to coordinate with 050 
fixed-satellite networks and those who wished to retain the FSS 
allocation. It should be noted that the band is no longer a prime band for 
BSS feeder-link systems, because that requirement can be met througl 
allocations at 17 GHz, 18 GHz, and at 25 GHz (see Section 7.1 of Annex 
B). The elimination of 881B from the Canadian Table would not chapge 
the way in which a hypothetical Canadian FSS network in the band cpuld 
be coordinated internationally. (See Section 3.0 of Annex A). Nor would 
elimination of the service and the footnote change the way FSS systems 
were implemented in the band by other administrations. Thus it woulid 
seem that to include the service in the band with 881B would providd the 
most flexibility in the use the band at a later date if the need arose, 
without imposing constraints on use of the band for scientific satellite 
programs. 

Y. 



27-27.5 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 
INTER-SATELLITE 881A 881B 

27.5-29.5 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 
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Proposed Canadian 	For the reasons discussed above, it is proposed that for this band, the 

	

Table 	Canadian  Table be the same as the new ITU Table, as follows: 

3.16 . 27.5-29.5 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	The current Canadian allocations in the 27.5-29.5 GHz band are the same 

	

Allocations 	as those of the ITU Table before WARC-92 on a world-wide basis, as 
follows: 

WARC-92 Decision 	The Conference made three additions to the world-wide ITU Table for 
this band: 

•  1. Footnotes 882A and 882B were added to permit satellite operators to 
implement narrow-band space-to-Earth beacons in the Earth-to-space 
fixed-satellite band for rain attenuation measurements in their network on 
a real-time basis. These are: 

882A Additional Allocation: the bands 27.500-27.501 GHz and 29.999- 
30.000 GHz are also allocated to the fixed-satellite service (space-
to-Earth) on a primary basis for the beacon transmissions 
intended for up link power control. 

Such space-to-Earth transmissions shall not exceed an equivalent 
isotropically radiated power (e.i.r.p.) of +10 dBW in the 
direction of adjacent satellites on the geostationary orbit. In the 
band 27.500-27.501 GHz, such space-to-Earth transmissions shall 
not produce a power flux-density in excess of the values in No. 
2578 on the Earth's surface. 

882B Additional allocation: the band 27.501-29.999 GHz is also 
allocated to the fixed-satellite service (space-to-Earth) on a 
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secondary basis for beacon transmissions intended for up li  
power control. 

2. The earth exploration-satellite (Earth-to-space) service was added in 
the bands 28.5-29.5 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz on a secondary basis, slject 
to the constraints of footnote 882C: 

882C In the band 28.5-30 GHz, the earth exploration-satellite service is 
limited to the transfer of data between stations and not to the 
primary collection of information by means of active or passive 
sensors. 

3. The following footnote was added to band 27.5-30 GHz to specif 
that the primary fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space) allocation could be us 
for feeder links for the broadcasting-satellite service: 

882D The band 27.5-30 GHz may be used by the fixed-satellite service 
(Earth-to-space) for the provision of feeder links for the 
broadcasting-satellite service. 

Discussion 	The first item above (the accommodation of space-to-Earth beacons to 
measure rain attenuation on a real-time basis for power-control purposes) 
was based in part on a Canadian proposal. Canada had proposed to tl?e 
Conference a variation of footnote 882A. Footnote 882B was based o'n an 
alternative proposal from the USA, and the Conference decided to adopt 
both approaches because they are complementary. Adopting both 
approaches in the Canadian Table would give Canadian satellite-system 
manufacturers and operators maximum flexibility in the design and 
operation of their systems. In contrast, eliminating one or the other in the 
Canadian Table would not prevent either method being used by other 
administrations in arcs of the GS0 of interest to Canada (see  Sectionl 3.0 
and 4.0 of Annex A, and Section 2.0 of Annex B). Thus it would seem 
advantageous to Canada that both 882A and 882B be included in the 
Canadian Table. 

With respect to the secondary Earth-to-space earth exploration-satellife 
allocation, further constrained by Footnote 882C, there is some doubt 
about the usefulness and the necessity of the allocation. If, as stated i 
882C, the allocation is to be used only for Earth-to-space feeder li 
earth exploration-satellite space stations, that portion of the earth 
exploration-satellite system can be coordinated and notified within thé 
fixed-satellite service, in accordance with the ITU definition of that 
service in Radio Regulation 22 (Orb-88). Furthermore, the fixed-sate lite 
(Earth-to-space) service is allocated on a primary basis throughout thip 
band. Thus it would seem that any potential Canadian user of this band 
for feeder links to an earth exploration-satellite space station should 
coordinate and notify his network as a fixed-satellite network with 
primary status rather than as an earth exploration-satellite network with 

d 



27.5-28.5 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 882D 

882A 882B 

28.5-29.5 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 

FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 882D 

Earth-Exploration-Satellite 
(Earth-to-spaee)- 882G 

882A 882B CO20G 
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secondary status. Thus, the secondary allocation serves no useful purpose 
and need not be included in the Canadian Table. 

In respect of Footnote 882D, there is some doubt again of the usefulness 
and necessity of the footnote. Again, according to the definition of the 
fixed-satellite service in Radio Regulation 22, that service can be used to 
provide "feeder links for other space radiocommunication services", 
including the broadcasting-satellite service. Thus 882D need not be 
included in the Canadian Table. Note that a similar footnote 858 is 
omitted from the Canadian Table in the 14-14.5 GHz band for the same 
reason. These omissions do not in any way prevent these bands being 
used for broadcasting-satellite feeder links although, as discussed in 
Section 7.0 of Annex B, they can best be provided in the Canadian 
context in the 17 GHz, 18 GHz, and 25 GHz bands. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	For the reasons discussed above, it is proposed that the Canadian Table 

	

Table 	entry for the band 27.5-29.5 GHz be as follows: 

It should be noted that with the proposed changes, there would be no 

need to sub-divide the band 27.5 -29.5 GHz into its two components; it 
was done here because it is sub-divided in the Final Acts of WARC-92, 

and the earth exploration-satellite allocation is only in the upper portion 

of the ITU Table. Note also the proposed addition of Canadian Footnote 
CO20G to regulate to the extent possible the implementation of feeder 

links of non-GS0 mobile-satellite networks. (See Sections 3.9 above and 
5.2 of Annex B). 

3.17 .. 29.5-30 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	Currently the band 29.5-30 GHz is allocated to the fixed-satellite and the 

	

Allocations 	mobile-satellite services, with the addition of Footnote 882, as follows: 
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29.5-30 GHz 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 
Mobile-Satellite (Earth-to-space) 

882 88.3 

882 	The band 29.5-30 GHz may also be used for space-to-space lmks 
in the earth exploration-satellite service for telemetry, trackid 
and control purposes, on a secondary basis. 

These allocations are the same as the world-wide pre-WARC-92 in tir 
ITU Table, but without in-country footnote 883 which allows fixed aîd 
mobile services on a secondary basis. 

WARC-92 Decision The Conference raised the status of the mobile-satellite service from 
secondary to primary throughout the band 29.5-30 GHz in Region 2, (but 
only in the band 29.9-30 GHz in Regions 1 and 3) to complement a 
similar change in the band 19.7-20.2 GHz. (See Sections 3.10 above .nd 
4.0 of Annex B). Footnotes 873A, 873B, 873C, and 873E were adde0 to 
this band, as they were to the 19.7-20 2 GHz band, to specify how t le 
mobile-satellite service is to be used. (See Section 3.10 for the text o 
these footnotes.) In addition: 

o Footnotes 882A and 882B were added to accommodate space-to-
Earth beacons in the fixed-satellite service for uplink power 
control to overcome rain attenuation (see Section 3.16); 

o additional countries in Region 3 added their names to Footnote 
883; 

o the earth exploration-satellite service (Earth-to-space) was added 
r on a secondary basis, as it was in the band 28.5-29.5 GHz, ar I  d 

Footnote 882C was added to limit the use of that service (see 
Section 3.16); and 

o Footnote 882D was added in this band as well to specify that :he 
fixed-satellite service could be used for broadcasting-satellite 
feeder links (see Section 3.16). 

Discussion 	The Conference made several changes in this band, as noted above; e ch 
of the changes is related to changes made in lower bands, and their 
disposition in this band is related to that in the lower bands, as follow: 

o the change in status of the mobile-satellite service from secon ary 
to primary, and the addition of Footnotes 873A, 873B, 873C, and 
873E should be made in the Canadian Table as well, as it wa in 
the 19.7-20.2 GHz band (see Section 3.10 above and 4.0 of 



29.5-30 GHz 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 882D 

MOBILE-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 
Eart-h-Expleration-Satellite 

eapth-to-spaee)- 

873A 873B 873C 873E 882 882A 882B 

88-3 

3.18 . 31.8-32.3 GHz 

Existing Canadian 
Allocations 

The band 31.8-32.3 GHz is divided into two sub-bands 31.8-32 GHz and 
32-32.3 GHz in both the current Canadian Table and the ITU Table 
before WARC-92. The lower sub-band is allocated to the radionavigation 
and the space research services with primary and secondary status, 
respectively. The upper sub-band is allocated to these services and also to 
the inter-satellite service. Note that the radionavigation service extends 
over the range 31.8 to 33.4 GHz, and the inter-satellite service extends 
over the range 32 to 33 GHz. Footnote 893 confers certain rights to the 
radionavigation service over the co-primary inter-satellite service, vis: 

893 	In designing systems for the inter-satellite and radionavigation 
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Annex B for a detailed discussion of the reasons for this change); 

o Footnotes 882A and 882B should be added to accommodate 
beacons for uplink power control (see Section 3.16). The primary 
beacon allocation at 30 GHz in No. 882A may be required in 
some applications of multipurpose satellite systems in the band; 

o there is no reason to add Footnote 883 to the Canadian Table, as 
there was not following WARC-79 when it was first added the 
ITU Table; 

o there is no reason to add the secondary earth exploration-satellite 
service and associated Footnote 882C in this band, for the same 
reasons that there is no reason to add the allocation in 28.5-29.5 
GHz band; basically that reason is that the primary fixed-satellite 
service can be used for any application allowed under 882C (see 
Section 3.16 for further discussion); and 

o there is no reason to add Footnote 882D to the band, for the 
same reason for not adding it to the band 27.5-29.5 GHz (see 

• Sections 3.16 above and 7.0 of Annex B for further information). 

For the reasons discussed above and in previous sections, it is proposed 
that the Canadian Table entry for this band read follows: 

Proposed Canadian 
Table 
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services in the band 32-33 GHz, administrations shall take all 
necessary measures to prevent harmful interference between the 
two services, bearing in mind the safety aspects of the 
radionavigation service (see Recommendation 707). 

There were three in-country footnotes to this band in the pre-WARC ITU 
Table, which were not included in the Canadian Table. These were 
Footnotes 890 and 891, which allocated the band to the scientific satellite 
services on a primary basis in certain countries including the USA, and 
Footnote 892 which allocated the band 31.8-33.8 GHz for downlink 
fixed-satellite service in Japan, subject to Article 14. 

The current Canadian Table entry for this band is as follows: 

31.8-32 GHz 
RADIONAVIGATION 
Space Research 

890 891 ,892  

32-32.3 GHz 
RADIONAVIGATION 
INTER-SATELLITE 
Space Research 

890 891 892  893 

The Conference raised the status of the space research service from i 
secondary to primary, and specified that it should be used for space4o-
Barth transmissions from deep space, defined in Regulation 169 (Orb-88) 
to be beyond 2 x 106  kilometres. As a consequence, the secondary space 
research allocation and Footnotes 890 and 891 were deleted. In addi4on, 
Footnote 893 was modified to include the space research service in the 
same way as the inter-satellite service, viz: 

In designing systems for the inter-satellite and 
radionavigation services in the band 32-33 GHz, and for 
the space research service (deep space) in the band 
31.8-32.3 GHz, administrations shall take all necessry 
measures to prevent harmful interference between thé two 
services, bearing in mind the safety aspects of the 
radionavigation service (see Recommendation 707). 

Discussion 	Canada did not object to the above changes during the WARC, subject to 
the proviso that the radionavigation service have no lesser a status reàpect 
to other primary services in the band than it had prior to the Conference, 
since the allocation may be used for Airport Surface Detection Equipment 
(ASDE) in the future (see Section 8.0 of Annex B). These concerns were 

WARC-92 Decision 

Mod 893 
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31.8-32 GHz 
RADIONAVIGATION 
SPACE RESEARCH (deep space) 

(space-to-Earth) 

892  893 

32-32.3 GHz 
RADIONAVIGATION 
INTER-SATELLITL 
SPACE RESEARCH (deep space) 

(space-to-Earth) 

892 893 

34.2-34.7 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 
Space Research 895 896 

894 
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fully met with the above modification to Footnote 893; thus, the new ITU 
allocations in the band can be accepted, with ,the omission of in-country 
Footnote 892 as before. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	As discussed above, it is proposed that the Canadian Table entry for this 

	

Table 	band be the same as the world-wide allocations agreed to at WARC-92, 
but without the in-country Footnote 892, as follows: 

3.19 . 34.2-35.2 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	Current Canadian allocations in this band are to the radiolocation and to 

	

Allocations 	the space research services. The radiolocation allocation is on a primary 
basis throughout the band 33.4 to 36 GHz. These allocations are the same 
as the pre-WARC-92 ITU allocations except for the omission of in-
country Footnotes 894, 895, and 896. 

WARC-92 Decision The Conference upgraded the status of the space research service in the 
band 34.2-34.7 GHz, from secondary to primary, and specified that it 
should be used for deep space application (beyond 2 x 106  kilometres; see 
Section 3.18 above) in an Earth-to-space direction. (This band is the 
counterpart of the deep space space-to-Earth allocation in the band 31.8- 
32.3 GHz.) As a consequence, Footnotes 895 and 896 were deleted from 
the band. 

Footnote 895 was also deleted in the adjacent band 34.7-35.2 GHz. In 
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addition, the list of countries in the Footnote 896 was changed in t4 
band 34.7-35.2 GHz, although this does not affect Canadian use of the 
band. 

Discussion 	Canada had no objection to the above changes at the WARC, and m 
fact use the upgraded space research allocation in co-operative multi 
national space programs. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	It is proposed that the Canadian Table entry for the band 34.2-34.7 GHz 

	

Table 	be modified to correspond with the new ITU Table at the WARC,  bu  
with the omission of in-country Footnote 984 as before: 

34.2-34.7 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 
SPACE RESEARCH (deep space) 

(Earth-to-space) 

894 

3.20 . . 37-40.5 GHz 	In this section, a series of bands from 37 GHz to 40.5 GHz are  
considered together, because the changes to the allocations in the barf.ds in 
this range are interrelated and all pertain to scientific space applications, 
although not all for the same application. 

	

Existing Canadian 	Currently there are allocations to the fixed and mobile services 

	

Allocations 	throughout the 37-40.5 GHz frequency range in the Canadian Table, 
augmented by allocations to the fixed-satellite service over the 37.5-40.5 
GHz frequency range, and to the mobile-satellite service in the 39.5-40.5 
GHz band, as follows: 

37-37.5 GHz 
FIXED 
MOBILE 

and 

y in 



37.5-39.5 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
MOBILE 

39.5-40.5 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) C21 
MOBILE 
MOBILE-satellite (space-to-Earth) C21 
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In the upper 1 GHz portion of this frequency range, satellite systems are 
limited by footnote C21 to those of the Government of Canada, as 
follows: 

C21 	The allocations to the fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite services 
or a portion of these allocations will be designated for the 
exclusive use of the Government of Canada. 

WARC-92 Decision 	WARC-92 made six changes relating to the frequency range 37 to 40.5 
GHz, all on a world-wide basis: 

o the space research (space-to-Earth) service was added in the band 
37-38 GHz (the corresponding uplink is the new allocation in the 
40-40.5 GHz band; see below); 

o the earth exploration-satellite (space-to-Earth) service was added 
throughout the band 37.5-40.5 GHz; 

o the space research (Earth-to-space) service was added in the band 
40-40.5 GHz. As noted above, this allocation is intended to be 
used in conjunction with the new downlink allocation in the 37-38 
GHz band; 

o the earth exploration (Earth-to-space) service was added in the 
same 40-40.5 GHz band, without the addition of a corresponding 
primary downlinic allocation in the 30 to 40 GHz range, but with 
a,secondary allocation throughout the band 37.5-40.5 GHz (see 
above); 

o transmissions from space stations in the above new allocations in 
the entire 37.0-40.5 GHz band are subject to the same power 
flux-density limits of Article 28 as the fixed-satellite service in 
the 17.7-19.7 GHz band; and 

o in-country Footnote 899, relating to the fixed-satellite (Earth-to-
space) service in the band 37-39 GHz in Japan, was deleted. 
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Discussion 	Canada has no immediate need for the above new allocations, other than 
perhaps through the possible participation of the Canàdian Space A ency 
in international space prograrns such as the exploration of the Mooi and 
Mars. However, it was determined at WARC-92 that existing and 
planned terrestrial services could share the band with the proposed new 
space services as long as the power flux-density limits of Regulation 2578 
of Article 28 applied to the new allocations. That constraint was included 
in the Radio Regulations, and so sharing arrangements are possible 
between the services now allocated in the new ITU Table as described 
above. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	Based on the above, it is proposed that the Canadian Table entry  fo il the 

	

Table 	frequency range 37-40.5 GHz be the same as that adopted by WARC-92, 
with the addition of Footnote C21 as before, as follows: 

37-37.5 GHz 
FIXED  
MOBILE 

37.5-38 GHz 
FIXED  
MOBILE 

Earth  Exploration Satellite (space-to-Earth) 

38-39.5 GHz 
FIXED 

MOBILE 

39.5-40 GHz 
FIXED 

MOBILE 	 I 
MOBILE-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) d21 

and 



40-40.5 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) C21 
MOBILE 
MOBILE-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) C21 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE 
(Earth-to-space) 
SPACE RESEARCH (Earth-to-space) 
Earth Exploration-Satellite (space-to-Earth) 
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3.21 . . . 74-84 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	Current Canadian allocations in the frequency range 74 to 84 GHz are the 

	

Allocations 	same as those in the pre-WARC-92 ITU Table, as follows: 

74-75.5 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 
MOBILE 

75.5-76 GHz 
AMATEUR 
AMATEUR-SATELLITE 

76-81 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 
Amateur 
Amateur-Satellite 

912 .  

81-84 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
MOBILE 
MOBILE-SATELLITE(space-to-Earth) 

where Footnote 912 specifies an additional primary allocation, as follows: 

912 	In the band 78-79 GHz radars located on space stations may be 
operated on a primary basis in the earth exploration-satellite 
service and the space research service. 
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WARC-92 Decision 	The Conference added the space research (space-to-Earth) service oil a 
secondary basis over the 10 GHz-wide band 74-84 GHz. 

Discussion 	There are no immediate plans to use this new allocation in Canada; 
may be used in the future as part of international cooperative space 
programs. Given that the allocation has a secondary status, it is not 
considered that it would hinder any future Canadian  use of the band 
existing services. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	For the reasons given above, it is proposed that the Canadian Table entry 

	

Table 	for the frequency range 74-84 GHz be the same as the WARC-92 
Table, as follows: 

74-75.5 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 
MOBILE 
Space Research (space-to-Earth) 

75.5-76 GHz 
AMATEUR 
AMATEUR-SATELLITE 
Space Research (space-to-Earth) 

76-81 GHz 
RADIOLOCATION 
Amateur 
Amateur-Satellite 
Space Research (space-to-Earth) 

912 

81-84 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
MOBILE 
MOBILE-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
Space Research (space-to-Earth) 
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151-164 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
MOBILE 

151-156 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
MOBILE 

156-158 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
MOBILE 
EARTH EXPLORATION-satellite (passive) 

158-164 GHz 
FIXED 
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 
MOBILE 
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3.22 .. 151-164 GHz 

	

Existing Canadian 	Current Canadian allocations in the band 151-164 GHz are the same as 

	

Allocations 	those in the pre-WARC-92 ITU Table, as follows: 

WARC-92 Decision 	The Conference added the allocation Earth exploration-satellite (passive) 
on a primary basis throughout the band 156-158 GHz. This required that 
the band be divided into the three sub-bands 151-156 GHz, 156-158 
GHz, and 158-164 GHz. 

Discussion 	Information available at the WARC suggested that as a result of this 
allocation, the band would be used to measure atmospheric and 
enviromnental conditions. Canada may participate in future cooperative 
programs of that nature. Furthermore, it is not anticipated that this band 
will be required for existing services in the 156-158 GHz band in the 
foreseeable future. 

	

Proposed Canadian 	For the reasons given above, it is proposed that the Canadian Table be 

	

Table 	the same as the ITU Table for this band, that is: 
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ele 

• General Considerations 

• Relating to the Allocation of Spectrum 

• Above 3 GHz 

• 1.0 	Introduction 

This Annex discusses a number of principles governing the allocation of spectrum to 
radiocommunication services in Canada, and presented in the Canadian Table of Frequency 
Allocations. While the allocations shown in the Canadian  Table correspond very closely to those 
designated for Region 2 (the Americas) in Article 8 of the ITU Radio Regulations, there are 

Se 	 differences which reflect the fact that Canadian use of the spectrum is not, and need not always, be 
• identical with that agreed to internationally. This Annex discusses the flexibility available to Canada 
111 	in adopting allocations different from those to which it agreed for Region 2. 

• 2.0 	Flexibility in Definition of Radiocommunication Services 

a 	Radiocommunication services are listed and defined in Section III of Article 1 of the ITU Radio 

1111 	
Regulations. Allocation of spectrum to those services is specified in Article 8 of the Radio 
Regulations. As stated above, the Canadian Allocation Table is a variation of the Article 8 ITU 

• allocation table for Region 2, with additions or deletions that reflect Canadian use of the spectrum. 

11, 	A subject that needs to be addressed at this point is whether the Canadian Allocation Table might 
• include radio services, with accompanying definitions, that are different from those in the ITU Radio 
• Regulations. The subject is raised here because Canada made proposals for two new radio services, 
• the multipurpose-satellite service and the space-communications service, in its proposals to WARC- 
• 92, with associated proposals for the allocation of spectrum in bands above 3 GHz that are discussed 

• in this document, and has submitted contributions to the ITU Voluntary Group of Experts suggesting 

• other new radio service definitions and allocation of spectrum to those services in bands above 3 	• 
GHz. As an example, the Canadian Table might specify allocations to the multipurpose-satellite 
service (or another name with a similar definition) in the 20 to 30 GHz frequency range, even though 
the service is not defined by the ITU. Thus the subject should be addressed and resolved as a 
precursor to consideration of the allocations themselves. 

•
alà 

There may be certain advantages and simplifications in our Canadian domestic management of the 
• radio spectrum by following this route, the same advantages that initiated the Canadian proposals for 
• adoption of such proposals by the ITU. However, the use of definitions that had no status or 
• recognition internationally would lead to confusion, delay, and possibly misunderstanding when 
• attempting to coordinate and notify these systems inte rnationally, either through the IFRB of the ITU 
• or bilaterally with our neighbours. For this reason, no radiocommunication services other than 

• those in Article 1 of the ITU Regulations are considered for the allocation of spectrum in the 

Canadian Table. 
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3.0 	Flexibility in Allocations to Terrestrial Services 

Bands considered in this section are those which have not been allocated by the ITU to space or 
satellite services. The question addressed is whether and under what conditions could a block of 
spectrum be allocated in the Canadian Table to a set of terrestrial services different from those in the 
ITU Table. Such a deviation could consist either of the deletion of a service, the addition of a sîrvice, 
or some combination of the two. 

A basic technical factor relating to this question is that propagation above 3 GHz approximates line-
of-sight, as distinct from multi-hop long-distance propagation at lower frequencies. Because of *is, 
deviations from the ITU in the use of a band from need only be agreed among immediate neighbours, 
(je.  with the United States, with France (St. Pierre and Miquelon) and with Denmark (Greenlan ) in 
Canada's case. Tropospheric scattering, refraction, and ducting of microwaves increase  propagation  
distances beyond pure line-of-sight, but are not expected to increase the number of neighbours that 
would need to be consulted for coordination purposes. 

Most of the changes to the Canadian Table proposed in the main document consist of deletions from 
the ITU Table. This type of change includes, for example, deletion of the mobile service from sbme 
SHF bands. This does not, of course, create notification problems for Canada; however, Canaclq 
remains obligated to respect networks in the territories of our neighbours that are in conformity Veith 
the ITU Table. 

The addition in any band of a service that is not in the ITU Table is a different proposition, tholigh. 
There are fewer examples of this type in the main document. (One such example is use of the 16 GHz 

• band for radionavigation in a band allocated to a similar but different service, radiolocation.) Changes 
of this nature will need to be agreed to with our iminediate neighbours at the time that systems ire 
coordinated and implemented. 

4.0 	Flexibility in Allocations to Space Services 

There is less flexibility in changing allocations to space services in the Canadian Table because, above 
3 GHz, interference to and from satellite systems can occur over a much wider geographical aret than 
that between terrestrial systems. When a Canadian satellite system is placed in geostationary orbit, it 
must be coordinated with similar systems of several other countries. For instance, a Canadian 
satellite system with highly-directive beams that are intended to limit coverage to Canadian territbry 
must be coordinated with similar systems of Mexico, the USA and, possibly, with those of Central 
and South American countries. Mobile satellites operating at UHF frequencies but with feeder links 
above 3 GHz have to be coordinated with similar systems serving a large portion of the globe. Thus, 
international coordination is a necessity when considering what frequency bands Canadian 
geostationary satellite systems will use. 

The coordination of systems and prior international agreement on the frequency bands they will Use is 
even more necessary in the case of non-geostationary systems, which may cause interference or be 
subject to interference world-wide. This pertains to Canadian systems such as Radarsat and to other 
systems in various space services in which Canadian companies, agencies, etc. might participate 

The above is a brief description the interference that Canadian satellite systems might cause to, or 
receive from, systems of other administrations. These potential interference conditions must be 
resolved prior to system implementation, usually using ITU international coordination procedures such 
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as those in Article 11 of the Radio Regulations. This can only be done if the systems to be 
coordinated are in conformity with other parts of the Radio Regulations, including Article 8. 

Based on these considerations, it can be concluded that: 

1. It is not advisable for Canada to allocate frequency bands in the Canadian  Table to any space 
service that has not been allocated in Region 2 by the ITU. Otherwise, it would not be 
possible to coordinate such a system and it could only operate on a non-interfering basis and 
could not claim any rights for protection under the terms of international arrangements on 
spectrum sharing. 

2. Omitting a Region 2 space service allocation from the Canadian Table would prevent the band 
from being used for that service in Canada, but would not prevent other administrations using 
the band for that space service and causing internationally agreed-to levels of interference into 
Canadian terrestrial systems in the same band. 

In summary, the allocations to space services in the Canadian Table should as much as possible be the 
same as those for Region 2 in the ITU Table. Any deviations should only be introduced for very good 
reasons, fully recognizing that successful international coordination remains 	rerequisite to 
implementation. 

There can be other forms of deviations from general ITU "practices", resulting from the promulgation 
of Canadian spectrtun utilization policies which, while being within the constraints of the ITU 
allocation table for Region 2, are adopted to make the utilization of the spectrum and orbit resources 
available to Canada more efficient from a Canadian perspective. Those policies may be aimed at 
increasing the utilization of available spectrum and orbit resources by Canadian space services, or at 
improving spectrum sharing between space and terrestrial services. Examples of such policies include 
the pairing of the fixed-satellite bands at 14 GHz and at 11 GHz in Sections 3.2 and 3.4 of the main 
document, and the constraints placed on the use of broadcasting-satellite feeder links in Sections 3.3, 
3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.13 of the main document. 

5.0 	Flexibility in Allocations to Terrestrial Services in Bands Shared with Space Services 

In Section 2.0 of this Armex, consideration was given to including in the Canadian Table terrestrial 
allocations different from those in the ITU Table in bands allocated only to terrestrial services. The 
essential feature of such deviations is that the interference between networks is localized, so that 
interference considerations between services need be resolved only between Canada and its immediate 
neighbours. 

In bands shared between space and terrestrial services, the situation is not localized, because of 
possible interference between a Canadian terrestrial network and a satellite network of another 
administration. There are internationally agreed interference and sensitivity limitations on both 
terrestrial and satellite 'networks in Articles 27 and 28 of the Radio Regulations and, in some cases, 
extensions to these con.straints in CCIR Recommendations. Any additional terrestrial service 
allocations in the Canadian Table would have to respect these agreements; otherwise there could be 
coordination problems between a Canadian terrestrial network and a space network of another 
administration, and the Radio Regulations would be invoked in the resolution of any problem. 

Above 3 GHz Allocation 
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5.0 	Concluding Notes 

This Annex discusses the background, constraints, regulatory environment and other factors pertaining 
to for the more detailed review of the spectrum requirements of each radiocommunication service in 
Annex B, and of the allocation of frequency bands in the main document to meet those requirements. 
These factors form part of the rationale for the proposals presented in the main document. 
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O  

• Trends and Spectrum Requirements 
• of Specific Services • 

a 
41111 	Introduction 

• This Annex provides information on the characteristics of systems in each of the radio services that 

• might be affected by changes to the Canadian Table of Frequency Allocations in the 3 to 160 GHz 

• band. The spectrum requirements of these services, and the possibility of their sharing a given band 
with other radio services, are discussed. This information is used as background information for the 
main document in considering the allocation of spectrum to services in different bands in the 3 to 160 

• GHz range. No frequency allocation proposal is presented as such in this Annex. 

O 

Ile 

• 1.0 	The Fixed Service 

• The use of the fixed service is provided here, not because allocation changes to the fixed services per 

O 	 se are being considered, except in one relatively small band 17.7-17.8 GHz, but because there may be - 	significant changes to the allocation of other services that share or might share spectrum with the 

• fixed service. In some cases, new services are being considered in a band; in other cases, removal of 

• existing shared services is being considered to increase the availability of the band to the fixed 
service. • 

• Fixed systems are implemented in many frequency bands both above and below 1 GHz. An initial 
measure of the usage above 1 GHz can be obtained by considering the number of frequency 

• assignments in the frequency ranges 1-3 GHz, 3-10 GHz, and above 10 GHz. Because of increased 
• demands on use of the spectrum in the 1 to 3 GHz band for new mobile and broadcasting 
• applications, possibly including the use of satellites, fixed systems may have to be accommodated 

1111 	instead in higher frequency bands. This requirement may be met in the heavily-used 3 to 10 GHz 

• frequency range, or in bands above 10 GHz where a different set of constraints such as path 

• attenuation during rain and equipment costs and availability may be the dominant factors .The  current 

• number of assignments in these three frequency ranges, a measure of the usage  of the bands, is 

•
indicated in Table B1-1. 

Table B1-1 

1111 	
Number of Fixed Assignments in Canada 

• Frequency 	General 	 Carriage of 	TotaLs 
• Range 	 Fbeed Use 	TV and audio 

1 to 3 GHz 	 8,500 	 100 	 8,600 
• 3 to 10 GHz 	20,100 	2,700 	22,800 
• Above 10 GHz 	1,400 	13,400 * 	14,800 

------- 
Totals 	 30,000 	16,200 	46,200 

* Includes 12,800 assignments in the 12 GHz VHCM band. 

O 
• 
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As indicated, if we exclude the specialized VHCM assignments, a high percentage (60 %) of all fixed 
system assignments in Canada are for general use in the 3-10 GHz band. Also, 25 % of all 
assignments are for general use in the 1-3 GHz band, and only 4 % are for general use above 10 
GHz. (Only 32 % of all fixed assignments are above 10 GHz, and of these almost all are for 
broadcasting use in the band 12.7-13.2 GHz.) In summary, there are comparatively few fixed systems 
above 15 GHz in Canada at this time. 

Changes are proposed in the main document, and in the document on "proposed spectrum utilization 
for certain services above 1 GHz", in anticipation of the following: 

o some bands in the 1-3 GHz range may be re-allocated from the fixed service to other 
services, requiring those fixed traffic requirements to be met at higher frequencie , 
putting additional requirements on bands above 3 GHz either directly or as a resu t of 
more than one set of re-assignments; 

o ' the increasing implementation of LANs and FPLMTS/PCS systems and their 
interconnection amongst each other and with the PSTN may require new  short-ha .il 
high-capacity digital radio systems; these can be implemented in bands above 10 rz 
without the need to coordinate with existing long-haul systems; and ,\ 

o digital radio equipment is widely used in s.dme other countries, and is becoming 
available at reasonable cost, in the bands 17.7-19.7 GHz and 21.2-23.6 GHz. 

Major differences in propagation conditions above 10 GHz, compared with those below 10 GHz 
(particularly those in the 1 to 3 GHz range), may result in the need for new infrastructures with 
different hop lengths if networks are converted to these new bands. 

In summary, the fixed bands above 10 GHz are only lightly used in Canada (except for the 12.7-13.2 
GHz band), but this trend is expected to change in the next decade as congestion in lower bands 
forces use of higher bands, and as reliable equipment becomes available at reasonable cost. Grow:h is 
expected in the bands 14.5-14.8 GHz, 17.7-19.7 GHz, and 21.2-23.6 GHz. 

2.0 	Fixed-Satellite Service 

In this section, fixed-satellite spectrum and orbit requirements to meet the needs of both domestic and 
international networks are considered. Fixed-satellite spectrum requirements for systems associated 
with other services are treated separately in this Annex, as follows: 

o feeder links for mobile-satellite networks, both in geostationary and in non-
geostationary orbits such as low-Earth orbit (LEO), in Section 5.0 below; 

o feeder links foi television broadcasting-satellite systems in Section 7.1 below; and 

o feeder links for digital sound broadcasting-satellite systems in Section 7.2 below. 

Also, the use of the 20 GHz and 30 GHz bands for multi-purpose fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite 
systems are discussed separately in Section 4.0 of this Annex. 
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The spectrum requirements of Canadian domestic satellite systems, including those of North American 
sub-Regional systems, may be the same as, or different from, those used . for international systems on 
a global basis. It is assumed that complete frequency reuse will continue to be possible between these 
systems, because they are implemented in different geostationary orbital positions. In such orbits, 
isolation of space stations of the different networks is possible because of earth station antenna 
discrimination. (This frequency reuse capability may not be available when one or the other system 
uses a'non-geostationary orbit, such as that of low-earth-orbit (LEO) mobile-satellite systems.) 

Canadian domestic use of the geostationary orbit has been between 104°W and 118.7°W. Intelsat 
satellites used by Teleglobe are located either over the Atlantic Ocean no further west than 53 °W, or 
over the Pacific at about 180°W. These practices are expected to continue with perhaps small 
changes. This large separation enables independent consideration of the spectrum requirements of 
international and Canadian domestic geostationary networks. 

2.1 	Domestic and Sub-Regional Commercial Fixed-Satellite Systems 

The estimate here of Canadian domestic fixed-satellite spectrum/orbit requirements is a result of 
analyses carried out within the Department. It is based on information made available recently to the 
Department, and on information made available to the CRTC. These-requirements are stated in terms 
of 36 MHz-wide RF channels in the 3.7-4.2 GHz and 5.925-6.425 GHz bands (6/4 GHz C-band), 
and of 27 MHz-wide RF channels in the bands 11.7-12.2 GHz and 14.0-14.5 GHz (14/12 GHz Ku-
band). 

In general, when different forecasts of growth of a service are available, and both can be substantiated 
using different technical, economic, and demographic assumptions, the larger growth-rate assumption 
is used to estimate spectrum and orbit requirements, unless this approach were to severely curtail the 
accommodation other services. To do otherwise, such as basing the allocation of spectrum on 
medium-term most-likely requirements, may result in a shortage of available spectrum/orbit resource 
in the medium to longer term, and so that approach is avoided. 

Bands in both the 3.5 to 7.075 GHz and 10.7 to 14.5 GHz ranges are considered together here, since 
satellite capacity at C-band is in part exchangeable with capacity at Ku-band. (Current ANIK satellites 
use both bands to meet user requirements.) Proceeding in this manner, analyses indicate the folkiwing 
RF channel requirements: 

Table B2-1 
Fixed-Satellite RF Channel Requirements 

Frequency Band 	 Year 
1990 	2000 	2010 

6/4 GHz Band 	47 	67 	83 
14/12 GHz Band 	85 	118 	137 

Totals 	 132 	185 	220 

These estimates are based on the delivery of analogue NTSC television signals using frequency-
modulation. Recently, development has been initiated of a more spectrum-efficient digital encoding 
and multiplexing technique using video compression that may allow four to eight times as many 
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television programs to be delivered per unit of RF bandwidth. This means that the number of RF 
channels required for television delivery could be reduced. 

Moreover, the associated costs of delivery of a television program by satellite may also be 
significantly reduced by the utilization of this technique. Because of this, the medium to long term 
effect of advances in video encoding on the need for spectrum and orbit resources may be the cost-
effective transmission of significantly more programming in the available spectrum. Thus the 
introduction of digital encoding and transmission may be associated with several mitigating factors in 
terms of spectrum and orbit requirements. Consequently, no reduction in the long-term estimate 
number of RF channels required for television delivery has been assumed at this time. 

Twenty-four 36 MHz-wide transponders can be implemented in the currently-used 500 MHz-wide 6/4 
GHz C-band, and thirty-two 27 MHz-wide transponders in the current 500 MHz-wide 14/12 GIL Ku-
band, using ANIK-E-type satellites. The number of such satellites and corresponding orbital postions  
required to meet C anadian domestic FSS requirements is projected to be as follows: 

Table B2-2 

Number of Orbit Positions Required 

to Meet Estimated FSS Requirements 
in Currently Used 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz Bands 

Year of Requirement 1990 	2000 	2010 

Positions Required at 6/4 GHz 	2 	 3 	 4 
Positions Required at 14/12 GHz 	3 	 4 	 5 

There are four dual-band geostationary orbit positions available for Canadian use in the 1988 
.Canada/USA/Mexico Arrangement to share the use of the geostationary orbit (see Annex C). Tv.)o of 
these locations are currently occupied by ANIK-E dual-band satellites, and the other two are occupied 
by older single-band ANIK-C and ANIK-D satellites. This corresponds closely to the above estimates 
for the 1990-2000 period. These estimates indicate that additional spectrum/orbit availability  ma))  be 
required in the decade 2000-2010 in the 14/12 GHz band, and in the decade 2010-2020.in the 6/4 
GHz band. 

A number of options have been considered to meet the above-estimated long-term additional 
spectrum/orbit requirements, beyond that used by the current ANIK-E-type satellites at the four orbit 
positions 107.3°W, 111.1°W, 114.9°W, and 118.7*W. These include the following: 

1. 	increasing the number of orbit positions in the currently-used bands, a difficult oétion 
to implement unless orbital separations between satellites can be significantly rediped, 
since the geostationary orbit is expected to continue be heavily used by Mexican and 
American satellites as well; 

2. 	use of additional spectrum in the 14/12 GHz range, specifically the uplink band 
13.75-14.0 GHz and a corresponding 250 MHz-wide downlink band in the 
10.7-11.7 GHz range, to increase the 14/12 GHz bandwidth by up to 50 % and 
thereby increasing the period over which four orbit locations in the 14/12 GHz r 
will be adequate; 

nge 
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3. use of additional spectrum in the 6/4 GHz range, specifically a portion of the band 
3.5-3.7 GHz in the downlink direction and a portion of either the band 
5.85-5.925 GHz or the band 6.425-6.725 GHz in the uplink direction, thereby 
increasing the period over which four orbit locations in the 6/4 GHz range will be 
adequate; 

4. use of the allotment-plan bands at either 13/11 GHz, (ie. 12.75-13.25 GHz uplink and 
10.7-10.95 GHz and 11.2-11.45 GHz downlink), or at 6/4 GHz, (ie. 
6.725-7.025 GHz uplink and 4.5-4.8 GHz downlink), or both (As indicated in Annex 
D, Canada has 3 orbit positions in the plan, and the use of these positions can be 
engineered to meet Canadian requirements at the time the system is coordinated.); and 

5. use of spectrum above 15 GHz, such as the 2.5 GHz wide bands 17.7-20.2 GHz for 
the downlink and 27.5-30 GHz for the uplink. 

In considering these alternatives, the requirements of mobile-satellite feeder links, broadcasting-
satellite feeder links, and multipurpose (fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite) satellite systems need to be 
taken into account. (See sections 4.0, 5.0, and 7.0 of this Armex for consideration of these 
requirements.) 

The frequency bands at 8/7 GHz (7.9-8.4 GHz uplink and 7.25 7.75 GHz downlink) and at 31/21 
GHz (30-31 GHz uplink and 20.2-21.2 GHz downlink) are not included in the above list of 
alternatives for commercial systems, as these bands are used for government systems in Canada and 
other countries, as indicated by Canadian footnotes C5 and C21 in the current Table -. 

2.2 	International Commercial Fixed-Satellite Systems 

International fixed-satellite systems considered here include those of Intelsat and of other potential 
systems such as SovCanStar. Teleglobe is the operator of Intelsat earth stations in Canada, and 
provides access in Canada to the Intelsat network. SovCanStar is an organization owned jointly by 
Canadian and Russian interests to develop a satellite system for communication between Russia and 
Canada and other countries. It is assumed here that complete frequency reuse is possible among these 
systems, because of their well-separated geostationary orbit locations. Thus no spectrum-sharing 
considerations between the two networks need be taken into account in assessing their respective 
requirements. Detailed information on the spectrum and orbit requirements of these networks for the 
next two decades is not available in as much detail as that for the Canadian domestic requirements 
discussed in Section 2.1 of this Annex. They must, however, use world-wide allocations, as distinct 
from allocations such as the band 11.7-12.2 GHz, which are available to the Fixed-Satellite Service 
(FSS) in Region 2 only. 

Intelsat systems are planned in consultation with its Signatories, including Teleglobe, the Canadian 
Signatory. These systems have to date used the same 6/4 GHz bands (5.925-6.425 uplinks and 
3.7-4.2 GHz downlinks) as the ANIK system, and the 14/11 GHz band with the same uplink band 
14.0-14.5 GHz but different downlink bands 10.95-11.2 GHz and 11.45-11.7 GHz. 

The opportunity for use of additional spectrum below 10 GHz for such international systems is limited 
because the allotment-plan bands 4.5-4.8 GHz and 6.725-7.025 GHz are limited to national and sub-
regional systems. FSS use of the band 3.4-3.7 GHz is also limited because of its use by some 
countries for radiolocation systems. 

Above 3 GHz Allocation 
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In the 10 to 15 GHz range, the additional uplink band 13.75-14 GHz allocated at WARC-92 increases 
the available bandwidth of international systems to 750 MHz, with a contiguous 13.75-14.5 Glà 
uplink band on a world-wide basis. Unplarmed downlinks are allocated on a world-wide basis at 
10.95-11.2 GHz and 11.45-11.7 GHz. Additionally, a 250 MHz wide band 12.5-12.75 GHz is 
allocated to the FSS in Regions 1 and 3, and the 500 MHz wide band 11.7-12.2 GHz is allocat d in 
Region 2, but use of this band is limited by ITU Radio Regulation 839 to national and sub-regio al 
systems. The:exact eventual frequency plan for these international systems in the 10 to 15 GHz ange 
has not yet been established; however, because of Radio Regulation 855A, international business 
networks using VSATs are expected to utilize the band 14.0-14.5 GHz rather than 13.75-14.0 di-1z 
for their uplinks. 

Beyond this 250 MHz expansion, which would provide a 25 % increase in the available spectrur 
below 15 GHz outside of the Allotment Plan, international FSS network expansion is expected to, take 
place in the 30/20 GHz band, ie. in the downlink band 17.7-20.2 GHz and the uplink band 27•5h30 
GHz. From a Canadian perspective, these bands may be.used for business communications, possibly 
using VSATs, between North America and Europe and among Pacific rim countries. For these 
applications, satellites are expected to be located at about 50°W to serve both North America anfl 
Europe, and at about 180°W to serve both the Asian and North American portions of the Pacific rim. 
At these GSO locations they are not expected to interfere with, or be interfered by, Canadian use of 
the 19.7-20.2 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz bands for multipurpose networks (ie. combined FSS and MSS 
use, as described in Section 4.0 of this Annex) in the 107.3°W to 118.7 0 W arc. 

At this time, the SovCanStar system is the other international fixed-satellite system with Canadia 
involvement. As currently understood, it will consist of two satellites, one at about 14°W and th 
other at about 160°W. It will be used for telephony, business communications and television 
distribution, and will operate in the 14/11 GHz band, the same bands as the current 14/11 GHz 
Intelsat satellites. There are no indications that implementation of this system would use of the 
spectrum in a way that would require any change to the Canadian Table of Frequency Allocations. 

3.0 	The Mobile Service 

The mobile service is allocated in the ITU table of frequency allocations in almost every band 
allocated to the fixed service. The Canadian table is similar in most bands. There are several reasons 
for reviewing this practice, particularly in the bands above 10 GHz: 

1) In many parts of the world, microwave radio links are said to be in the mobile s rvice 
if they are installed on a temporary basis, or if they are transportable to some de ree. 
In Canada, however, such systems are licensed as fixed systems unless they are truly 
mobile in the sense that they can operate while moving or at unspecified halts. Thus, 
there is no need in Canada to assign temporary microwave links in the mobile service. 

2) There are no current assignments for mobile applications in Canada above 10 GHz, in 
part because of the severe shadowing caused by buildings and the small effective area 
of low-gain omnidirectional antennas at these frequencies, both of which tend to 
increase the required transmitter power of a mobile system. 

However, it is anticipated that there will be mobile application developments using high-gain ant 
in the upper SHF and EHF frequency ranges. These include: 

nnas 
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Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS). For example, the band 63-64 GHz is 
• being considered by developers of IVHS for transmissions from road to vehicle and 
• between vehicles; 
• 
• o 	the mobile component of radio LAN network to serye a building or complex of 
• buildings. Radio LAN systems are being developed in such bands as 18 GHz, 

• primarily to connect personal computers and other office equipment without the need 

• for cabling. If such systems were to have an extensive mobile personal 

• communications component, there may be a need for assignments and hence 
allocations in the mobile service; and 

o 	terrestrial personal communications systems (PCS) that are complementary to  mobile- 
satellite systems in similar bands. 

• It would, therefore, seem more appropriate to allocate the mobile service in those bands where these 
• applications are apt to be developed, and where it will be possible to share such systems with other 
• users, rather than in all the bands above 10 GHz where the mobile service is allocated internationally. 
• 
• 
• 4.0 	Multipmpose Satellite Systems in the 30/20 GHz Band 

• In this section the requirements for composite fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite systems in the 20 to 
30 GHz frequency range are discussed. These requirements - are considered separately from the more • conventional fixed-satellite requirements discussed in section 2.0 of this Annex, because of the need 

• to implement hybrid systems that would carry both fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite traffic, and 
• traffic that could variously be considered as being either of one or the other mode. Meeting this 
• requirement with a single flexible system that handle both modes, particularly to meet emerging 
• personal communications requirements, is seen as a cost-effective approach. The allocation of 
• spectrum and orbit resources necessary for its development is therefore appropriate.Work is underway 
• at the Communications Research Centre (CRC) of the Department to implement an experimental 
• multipuipose satellite system in the 30 and 20 GHz bands as a first step in the application of new 

• satellite technologies to meet personal and business communications requirements. This experimental 

• system is expected to have switching and remodulation capabilities on the spacecraft that will enable. 

le 	
new types of network topologies to complement the availability of smaller earth terminals at these 
higher frequencies. 

Ile 	 It is anticipated that the use of the 30/20 GHz band will evolve in a way similar to that of the 14/12 
• GHz band in the 1970's and 1980's. With such developments, three different bands will be available: 
• 6/4 GHz, 14/12 GHz and 30/20 GHz. Each of the three bands is expected to be used where it will be 
• most cost-effective to do so. As presently understood, the 30/20 GHz band would be most suitable for 
• applications requiring very small transportable or mobile terminals and large bandwidths,  je.  personal 
• communications applications in an ISDN environment. The band may also be best suited for some 

• VSAT-type business communications applications. In general, the development and use of this band 

• may somewhat ease the demands placed on the lower 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz fixed-satellite bands 

• and mobile-satellite bands below 3 GHz. However, the magnitude of this effect on spectrum 

•
requirements at lower frequencies cannot be predicted at this time, because a portion of the services 
to be provided at 30/20 GHz may be new, and not yet offered at the lower frequencies. Since the • magnitude of the transfer of traffic to higher bands is unknown, a conservative frequency-management 

• approach would assume that the spectrum and orbit requirements currently foreseen at the lower 6/4 
• GHz and 14/12 GHz bands for existing applications will persist and that the 30/20 GHz band would 
• 
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be used to accommodate new applications. 

5.0 	Feeder links for Mobile-Satellite Systems below 3 GHz 

In considering mobile-satellite feeder links, three possible mobile-satellite system configurations 
to be taken into account: 

i) 	geostationary mobile-satellite systems operating in the 1 to 3 GHz frequency ran 

ii) 	non-geostationary mobile-satellite systems operating in the 1 to 3 GHz frequenc 
range; and 

iii) 	non-geostationary mobile-satellite systems operating in the frequency range below 1 
GHz. 

Feeder link allocation requirements for each type of mobile-satellite system are considered separ tely, 
because their respective feeder-link system characteristics are quite distinct. In this discussion, 
"mobile-satellite systems" refers to all systems in the bands allocated to the mobile-satellite service 
(MSS), the aeronautical mobile-satellite service (AMSS), the maritime mobile-satellite service 
(MMSS) and the land mobile-satellite service (LMSS); "non-geostationary systems" refers to systems 
in highly elliptical orbits (HEO), in low Earth orbit (LEO) (in the order of 1,000 km altitude) arid in 
mid Earth orbit (MEO) (in the order of 10,000 km altitude). 

.It should be also noted that the FSS spectrum requirements considered in this section are separat 
from, and in addition to, those considered in Section 2.0 of this Annex. 

5.1 	Feeder links for Geostationary Mobile Satellite Systems 

Radio Regulation No. 27, which defines the mobile-satellite service, also states that the MSS  mai'  also 
include the feeder links necessary for its operation (ie. feeder links for MSS can use the bands 
allocated to the MSS). However, No. 726A, approved at WARC-MOB-87 and modified at WARC-92 
to include additional bands, states that the bands 1525-1544 MHz, 1545-1559 MHz, • 
1626.5-1645.5 MHz, and 1646.5-1660.5 MHz should not be used for MSS feeder links. This was an 
opportune decision. because these bands are, or will soon be, heavily used by plarmed mobile-satàllite 
systems. Accommodation of MSS feeder links in higher SHF or EHF frequency bands increases he 
availability of the UHF bands for their basic mobile-satellite use. It would seem judicious that R dio 
Regulation No. 726A be extended to include other mobile-satellite frequency bands in the 1 to 3 GHz 
range. 

In reviewing the requirements for feeder links in the SHF (3 to 30 GHz) fixed-satellite bands for 
UHF (300 to 3,000 MHz) geostationary mobile satellites, the requirements of global systems such as 
those of Inmarsat must be distinguished from of Canadian and sub-regional systems such as MSAT. 
This distinction is made because the feeder-link frequency bands used by one and the other are 
different. Canadian spectrum policy can to a considerable extent determine how fixed-satellite 
spectrum and orbit resources available to Canada should be used for feeder-links of Canadian mobile-
satellite systems, but would have much less influence on the frequency bands and system 
characteristics chosen by a global operator such as Inmarsat. 
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111 	
5.1.1 Feeder Links for Canadian Geostationary MSS Systems 

The first-generation Canadian GS0 mobile satellite, MSAT, to be launched in early 1994, will use the 
bands 13.0-13.15 GHz and 13.2-13.25 GHz for its uplinks, and 10.7-10.95 GHz for its downlinks, at 

• the orbit location 106.5°W. This is in accordance with Canadian spectrum utilization policies SP 10.7 
• GHz and SP 12.7 GHz, both dated January 1991. Furthermore, this use is consistent with the fixed- 
• satellite allotment plan in Appendix 30B of the Radio Regulations, in which MSAT appears as an 

• existing system. MSAT plans to use the same frequency plan as the satellite of the American Mobile 

• Satellite Consortium (AMSC), in part so that each satellite could provide back-up capacity for the 
other in the event of a catastrophic failure of one of them. Feeder links of the AMSC satellite will use 
the USA allotment of the Appendix 30B plan. A 200 MHz-wide feeder link bandwidth is required in 
order to keep the cost of this first-generation mobile-satellite system at an affordable level, ie: (1) 
using only one polarization in the 13/11 GHz bands, and (2) translating the full mobile-satellite 

• L-band spectrum for each of the five L-band antenna beams into different portions of the feeder-link 
band. In developing spectrum utilization policies SP 10.7 GHz and SP 12.7 GHz, full consideration 

• was given to the need to share the spectrum between mobile-satellite feeder-link earth stations and 
fixed systems in the 13 and 11 GHz bands, and to the need to coordinate these systems at the time of 

• implementation. 

• Based on the requirements of the first-generation MSAT system, it is possible to project those of a 

• next-generation system. It is anticipated that MSAt's successor will use a portion of the additional 
mobile-satellite bands that were allocated in the 1-3 GHz frequency range at WARC-92, although the 
details of their utilization are subject to spectrum-policy decisions that are discussed in the companion Il• review of frequency allocations in the 1 to 3 GHz band. It is also anticipated that the next generation 
system may utilize a larger number of antenna beams in the 1 to 3 GHz range, as was suggested in 
some of the earlier designs for the first-generation MSAT. In any case, it is anticipated that an 

• increase in effective feeder-link bandwidth will be required. The question is whether an additional 
• amount of spectrum will be required, and if so wherefrom, or alternatively whether advances in 
• efficient spectrum utilization techniques can be used to increase sufficiently the capacity of the 
111 	 existing bands. 

• The utilization efficiency of the currently-allocated bands (13.0-13.15 GHz, 13.2-13.25 GHz and 
10.7-10.95 GHz) can be improved to respond to larger feeder-link bandwidth requirements in a 
number of ways, including but not limited to the following techniques: 

It o 	using two orthogonal polarizations, either vertical and horizontal, or right and left 
circular, to double the effective bandwidth, and capacity, available in a given band; 

using multiple spot beams at 13/11 GHz as well as at UHF, and complete the 
• communication paths between different UHF beams via some other network or 
• facility, either within the same satellite network or otherwise. This may be feasible if 
• a large portion of the mobile-satellite traffic is intra-beam traffic; actual operating 
• exi)erience with the first-generation MSAT may provide this information; 

using such techniques as the filtering and switching of signals or their demodulation, 

• switching and remodulation on-board the spacecraft to reduce the amount of 
bandwidth that need be transmitted in the feeder links. This approach was considered 
too expensive for the first-generation MSAT, but should be reconsidered for successor 
systems, taldng advantage of the on-board signal-processing capability currently being 
developed for applications in the 30/20 GHz band (see Section 4.0 of this Armex); 

111 
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and/or 

o 	using two separate spacecraft to meet the overall Canadian GSO mobile-satellite 
requirement, at orbit locations that are sufficiently far apart to permit frequency r use 
in the 13/11 GHz band, and yet are close enough to be simultaneously visible by 
mobile-satellite terminals at UHF. Orbit positions 106.5°W (or 107.3°W) and 
111.1°W are possibilities that could be considered; these positions all correspond to 
Canadian allotments or existing-system plan entry in the ITU fixed-satellite allotment 
plan of Appendix 30B. 

A second possibility is to use some other uplink/downlink pair of fixed-satellite bands for mobile 
satellite feeder-links. In considering an alternative band-pair, a number of guidelines should be 
observed to ensure that: 

i) the ability to use wider bandwidths be provided, to ease the accommodation of a 
presumed increase in mobile-satellite traffic over a wider UHF mobile-satellite 
bandwidth and possibly with a larger number of UHF antenna beams; 

ii) use of the conventional fixed-satellite 6/4 GHz or 14/12 GHz bands (see Section 
of this Annex) be avoided, so as not to restrict the development of the FSS; and 

iii) sharing with terrestrial systems be feasible, since all bands except the currently used 
14/12 GHz band discussed above and the 30/20 Gliz band discussed in Section 4.0 of 
this Annex are shared on a co-primary basis by the FSS and the fixed service. 

Applying these guidelines and other regulatory constraints on a band-by-band basis, the following 
considerations are noted: 

1) the 3.7-4.2 GHz and 11.7-12.2 GHz downlink bands and the 5.925-6.425 GHz anfl 
14.0-14.5 GHz uplink bands should not be used, because they are fully required for 
conventional FSS in the limited number of GSO orbit locations available to Canadt 
under the 1988 Canada/USA/Mexico trilateral orbit-use arrangement (see Annex C 
and Section 2.0 of this Annex); 

2) the 13.75-14.0 GHz uplink band is not suitable because of earth-terminal anterma 
diameter and EIRP constraints in RR No. 855A, and because the available 250 M11z 
bandwidth is not significantly more than that currently available in the 13/11 GHz 
band; 

3) the 6.425-6.725 GHz and 6.725-7.025 GHz uplink bands (an allotment-plan band) 
each have significant terrestrial fixed systems operating on a co-primary basis, and/ 

 each can only offer 250 MHz of bandwidth, not significantly more than that available 
in the 13/11 GHz band. There is no contiguous 500 MHz downlink band associated 
with these uplink bands. The downlink pair associated with the band 6.725-7.025 GHz 
is the band 4.5-4.8 GHz. The band 6.425-6.725 GHz might be paired with the 1095- 
11.2 GHz downlink band, but with similar bandwidth and satellite/terrestrial sharing 
problems as use of the 10.7-10.95 GHz band would entail; 

. 0 

in the 19.7-20.2 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz bands that are being developed separately for 
flexible multipurpose FSS/MSS use (see Section 4.0 of this Annex), spectrum sharmg 
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• for Canada in the 1988 trilateral orbit-use arrangement discussed in Annex C, in order 
• to keep open the option of implementing large multi-band spacecraft offering 
• significant economies of scale; and 

geostationary mobile-satellite system is required. 

In summary, it would seem that the two viable long-term feeder link alternatives for Canadian  
• domestic GS0 UHF mobile satellite networks are the currently designated bands at 13 and 11 GHz, 
• or the use of wider bandwidths at 28 GHz and 18 GHz. Both of these alternatives have advantages 
• and disadvantages, with the choice between the two partly dependent on technology that is not yet 
• fully developed and requirements that are not yet quantified. • 
•

• • 
5.1.2 Feeder Links for International Geostationary Systems 

The designation of spectrum on a global or Regional basis within the FSS for feeder links of 
geostationary mobile satellites was on the agenda of WARC-92, but no action was taken. The reason 

• why the matter had been raised and included on the WARC agenda is reportedly that some difficulties 
had been experienced in coordinating Inmarsat assignments under Article 11 of the Radio Regulations. 

• The feeder links of these systemS are in C-band below 3.7 GHz for the downlink and above 6.425 
• GHz for the uplink. 

• One of the reasons why no such designation was decided at WARC-92 is simply that there is no 
• global space-to-Ea rth fixed-satellite allocation below 15 GHz that is not either part of the 

• Appendix 30B allotment plan or heavily used by existing fixed-satellite networks in some part of the 

• world. In such a situation, recognizing that any Canadian spectrum policy decision taken in isolation 

• (ie. without a corresponding ITU decision) would not likelS,  influence the frequency selection process 
of a geostationary global system such as that of Inmarsat, the designation of feeder-link spectruni for • such international systems is not pursued in this review. 

• 

• 5.1.3 Feeder Links for Ka-Band Mobile-Satellite Systems 

• Mobile-satellite systems are being developed in the 20 GHz to 30 GHz range as part of a 
111 	multipurpose FSS/MSS system (see Section 4.0 of this Armex). It is expected that such systems could 
• accommodate any feeder links to the mobile-satellite portion of the system within the service band or 

• in adjacent portions of the 30/20 GHz band, je.  that separate feeder-link bands would not be required. 

11111 
5.2 	Feeder Links for Non-Geostationary Systems 

4111e 

•
There are two distinct classes of non-geostationary mobile-satellite systems being developed consistent 

• 

by such a system and a mobile-satellite feeder-link system may present problems, 
especially if the GSO locations used by both systems are limited to those designated 

• 5) 	the 17.8-19.7 GHz downlink band and the corresponding 27.5-29.5 GHz uplink band 
• have significantly greater bandwidth, a ten-fold increase over the current 200 MHz 

• bandwidth assignment. The current terrestrial fixed use of these bands in Canada is 

• not considered so extensive that satellite-terrestrial coordination is seen as a significant 

• problem. One potential problem is that while systems in these bands are not yet fully 

•
developed. However, this may not be the case by the time the next-generation 
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with WARC-92 provisions: 1) the so-called "Big LEO" systems in the 1 to 3 GHz band, includ ng 
those that plan to use mid-altitude circular orbits and those with elliptical orbits, and 2) the so-c lled 
"Little LEO" systems below 1 GHz. These two different classes of systems have different service 
applications and topologies. Since they also meet their feeder-link requirements differently, they are 
considered separately here. 

5.2.1 Feeder Links for "Big LEO" Mobile-Satellite Systems 

A number of new bands in the 1 to 3 GHz range were allocated to the MSS by WARC-92, and are 
being considered in other countries in the design of non-GS0 "Big LEO" MSS systems. Because of 
the heavy utilization of these bands by several services, it is good spectrum management practice to 
implement MSS feeder links in FSS bands above 3 GHz (WARC-MOB-87 had approved Footnote 
726A for this reason). However, since FSS bands below 14.5 GHz are heavily used by GS0 FSS 
networks, and since the feeder links of LEO mobile satellites may not be easily coordinated with GS0 
FSS networks', the relatively unused FSS Ka-band (17.7-20.2 GHz and 27.5-30.0 GHz) is being 
considered in the design of these feeder links. 

A related spectrum policy question is how to manage the long-term use of the Ka-b: r., 1 in such a way 
that these feeder link systems can be implemented without causing frequency sharing problems with 
possible future GS0 systems, and with the new generation of GS0 Ka-band systems discussed in 
section 4.0 of this Annex. Use of FSS bands by non-GEO networks such a these feeder links is 
subject to Radio Regulation 2613, as modified by WARC-92, which states that GS0 fixed satellite 
networks have priority over non-GS0 networks, that non-GS0 space stations and associated earth 
stations shall reduce their emissions to a negligible level whenever there is insufficient angular 
separation between the satellites to otherwise avoid unacceptable interference between them.There are 
four modes of interference that have to be taken into account if spectrum is to be shared between a 
GSO and a non-GSO fixed-satellite network (a Big-LEO feeder-link network in this case). These are: 

1) interference in the Earth-to-space direction from the GSO network's earth station 
transmitter into the non-GS0 network's space station receivers; 

2) interference in the Earth-to-space direction from the non-GSO network's earth station 
transmitter into the GSO network's space station receiver; 

3) interference in the space-to-Earth direction from the non-GSO network's space st tion 
transmitter into the GS0 network's earth station receiver; and 

4) interference in the space-to-Earth direction from the GS0 network's space station 
transmitter into the non-GS0 network's earth station receiver. 

In addressing these four interference modes, it is assumed that the GSO network and the non-GSO 
network are operating in the same space-to-Earth or Earth-to-space direction. Otherwise, the netm)ork 
operating in the reverse direction would have to operate on a non-interference basis, because spectrum 
is not allocated in both uplink and downlink at Ka-band, except explicitly for BSS feeder links in the 
17.7-18.4 GHz band. 

This sharing problem is being considered by CCIR Study Group 4, and recommendations on shar ng 
by the two application within the FSS may result from these considerations. Some general conclu ions 
can be arrived at, however, without having the results of that detailed study: 
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1) 	The interference between a GS0 and a LEO network sharing the same frequency band 
• would not be a steady-state problem, as it would be between say two GS0 networks, 
• but rather would be a series of regular short-term bursts of interference. Sharing 
• arrangements may or may not allow increased levels of interference due to their short 
• duration, probably measured in seconds. 

• 2) 	Such short-term interference would be experienced when both the LEO satellite and 

• the GSO satellite were in the same direction as seen from either the LEO earth station 

• or the GSO earth station involved in the interference mode under consideration,  je.  
• one of the four described above. Sharing may be possible, either because the EIRPs 

and receiver sensitivities are such that interference levels are acceptable in both 
networks (an unlikely event), or more likely because the LEO network is operated in 
such a way that communication through that network is avoided during those short 

11, 	 periods. This may be possible either by interrupting user messages through the LEO 
• network during these intervals, or by communicating through another satellite of the 
• LEO constellation. The ability do adapt in this way may be dependant on the 
• particular characteristics of the different LEO satellite systems, and on the type of 
• service provided by the LEO network. 
O  

• 3) 	If sharing as discussed in (2) above is not possible, then one possible way of 

• accommodating both types of network would be to have them operate in separate 

• frequency bands. This may require a spectrum-policy decision whereby a particular 
FSS band or pair of uplink/downlink bands is designated as the band or bands to be 
used by non-GS0 networks, and that RR 2613 would not apply regarding Canadian 
GS0 FSS networks in this band or bands. The frequency band or bands to be used in 

• this manner have not considered in detail, but based on the discussions in Section 
• 5.1.1 of this Annex for GSO MSS feeder links, it would seem that such bands should 
• be in the 17.8-19.7 GHz and/or 27.5-29.5 GHz ranges. The bandwidth of such bands 
• should be as narrow as possible, probably in the tens of megahertz. 
O  

• One additional factor to be taken into account in considering this third possibility is the amount of 

• bandwidth required by the MSS networks, and whether different non-GSO MSS networks can share 
the same band. Whether the overall efficiency of the 30/20 GHz FSS band would be improved as a 
result of the designation of bands for non-GS° feeder links may depend on the necessary width of the 
designated band. 

1111 

Another factor to be considered is the sharing of the non-GSO feeder links with terrestrial fixed 
systems. Coordination between these systems may be more difficult than between terrestrial fixed 

• systems and GSO fixed-satellite systems, because the non-GS0 earth station would have to be able to 
• operate at all azimuths and elevation angles. Inter-service coordination may be eased, however, 
• because the number of gateway earth stations in the non-GS0 satellite system is expected to be small 
• and be located away from urban centres. The question here is: if a non-GS0 feeder link band were to 

• be designated, what portion of the 17.7=19.7 GHz and 27.5-29.5 GHz bands would be the easiest to 

• share with the fixed service? If a LEO-MSS feeder link band were to be so designated, it might be 

• specified that Radio Regulation 2613 did not apply in that band. Such a provision would encourage 
LEO MSS system designers to avoid the regulatory problems associated with RR 2613 by using this 
band. Such a Canadian regulation would only apply to Canadian GS0 satellites, but if LEO system 
designers were to start using these bands for their feeder links, the approach might gain wider 
acceptance. 

• 
O 
• 
O 

O  



5.2.2 Feeder links for "Little LEO" Mobile-Satellite Systems 

The design approach being used for Little LEO systems does not use feeder links, but simply 
transmits to and from the central earth station on the same VHF bands used by the user terminals. If, 
however, a Little LEO system were to require feeder links, the considerations in Section 5.2.1 of this 
Annex would apply, with the exception that much narrower feeder-link bandwidths would be 
required, and thus could perhaps be accommodated at lower frequencies. 

6.0 	Television Broadcast in the Broadcasting-Satellite Service 

There are at present no satellites in operation in Canada in bands allocated to the BSS, and no 
imminent plans for such systems. There are, however, television-distribution systems operating ih  the 
fixed-satellite 6/4 GHz C-band and the 14/12 GHz Ku-band. In some cases a very large number pf 
TVRO terminals are being used to receive these signals, but from a regulatory perspective (under the 
Radiocommunication Act) these stations and networks are in the FSS. From the perspective of 
considering future Canadian  use of the radio spectrum, it is assumed that true broadcasting-satell te 
systems will be implemented in the foreseeable future for the delivery of television programs. 

A prime band for a broadcasting-satellite service in Canada is the 12.2-12.7 GHz band. As described 
in detail in Armex D, Canada has access to six orbit positions in the ITU 12 GHz broadcasting-
satellite plan (Appendix 30 of the Radio Regulations) and associated feeder links in the 17 GHz band 

 (Appendix 30A of the Radio Regulations). That plan is based on a total of 32 radio channels in the 
500 MHz wide band, 16 in one polarization and 16 in the other. Each charmel is plarmed to carry one 
NTSC analog frequency-modulated television signal, with a 24 MHz channel bandwidth. As specjtfied 

l in the plan, Canada can use all 32 charmels in each of six orbit locations to serve one of six serv ce 
areas, each approximately one-sixth of Canada in area. The plan specifies the assignments in enoi gh 
detail to determine the aggregate carrier-to-interference ratio of each plan entry at specific test ponts, 
and the single-entry carrier-to-interference ratio of each plan entry into each other plan entry at these 
specified test points. These orbit positions and carrier-to-interference ratios are the core of the plan; 

11  within these constraints, an administration (Canada in this case) can use the plan with considerab e 
flexibility to respond to its requirements at the time that its system is designed in detail. 

There is thus considerable flexibility available in Canada for implementing a 12 GHz broadcastin 
satellite system in accordance with that plan. The plan allows the ri:umber of satellite beams and 
service areas of a Canadian system to be chosen with few constraints. For instance, the plan can 
accommodate a number of configurations such as: 

o a minimum-cost first-generation system located at 91'W, with a single Canada-lde 
beam transmitting up to 32 channels from that location; 

o a similar low-cost initial system located at 91'W, with two half-Canada beams 
transmitting up to 16 charmels into each beam; 

o a larger twin-satellite system transrnitting half-Canada beams from 129'W and 91 
each one transmitting up to 32 separate channels into each service area; 

o transmitting quarter-Canada beams (possibly similar to those of the ANIK-B satellite), 
with the two western beams transmitted from 129'W and the two eastern beams from 
91"W, with up to 16 channels per beam; 

'W , 
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transmitting Canada-wide beams from both 91 0 W and 129°W, providing up to 64 
O 	 chamiels throughout Canada (this approach seems to be under consideration in system 
• planning activities in the USA); 

transmitting either up to 32 channels into quarter-Canada beams or 64 channels into 
• half-Canada beams using orbit locations 139°W, 129°W, 91°W and 82°W; 

transmitting 32 channels into each of six beams, using the six Canadian  orbit locations 

• in the plan, in the manner specified in the Plan; or 

using these same six orbit locations and beams larger than those specified in the plan 
to provide more than 32 channels per service area. 64 to 96 channels per service area 
could be provided by making use of the full complement of Canadian resources in the 

ID 	 plan if larger than one-sixth-Canada beams were acceptable and batteries were used to 
• avoid outages due to early eclipses during the March and September equinoxes. 

• To implement any of the above scenarios other than the six-beam and six-satellite scenario of the 
• plan, it would be necessary to use either the adjacent beams specified in the plan, the interim 
• modification procedure associated with the plan, the permanent plan-modification procedure, or some 
• combination of these three processes. The common thread constraining the implementation of these 

• alternatives is that the interference Into assignments of other administrations cannot be greater than 
that specified in the plan without their agreement. However, by taking advantage of improved 

•
spacecraft antennas to reduce interference into other non-adjacent service areas, and by using current 
low-noise receivers that permit lower satellite e.r.i.p.'s, (thus less interference into adjacent USA 

ID 
 

service areas), few difficulties are anticipated in being able to implement any of the above scenarios. 

• There is an additional element of flexibility in the Region 2 portion of the ITU 12 GHz plan that 
• further increases its usefulness. That is that the system may be implemented with any signal format in 
• place of the standard one, je.  that of analog frequency modulation with a 24 MHz signal bandwidth, 
• again as long as the effective interference into other plan assignments is not greater than that which 
• would be created when using the standard analog FM transmission format. This flexibility allows 
• digital encoding and transmission using techniques such as 2-phase or 4-phase PSK to be used rather 

• than the standard analog FM. Source encoding techniques such as MPEG (the Motion Picture Experts 

• Group technique) enable an NTSC television signal to be represented by a digital bit-stream at a 5 to 
6 Mbit/sec rate, and an HDTV signal to be represented by a bit stream of about 25 Mbits/sec. If 4- 

ID phase PSK mere used to broadcast these signals, at a 1 bit/hertz density, one could broadcast 4 NTSC 
ID 	 signals in one 24 MHz RF channel of the Appendix 30 plan, or 1 HDTV channel. Such techniques 
• are being considered by Telesat for application in the 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz bands, and by Hughes 
• (HCI) in their DirecTVsat program in the 12.2-12.7 GHz band. 

• Thus, by using available digital modulation and source encoding techniques, some 256 to 384 NTSC 
• television programs or 64 to 96 wide-band HDTV programs could be broadcast into each of several 
• service areas in Canada by using the spectrum/orbit resource already available to us in the ITU 12 
• GHz Appendix 30 plan. We would have to take full advantage of the flexibility embedded in that plan 

• to do so, but that flexibility is there to be used. 

When the 12 GHz band is fully utilized as described above, higher frequency bands would be 
required to meet additional requirements. It is assumed that the 12 GHz band would be fully utilized 
before the 17.3-17.8 GHz band is used, because of the additional rain attenuation, and hence the need 
for higher satellite e.r.i.p. levels, resulting in higher system costs at the higher frequency. No time 

• 
ID 
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estimate is currently possible as to when the 17 GHz band would be required under these 
assumptions, given that there are currently no operational broadcasting-satellite systems in Canaca, 
nor known planning activities underway to implement such a system in either the 12 GHz band or the 
17 GHz band. Thus it can be expected that the 17 GHz band will not be required for several decades, 
given the availability and capacity of the 12 GHz band. 

7.0 	Feeder Links to Broadcasting-Satellite Systems 

Feeder links to both television and sound broadcasting-satellite systems are considered here, but in 
separate sub-sections 7.1 and 7.2 of this Annex, because the spectrum-policy considerations relating 
to the two requirements, and the resulting proposed entries in the Canadian Table, are quite différent. 

7.1 Feeder Links to Television Broadcasting-Satellite Systems 

In this section earth-to-space feeder-links to broadcasting-satellite systems for television broadcast are 
considered, concentrating on the provision of feeder links as required for broadcasting-satellite 
systems in the 12.2-12.7 GHz band and in the 17.3-17.8 GHz band. 

Before WARC-92, the band 17.3-17.8 GHz was identified as the feeder-link band for broadcasting 
satellites using the 12.2-12.7 GHz band. This band was planned by the ITU for Region 2 in 198; the 
resulting plan is in Appendix 30A of the Radio Regulations. Moreover, before WARC-92, the 
23 GHz band was allocated in the ITU table to the BSS in Regions 2 and 3, and the FSS (Earthicto-
space) was allocated on a primary basis in Regions 2 and 3 in the band 27.0-27.5 GHz. Although 
there was no specific designation in the ITU table that the 27 GHz band be used for BSS feeder links, 
the need for a feeder-link band separate from the general fixed-satellite uplink band 27.5-30 GI-Ü was 
the principal reason for the ITU FSS allocation in the band 27-27.5 GHz in Regions 2 and 3 in li 979. 
Thus, befbre WARC-92 the 17.3-17.8 GHz band was officially the feeder link band for broadcasting 
satellites using the 12.2-12.7 GHz band, and 27.0-27.5 was informally considered to be the feeder-
link band for broadcasting satellites using the band 22.5-23.0 GHz. 

Séveral changes were made at WARC-92 to these BSS and associated feeder link allocations in 
Region 2, and other changes to the ITU allocation table that affected these allocations. These were: 

o the BSS was added in the band 17.3-17.8 GHz, to begin in the year 2007, in the 
band as the planned feeder links in Appendix 30A; 

o conditions were specified governing the sharing between the feeder links of Appendix 
30A and broadcasting-satellite systems operating within the new allocation; 

o the broadcasting-satellite service was deleted from the band 22.5-23 GHz, in part as a 
consequence of the allocation at 17 GHz; 

o the fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space) allocation in the band 17.3-18.1 GHz was exte ded 
to 18.4 GHz, and the requirement that the allocation be used only for BSS feede 
links was extended to 18.4 GHz; 

o the FSS was allocated on an exclusive basis in the band 24.75-25.25 GHz, with 1eeder 
links to broadcasting-satellites having priority over other fixed-satellite applications; 

same 
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o 	a footnote was added stating that geostationary fixed-satellite assignments have no 
• priority over non-geostationary inter-satellite  assignments  .in the 27.0-27.5 GHz band; 
• and 

a footnote was added stating that the fixed-satellite (Earth-to-space) allocation in the 

• 27.5-30 GHz band can also be used for BSS feeder links. 

111 
• There are a number of factors to consider in deciding how these allocations should be used. These 

• are: 

o in the long term, the 17.3-17.8 GHz band should not be used for both uplinks and 	- 
III 	 downlinks in the sarne service area, because of the harmful interference from a 
• transmitting feeder-link earth station into neighbouring BSS receiving terminals at 

unspecified locations; 

•• o 	there is no serious space-station-to-space-station interference associated with dual- 
I fib 	 directional use of the 17 GHz band. (This was shown in Armex 2 to Part A of the 

(1) 	 Canadian Proposals to WARC-92.) Thus the 17 GHz band can be used for uplinks in 

• one service area and downlinlcs in another, possibly with thsed to address earth- 

. 	 station-to-earth-station sharing problems on a common border. 

• 
• the uplink band used at 18 GHz should be 17.9-18.4 GHz, to minimize any possible 

interference between uplinIc and downlink transmissions of different systems,  je. a 
111 	 maximum-width 100 MHz wide guard band 17.8-17.9 GHz should be used as such. 

even by using this 100 MHz guard band the feeder link 17.9-18.4 GHz should not be 
• considered as an uplink associated with the 17.3-17.8 GHz downlink, because of the 
• serious interference problems that would be experienced within a space station if this 
• pair of uplink/downlink bands were chosen. 

the band 27.0-27.5 GHz cannot be considered in the long term as a BSS feeder-link 

• band, because low-earth-orbit (LEO) scientific data-relay satellites are expected to be 

• using this band in the near future, and it is not expected that these LEO systems could 
be successfully coordinated with geostationary BSS networks. The explicit removal by 
Footnote 881B of the priority given to geostationary systems through Regulation 2613 
in this band by WARC-92 recognizes this difficulty. 

de  
• the 27.5-30 GHz fixed satellite (Earth-to-space) band should not be used for BSS 

• feeder links when other bands are available, even though Footnote 882D agreed to by 
11) 	 WARC-92 allows this, because this band will be required in the long term to be 
• paired with the fixed-satellite (space-to-Earth) 17.7-20.2 GHz band. 

• The overall conclusion to be drawn from of these consideration.s is that the 24.75-25.25 GHz band is 

• the only band availablè  as a feeder-link band associated with the 17.3-17.8 GHz broadcasting-satellite 
band. Therefore, pairing this band with the 17.3-17.8 GHz BSS band should be considered. 

If the 24.75-25.25 GHz band were to be used in this manner, the bands 17.3-17.8 GHz and 17.9-18.4 
GHz would be available for use with the 12.2-12.7 GHz downlink. The spectrum policy question on 

• this point is how these two bands should be used, because both are obviously not required at the same 
• thne. Factors to take into account in addressing this question are: 

Ille 
• 
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o it is unlikely that both the 12.2-12.7 GHz and the 17.3-17.8 GHz broadcasting-
satellite bands will be required in Canada in the foreseeable future, given the ca acity 
and flexibility of the 12 GHz plan for Canada (see Section 6.0 of this Annex). 

o because the additional transmitted power required to overcome rain attenuation i 
considerably more at 17 GHz than at 12 GHz, increasing the costs of a 17 GHz 
system relative to a similar system at 12 GHz, it is expected that BSS systems would 
continue to be implemented at 12 GHz until that band is fully utilized; only then 
would additional requirements be met at 17 GHz. 

o sharing of the 17.9-18.4 GHz band between broadcasting-satellite feeder links, fiXed-
satellite space-to Earth links, and terrestrial fixed systems, would place considerable 

i additional constraints on fixed and fixed-satellite downlink systems, especially if he 
feeder links were to use transportable earth stations. 

o if feeder links to 12 GHz broadcasting-satellite systems were to be implemented f rst 
in the 17.3-17.8 GHz band, and then changed at a later date to operate in the 
17.9-18.4 GHz band, there would be lead-time required to implement this change of 
bands. Capital invested in 17.3-17.8 GHz equipment would have to be amortized the 
fixed and fixed-satellite systems would have to be modified as required to adapt t em 
to the new sharing environment; and 12 GHz broadcasting-satellite space stations 
using the new uplink frequencies would have to be implemented. These considerations 
suggest that the decision to use the 18 GHz band rather than  the 17 GHz for the 
feeder links of a next-generation 12 GHz broadcasting-satellite system may have to be 
made as early as 10 years before the 17 GHz feeder-link band becomes unavailable ' 
because of its use for downlinks. 

Spectrum allocations and footnotes based'on this information are discussed in the main document. At 
this point, it may be concluded that the 24.75-25.25 GHz band should be considered as an uplink for 
17 GHz broadcasting-satellite systems, that the 17.3-17.8 GHz and 17.9-18.4 GHz bands could 
possibly accommodate feeder-link bands for 12 GHz BSS systems, and that a number of factors need 
be taken into account in determining which, or whether both, of these bands should be made avai able 
in Canada for feeder links of 12 GHz BSS systems. 

7.2 Feeder links to Sound Broadcasting-Satellite Systems 

The BSS was allocated spectrum in the 40 MHz-wide band 1452-1492 MHz by WARC-92, though 
limited by Regulation 722A to digital audio broadcasting. Earth-to-space feeder links for such sy+ms 
will be provided in fixed-satellite bands above 3 GHz. There was no consideration at WARC-92 of 
which fixed-satellite bands if any should be designated for sound BSS feeder-link use, although tflre 
were proposals on the subject from CEPT, the former USSR, and Canada. The stated reason for this 
absence of a decision was that there was no reason to discuss the matter until there was a decision on 
where (or whether) there should be an allocation for the BSS (sound) service, and the decision on that 
matter was made too late in the Conference to permit reconsidering the consequential feeder link 
requirements of these systems. 

The bandwidth required for a Canadian sound BSS feeder-link system is not expected to be 
significantly greater than the available 40 MHz BSS allocation at 1.4 GHz, and may be less, since 
significant frequency reuse is not expected within a single spacecraft, and the 40 MHz bandwidth may 
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• have to be shared among several systems. Use of multiple spot beams may result in a greater overall 
• system effective bandwidth, but such a system is expected to utilize more than one spacecraft for 
• weight and primary power considerations. The different spacecraft can be sufficiently separated in 
1111 	orbit to permit the reuse of the feeder-link spectrum, and yet be in the same field of view of a 1.4 
• GHz receiving terminal. Thus, an FSS bandwidth of the order of 40 to 50 MHz is seen as possibly 

• being both necessary and sufficient for a future Canadian sound BSS system. 

• With this possible requirement, and lack of a WARC decision on the subject, consideration of the 

• designation of FSS spectrum for BSS (sound) feeder links in Canada is reduced to choosing the most 
effective way of managing the fixed-satellite spectrum and orbit resources available for Canadian 
systems. (See Section 3.1 of Annex A for discussion of this matter in general terms, and Armex C for 
a description of available Canadian fixed-satellite spectrum/orbit resources). This leaves us with two 
basic alternatives: 

a 
• 1. 	make no designation within the FSS, which could result in designers of sound BSS 
• systems choosing any FSS (uplink) band available at the time; or • 
• 2. 	designate a particular FSS (uplink) band for sound BSS feeder links and specify the 

• sharing conditions in this band between such feeder links and other FSS uses. 

• Two advantages and one disadvantage have been invoked relative to the making of such a designation. 
The advantages are: 

1. 	the broadcasting community would know which band to use in the planning and 
development of sound BSS systems, including the ITU's own sound BSS planning 

• activities included in Resolution 528 (COM 41W of the WARC-92 Final Acts); and 

• 2. 	a designation and consequential use of a relatively narrow band in an appropriate part 
• of the spectrum would avoid assignments to BSS (sound) feeder links within the much 
• wider (500 MHz or more) FSS bands, and thus avoid reducing the usefulness of these 

110 	 bands for their intended wideband applications. 

• The only disadvantage attributed to the malcing of such a designation is that it may reduce the FSS's 
•

flexibility to respond to situations not currently anticipated. 

• Since the advantages of proceeding inunediately with a designation seem to predominate, it would 
ID 	 seem useful and appropriate to review the various FSS uplink bands to determine whether any of 
• these bands would technically meet the BSS requirement while, at the same time, have a minimal 
• impact on their future planned or potential use by the services already allocated or suited to them. 
• The various alternatives are the following: 

the band 5850-5925 MHz, a natural space-to-Earth extension to the 5925-6425 MHz 

11111 	 band, might be paired with the band 3625-3700 MHz if, in fact, that band becomes 

• available for an augmented 6/4 GHz ANIK system; 

o 	. the band 5925-6425 MHz iS paired with the band 3700-4200 MHz, is already fully • 
used by ANIK-D and ANIK-E systems and is included in the 1988 CAN/USA/Mexico 

a orbital arrangement; 
• 
a 	 o 	the band 6425-6725 MHz could either be paired with the band 3400-3700 MHz to 
a 
a 

• 
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meet additional FSS wideband requirements in the future, or paired with the 
10.95-11.2 GHz downlink band (a sœnewhat unusual but feasible arrangement wttth 
the potential to increase the available FSS spectrum/orbit resource .  in the long term); 

o the band 6725-7025 MHz is officially paired with the band 4500-4800 MHz in t4e 
Appendix 30B FSS Plan. This band could be used for BSS (sound) feeder links, às is 
the 13 GHz Appendix 30B allotment for the feeder links of MSAT at 106.5°W (as 
discussed in Section 5.1.1 of this Armex). However, the band may also be needell in 
the future to augment the 6/4 GHz band by 300 MHz; 

o the band 7025-7075 GHz can meet the sound BSS requirements, and does not haye an 
obvious use in the development of FSS network,s, since it is isolated above the 6125-
7025 MHz uplink band of the allotment-plan, and does not have a corresponding 
downlink band above the 4500-4800 MHz downlink band of the allotment plan; 

o the band 7900-8400 MHz is used in conjunction with the downlink band 7250-77 
MHz and is reserved for govermnent use through Footnote C5; 

o the band 12.75-13.25 GHz is officially paired in the Appendix 30B plan with the 11 
GHz band and is currently used for MSAT feeder links and may possibly, in the long 
term, be used by the FSS at other orbit locations; 

o the band 13.75-14 GHz is a candidate for pairing with the band 11.45-11.7 GHz m 
one of the proposals for changes to the Canadian Table. Both bands are a natural 
extension to the current 14/12 GHz bands; 

o the band 14.0-14.5 GHz is heavily used by ANEK-C and ANIK-E systems, in 
conformity with the Can/USA/Mex arrangement, and is therefore unavailable for 
sound BSS feeder links; 

o the band 14.5-14.8 GHz is not allocated to the fixed-satellite service in the Canadan 
Table because it is required for terrestrial applications that cannot share with the VSS; 

o the bands 17.3-17.8 GHz, 17.9-18.4 GHz and 24.75-25.25 GHz are fully requirel 
feeder-links to BSS systems for television delivery, as discussed in Section 7.1 of 
Annex; 

o the bands 27.5-29.5 GHz and 29.5-30 GHz are expected to be used with the bands 
17.7-19.7 GHz and 19.7-20.2 GHz respectively. In particular, the bands 19.7-20.12 
GHz and 29.5-30 GHz are anticipated to be used for the multipurpose satellite syltems 
described in section 4.0 above; and 

o the band 30-31 GHz is used with the band 20.2-21.2 GHz and is reserved for 
government systems through Footnote C21. 

This is a complete list of FSS Earth-to-space bands below 31 GHz, except for the band 17.8-17.9 
GHz. Each of the bands other than the band 7025-7075 MHz is considerably wider than that required 

I for BSS (sound) feeder links, and is associated with a corresponding FSS downlink band. Thus, t r eir 
use for narrow-band feeder links should be avoided if possible. 
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The only other FSS uplink band below 31 GHz that is not otherwise useful for either general wide-
. 	 band FSS application or BSS (television) feeder-links is the band 17.8-17.9 GHz, part of the 17.3- 
• 18.4 GHz band between the identified feeder-link bands 17.3-17.8 GHz and 17.9-18.4 GHz. This is a 
• possible alternate to the 7025-7075 MHz band, but the reverse-band sharing problems that would be 
• encountered at 17.8 GHz with FSS or BSS downlinks would seem to make the band less attractive for 
• BSS (sound) feeder links than  the 7 GHz band, and its use would rule out the possibility in the long 

• term Of a multiband broadcasting-satellite spacecraft. In both the 7 GHz and 17.9 GHz bands, feeder 

• links share with the fixed service on a co-primary basis. 

8.0 	Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE) in the Radionavigation Service 

• Studies are underway in the Department of Transport leading to the development of a radar system 
for aircraft traffic management at large airports in Canada. The targeted traffic to be managed with 

• this system is both aircraft on the ground on the various runways and taxiway of an airport, and in 
• the air in the immediate vicinity of the airport. Without going into the design of such equipment, it 
• can be said from a spectrum requirement perspective that such radars need to have an operating range 
• of several kilometres in adverse (heavy rain) conditions with high reliability, and need to have a range 
• resolution of a few metres. The required range and reliability in heavy rain conditions determines the 

• radar pulse e.r.i.p., a parameter that would necessarily increase with increasing frequency due to the 
increase in rain attenuation with increasing frequency for a given rate of rainfall.A separate 

•
parameter, the range resolution, is dependant on the radar pulse duration, which is inversely 
proportional to the necessary bandwidth of the radar transmission. Bandwidths in the order of 400 

De 	 MHz to 600 MHz are expected to be necessary to achieve the necessary range resolution. 

• Such equipment should have the protection of the safety-of-life regulation 953 of the Radio 
• Regulations. To appreciate this, one need only consider that such equipment is designed to aid in the 
• avoidance of collisions of large passenger-carrying aircraft on taxiways and runways, or in the 
• irrimediate airspace, of airports such as the Pearson airport at Toronto. 

Prior to WARC-92, a prime band being considered for such systems was the band 24.25-25.25 GHz. 

• That band was allocated to the radionavigation service on a world-wide basis. The band is being used 
for developmental ASDE systems in Japan, and was being considered for similar use in Canada . , 

Another band being considered for ASDE is the band 31.8-33.4 GHz. Prior to WARC-92, that band 
was shared on a co-primary basis only with the inter-satellite service in the band 32.0-33.0 GHz, and 
on a secondary basis with the space research service in the band 31.8-32.3 GHz. In considering the 

• sharing between systems of the radionavigation and inter-satellite services, ITU regulation 893 
• requires that the safety aspects of the radionavigation service be taken into account; that footnote, 
• combined with Radio Regulation 953 (see previous paragraph), puts the onus on the inter-satellite 
• network to protect, and accept interference from, the radionavigation network in an agreed manner. 
• 
• At WARC-92, the ITU took the following decisions related to this topic: 

in Region 2, the spectrum available to the radionavigation service in the 25 GHz band 
was reduced to 400 MHz (24.25-24.65 GHz), and the top 200 MHz 
(24.45-24.65 GHz) was also allocated on a co-primary basis to the inter-satellite 
service. However, regulation 882E was added to this 24.45-24.65 GHz band stating 

• that systems in the inter-satellite service cannot claim harmful interference from 
ASDE systems in the radionavigation service, ie. inter-satellite systems are secondary 
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to such applications in the radionavigation service. 

o 	the space research service was raised from secondary to primary status in the band 
31.8-32.3 GHz. However, this service in this band was included in RR 893 in the 
same way that the inter-satellite service is specified in the band 32.0-33.0 GHz. Thus 
the onus is on the user of the space research service to protect and not claim harrnful 
interference from safety-of-life equipment,  je. ASDE, in the band, similar to a tier of 
the inter-satellite service. 

sufficient range resolution to do the required task. Furthermore, the rain attenuation may be a 
significant cost and/or reliability factor in the implementation of such systems at 32 GHz. For these 
reasons an alternate band being considered for implementation of high-resolution ASDE systems is the 
band 15.7-16.2 GHz. This band is the bottom 500 MHz of the 1600 MHz-wide radiolocation band 
(15.7 GHz to 17.3 GHz). Note that the radiolocation and radionavigation services are very similar, 
radars being employed in both cases, the only difference being the application of those radars. In the 
US domestic allocation table, ASDE systerns are permitted in this band through US footnote G59 
which states that ASDE systems are permitted on an equal basis with military systems. Similar us?. 
could be considered in Canada, either through a Canadian domestic footnote or a co-primary 
allocation to the radionavigation service in the Canadian table. 

9.0 	The Radiolocation Service 

No changes to allocations to the radiolocation service were made by WARC-92, and no changes to 
the spectrum requirements of the radiolocation service in Canada are anticipated. The only effect io 
radiolocation allocations that might come from this spectrum policy review above 3 GHz is a possible 
sharing with, or replacement by, the radionavigation service in the 15.7-16.2 GHz band. (See  Section 
8.0 of this Annex.) 

10.0 The Inter-Satellite Service 

There are two distinct applications of the inter-satellite service considered in this review: 

i) its application by communications satellite networks to provide links between satellites 
in the FSS or the MSS. In some cases, these communications satellites are in the gso 
orbits, in other cases they are in non-GSO orbits (probably but not necessarily in ILE0 
orbits), and 

ii) its application by scientific satellite systems to provide links for data transmission 
between scientific low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellites (or those in other non-GSO orbits) 
and GSO data-relay satellites, to be then transmitted to or from Earth through fixed-
satellite links. 

These two types of applications are similar in that they both involve communications paths between 
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In summary, the 32 GHz band has adequate protection and bandwidth, as it had before the 
Conference. The 24 GHz band has adequate protection in its allocated band, but that band has  ben 
reduced from 1000 MHz to 400 MHz. 

It is not evident whether the 24 GHz band has enough bandwidth to implement the ASDE radars It is not evident whether the 24 GHz band has enough bandwidth to implement the ASDE radars With 
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• satellites. However, characteristics such as the orbits involved and the necessary interference 
protection of the signals involved are quite different. Different bands were allocated and different 

• sharing conditions agreed to for the different applications at WARC-92. The two different applications 
• are considered below in Sections 10.1 and 10.2 respectively. 
• 
111 

• 10.1 Communications Satellite Applications 

At WARC-79, the bands 22.55-23.55 GHz and 32-33 GHz were allocated on a primary basis to the 
inter-satellite service. It was anticipated at that time that inter-satellite links would be implemented in 
these bands between geostationary fixed satellites to add flexibility in the implementation of complex 

11111 	fixed-satellite networks, particularly those involving inter-continental paths that might otherwise 
110 	require two-hop routes using Intelsat satellites. No such systems have in fact been implemented in 
1111 	 these bands. Planners of such systems now indicate that if such links are implemented on satellite 
11111 	 systems it is much more likely that higher frequencies, at 60 GHz or higher, would be used. In this 
• envininment the 23 GHz band is being used for a very different application involving LEO scientific 

satellites (see Section 10.2 of this Annex). 

• A different requirement for inter-satellite links was discussed at WARC-92: the need for inter-satellite 

• links to provide connecting paths between LEO mobile satellites such as those of the Iridium/Motorola 

• system. The original proposal, made by the USA, was that a 300 MHz wide inter-satellite band be 
allocated to meet this requirement in the band 21.7-22 GHz. Because of the characteristics of such 

• LEO/MSS systems, this allocation would have to be on a global basis. LEO/MSS inter-satellite links 
could not use the same spectrum as HDTV/BSS systems, and the 22.4-23.0 GHz band was already 

• allocated to the BSS in Regions 1 and 3. Because of that decision, it was necessary to find another 
• band to satisfy the LEO/MSS inter-satellite requirement. The band agreed to by the Conference was 
• the band 24.45-24.75 GHz, shared with the radionavigation service (see Section 8.0 of this Annex) in 
• the lower part of the band, and with the radiolocation-satellite service (see Section 13.0 of this 
• Annex) in the upper portion of the band. 
• 
•  

10.2 Scientific Satellite Applications 

The inter-satellite service is used by space agencies, including the Canadian Space Agency, in 
OD 

	

	 international scientific space programs. Inter-satellite links are used to transmit information between 
LEO and GS0 satellites, from one to another LEO satellite, and from one GS0 satellite to another. 

• The bands used for the first two of these three applications are the 22.55-23.55 GHz band discussed 
• above in Section 10.1 of this Annex, and the 25.25-27.5 GHz band. Specifically, the 22.55-23.55 
111I 	GHz band is intended to be used for transmission of data from geostationary relay satellites such as 
• TDRSS to LEO satellites such as Space Station Freedom, but there is nothing in the Radio 
• Regulations that makes this limitation official. The wider-bandwidth 25.25-27.5 GHz band is similarly 

• intended to be used for transmission to the GS0 satellites, probably to be further transmitted to the 

• earth, and for relatively short range proximity links between LEO satellites, but again there is nothing 
in the Radio Regulations that restricts the allocation to such links. 

a 
There was an improvement in the status of the 23 GHz inter-satellite service at WARC-92 in that 
while it had already been allocated on a co-primary basis with the fixed and mobile services, the 

• previously-allocated broadcasting-satellite service was removed (see Section 6.0 of this Annex). The 
• power flux-density limitation of inter-satellite transmissions in this band and in the 25 GHz band was 
• not changed; it is the same limit as that imposed on the FSS in the 17.7-19.7 GHz band, through 

•  • 
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Radio Regulation 2578. That limit is imposed to protect terrestrial receiving fixed and mobile st 
in the band. 

The new primary inter-satellite service allocation in the band 25.25-27.5 GHz replaces the old 
secondary earth exploration-satellite allocation in the same band. It also shares the band on a co T  
primary basis with the fixed and mobile services. To enable sharing between services,inter-satellite 
transmission levels in this band also are also limited by the power flux-density limits of Radio 
Regulation  2578 .In  preparing proposals to WARC-92, Canada had agreed that the 25.25-27.5 GHz 
band should be used for inter-satellite links between scientific satellites. However, in those WARC 
preparations it was recognized that to simply allocate the band to the inter-satellite service withopt 
constraint may unnecessarily create difficult sharing problems, because the newly allocated inter!, 
satellite service may be used by other applications in ways not compatible with the reason for the 
allocation. The Canadian alternative was to propose a new service to meet the inter-satellite needs of 
space agencies in the 25 GHz band, ie. the space communications service, and allocate the 25 GHz 
band to that service. This approach was not supported per se at the WARC, but the proposal did 
result in ITU footnote 881A that specifies that the inter-satellite service in the 25.25-27.5 GHz band 
be used only for space research, Earth exploration-satellite, industrial, and medical applications, je. 
not for inter-satellite links between communications satellites. This designation met the spirit and 
perceived requirements expressed in Canada's proposed use of the band. It should be noted that here 
is no such constraint in the Radio Regulations in the companion band 22.55-23.55 GHz. 

The 32.0-33.0 GHz band is also being considered for scientific-satellite applications, as the bandl to be 
used for inter-satellite communication between geostationary satellites such as TDRSS. In the TDRSS 
system, for instance, this GSO inter-satellite network is used to provide a global tracking network of 
LEO satellites operated from White Sands, New Mexico. Other space agencies such as ESA or 
NASDA may in the future set up similar geostationary networks, and share the band in view of the 
isolation afforded by the spacecraft's antenna discrimination. 

11.0 The Space Research Service 

There were no allocations to the Space Research service at WARC-92 in the 3 GHz to 30 GHz 
frequency range, except indirectly through allocations to the inter-satellite service as explained in 
Section 10.2 of this Annex. In contrast, there were a number of new allocations to the space reseFch 
service above 30 GHz, and a number of bands in which a secondafy space research allocation ws 
raised to primary status. These allocations to the space research service, all on a world-wide basih  

ns and the cotraints on the use of the allocation, are as follows: 

tions 

31.8-32.3 GHz 
34.2-34.7 GHz 
37.0-38.0 GHz 
40.0-40.5 GHz 
74.0-84.0 GHz 

space-to-Earth direction, for deep space use, 
Earth-to-space direction, for deep space use, 
space-to-Earth direction, 
Earth-to-space direction, 
space-to-Earth direction, secondary allocation. 

Note that in some cases a space research band is allocated to be used for "deep space" applications 
only, ie. applications in which the satellite is more than two million kilometres from the Earth,  'hile 
in other cases this constraint is not imposed. 

Canada does not have any special requirements for the use of these allocations, other than possible 
Canadian Space Agency participation in international space programs in which the bands are used. At 
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the same time, any concerns of Canada regarding these allocations were met by the specified sharing 
conditions between the space research service and other services. Sharing with the fixed service at 37 

1111 	GHz is acceptable because of the Article 28 power flux-density limits on the space service. Sharing 
• with the radionavigation service at 32 GHz is acceptable of the sharing constraints placed on the inter-

service by RR 893 were extended to the space research service as well, as discussed above in 
• Section 9.0 of this Annex. 

1111 
• 12.0 The Earth Exploration-Satellite Service 

There were several allocations to the earth exploration-satellite service, apart from the inter-satellite 
allocation for earth-exploration applications in the 25.25-27.5 GHz band, most of them with a 
secondary status. These include: 

• 25.5-27.0 GHz, 	direction changed from space-to-space to space-to-Earth, secondary 
• status, 

28.5-30.0 GHz, 	Earth-to-space direction, secondary status, constrained by RR 882C, 
• 37.5-40.5 GHz, 	space-to-Earth direction, secondary status, 
• 74.0-84.0 GHz, 	space-to-Earth direction, secondary status, 

• 156-158 GHz, 	passive use, no direction specified, primary status. 

As in the case of space research allocations above 30 GHz, there are no immediate plans in Canada to 

4111 	use these allocations; long term use as presently anticipated "would stem from Canadian participation 
insome international space program. At the same time, since the allocations are on a secondary basis 

• (except for the passive allocation at 156 GHz), there is no reason to be conce rned that use of these 
111 	allocations would constrain the primary use of the bands by other services. 
111, 
11110 	There is one exception to the al:give general conclusion, relating to the uplink allocation in the 28.5-30 
• GHz band constrained by the new footnote 882C. That footnote states that the service in the 28.5-30 
• GHz band can only be used for the (Earth-to-space) transfer of data between stations, and not for the 
111 	primary collection of data by either active or passive means. This task could be accomplished equally 

• well by a primary Earth-to-space link in the FSS in same band, and therefore the secondary allocation 

• is not seen as being required. 

1111 

13.0 The Radiolocation-Satellite Service 

• The radiolocation-satellite service was defined by WARC-92 as being "a radiodetermination-satellite 
• service for the purpose of radiolocation" (RR 46A in Section III of Article 1). Feeder links for such 
• systems may also be in bands allocated to the service. The USA proposed the definition, arguing that 
• a specialization of the more general radiodetermination-satellite service is necessary for systems where 
1111 	safety-of-life aspects is not a factor. The Conference accepted the argument and the proposed 

• definition. 

• Furthermore, the USA proposed that the new service be allocated 100 MHz of spectrum without 

• directionality constraints in the band 24.55-24.65 GHz. Informal discussions at the WARC indicated 
that dual-direction operation similar to that being plamied for one US LEO mobile-satellite system 
was the basis for the lack of directionality constraints in the proposal. No details of the applications to 
be made of the proposal were available, other than that it was presumed to be an EHF variant of the 
former GEOSTAR radiodetermination-satellite system that operated in the 1610-1626.5 MHz and 

11111 
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2483.5-2500 MHz bands. 

At the WARC the band was shifted slightly upwards to 24.65-24.75 GHz, in part to accommodate the 
radionavigation service in the lower band 24.25-24.65 GHz without having to share a band between 
the two services, and allocated in Region 2 only rather than a world-wide allocation. FurthermolJe, it 
was allocated for uplink use only, without a corresponding downlink allocation. There were 
indications that a system using the radiolocation-satellite allocation at 24 GHz may use the FSS/MSS 
19.7-20.2 GHz band. 

There have been no requirements expressed in Canada for such an allocation. However, in the Mnal 
Acts of the WARC, the radiolocation-satellite service shares the band only with the inter-satellite 
service. As noted in Section 10.1 of this Annex, the new inter-satellite allocation in this band is 
primarily for links between LEO mobile-satellite systems. 

14.0 Concluding Notes 

Background information is provided in this Annex specific to each of the services that are consid red 
for possible change in the allocation of spectrum to the service, and/or in a companion document 
concerning spectrum utilization policies relating to that service. No proposals as such are made i this 
annex. However, the public may wish to comment on information presented in this Annex and in 
Annexes A, C and D in addition to or as background information to comments on the allocation 
proposals presented in the main document. 
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1111 
• 

111 	 Available Spectrum/Orbit Resom.ces 
• in the Fixed-Satellite Service 

• for Canadian Domestic Systems 

11111 

• 1.0 	Introduction 

This annex provides a record of the spectrum and orbit resources available to Canadi an  fixed-satellite 
users as a result of ITU decisions taken at WARC-92 and prior Conferences, and arrangements 
agreed to with Canada's North American  neighbours. This information is background to consideration 
of spectrum and orbit requirements for the fixed-satellite service in Annex B, and allocations to the 

• fixed-satellite service in the main document. 

•
a 

2.0 	Bands Considered 

• 
• Spectrum/orbit resources in both the 3 to 6 GHz and 10 to 15 GHz frequerl, ranges are discussed in 

1111 	 this annex. The "conventional" bands 3.7-4.2 GHz, 5.925-6.425 GHz, 11.7-12.2 GHz, and 14-14.5 
• GHz are reviewed, as well as the "allotment"  bands  4.5-4.8 GHz, 6.725-7.025 GHz, 10.7-10.95 

GHz, 11.2-11.45 GHz, and 12.75-13.25 GHz. These bands are considered because Canada is party to 
treaties and less formal arrangements with other administrations on use of the geostationary orbit 
(GSO) in these bands. Other fixed-satellite service (FSS) bands are available in Canada, but without 
international arrangements governing the use of the GSO. 

• 3.0 Background 

•
• 

The international agreements and arrangements referred to above are the 1988 Canada/USA/Mexico 
• trilateral orbital arrangement for the conventional 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz bands, and the 1988 Space 

• WARC Final Acts (now Appendix 30 B of the Radio Regulations) for the 13/11 GHz and upper 6/4 
• GHz allotment bands. 

• 
3.1 	North American Orbital Arrangements Pertaining to Use of the Conventional 6/4 and 

14/12 GHz Bands 

The usual way of determining the orbit location of a fixed satellite, or the locations of the satellites of 
a multi-satellite system such as Telesat's ANIK-C, ANIK-D, or ANIK-E systems, is to simply choose 

• available orbit locations on the GS0 for which the inter-network interference is acceptably low, and 
• to coordinate the satellites at these orbital locations through Article 11 of the Radio Regulations. This 
• was the way in which the early ANIK-A satellite orbit locations were determined, for example. In the 

• early 1980's, at the time that the Canadian ANTK-C and ANIK-D networks, the Mexican Morelos 

• network, and a number of US domsat networks were being plarmed, it was recognized in each of the 

• three administrations that the GSO resource available in North America would have to be managed 

• more efficiently if these systems were all to be placed in orbit. It was agreed to do this in a two-stage 

•
process involving, first, choosing orbit positions of the satellites involved, taking into account the 
expected necessary orbital separations to result in a successful coordination of the systems involved, 

• and then coordinating the satellites at these orbital positions at some later date. The resulting "orbital 
arrangement" was simply a list of which satellite would be coordinated at which orbital position later 

111 	on. 
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The first Can/USA/Mex orbital arrangement was agreed to in 1982. This arrangement included orbital 
positions for two 6/4 GHz ANIK-D satellites, three 14/12 GHz ANIK-C satellites, the dual-band 
ANIK-B satellite, and two dual-band Morelos satellites. The ANIK-Cs were at 2.5 0  spacing, the 
ANIK-Ds at 3.5° and the dual-band Morelos satellites at 3 0 •  Advantage was taken of the 
discrimination of the antennas on the Canadian and Mexican satellites to place these satellites clo er to 
one another than the above values (eg. 2° only between Morelos-1 and ANIK-D-2, and 1° only 
between ANIK-C-3 and Morelos-2. Note that at the time of this trilateral arrangement, US domsats 
were at 4° spacing at 6/4 GHz and at 3° spacing at 14/12 GHz; the next year, 1983, the FCC 
required new US domsats to be at a 2° spacing at 14/12 GHz and at a 2.5° spacing at 6/4 GHz, the 
latter having since been reduced to 2°. 

In 1987, Canada and Mexico both requested that this trilateral arrangement be reconsidered, bec4use: 

o Canada had a requirement for four dual-band orbit locations to accommodate the 
ANIK-E series of satellites, rather than the four 14/12 GHz positions and three 6(4 
GHz positions of the 1982 arrangement, none of which could be used by dual-band 
satellites; 

o Canada had a requirement for extended cross-border coverage (ECBC) of a few 
charnels of its 14/12 GHz portion of the ANIK-E satellites; and 

o Mexico had a requirement for three rather than two dual-band satellites. 

These requirements were realized at a time when the required number of US domsat orbit locations 
was increa.sing rapidly. In 1985 prospective requirements for United States domestic FSS systemis had 
increased to the point of saturating available orbit resources at 2° spacing for both the 14/12 GHz and 
6/4 GHz bands outside of the Canada/Mexico orbital arc of the 1982 arrangement. 

Canada and Mexico agreed that separations between their own satellites, or between their own anil US 
satellites (situations in which no spacecraft-antenna discrimination is available) should not be less 'than 
3 0 , and that the separation between Canadian and Mexican satellites should be not less than 2°. 
Smaller spacings had been accepted at 14/12 GHz in the 1982 arrangement, but the spacings 
considered in 1988 were governed by the spacings required by the 6/4 GHz portions of the plann d 
dual-band systems. 

After three meetings between representatives of the three administrations, an arrangement was agreed 
to which would accommodate four Canadian dual-band satellites and three Mexican dual-band 
satellites, with minimal loss of orbit availability for US domestic operators. (The arrangement is 
discussed in more detail in Section 4.0 of this Annex.) The arrangement was agreed to through an 
exchange of letters between senior officials of DOC, the FCC and Mexican authorities in September 
1988. 

3.2 	ITU Planning of the Fixed-Satellite Allotment-Plan Bands 

WARC-79 issued Resolution 3 of the Radio Regulations that requested that the ITU convene a W 
in the 1980s to plan the use of the geostationary orbit by certain (to be determined) space service: 
bands . The result was the two-session Conference, held in 1985 and 1988, respectively. 

It was agreed at the first session, WARGORB-85, that the fixed-satellite service be planned at the 
second session (WARC-ORB-88) in the bands 4.5-4.8 GHz (for downlinlcs), 6.725-7.025 GHz (fqr 

RC 
and 
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O 	 uplinks), 10.7-10.95 GHz and 11.2-11.45 GHz (for downlinks), and 12.75-13.25 GHz (for uplinks), 
a total bandwidth of 800 MHz in each direction. There was some confusion in the Report of the 1985 

• WARC to the 1988 WARC as to whether there should be exactly  one or at least  one allotment per 
• administration in the Plan. Canada stated that its requirement was for three full-band allotments 
• (knowing full well that there was sufficient orbit capacity available for a similar number of allotments 
• throughout Region 2). However, the 1988 Conference determined that the Plan would accommodate 
• only one allotment of 800 MHz per service area, independent of the availability of greater capacity in 

• Region 2 (but not in Regions 1 and 3, especially Europe and Africa). In response to this Conference 

• decision, Canada asked that its land mass be served from three separate satellites at different orbit 

• positions, to provide an elevation angle of at least 10° at specified locations in the Arctic. The 

•
ensuing ITU response was positive and Canada obtained three full-band allotments to serve 
CANADA-WEST, CANADA-CENTRAL, and CANADA-EAST respectively. The ITU Plan with 

ID 	 these Canadian allotments is in Appendix 30B of the Radio Regulations. 

• Existing systems were also accommodated in the Appendix 30B Plan. There were many "existing 
• systems" of France, Russia, etc. in the Region 1 and 3 portion of the GSO, but the only "existing 
• system" of interest to Canada in the Region 2 portion of the GS0 was MSAT's feeder link system at 
• 106.5° West in the 13 and 11 GHz bands. This system is included in Part B of the Plan with the 
• other existing systems. Note that an "existing system" entry in Part B of the plan is valid for 20 years 

• after the plan comes into effect, ie. until March 2010 in MSAT's case. After that date, a Canadian 

• • 	"existing system" at 106.5°W will lose that status. 

a 

4.0 Available Orbital Capacity 
, 

1111 	 4.1 In the 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz Bands through the CAN/USA/MEX Arrangement 

• As indicated above, the orbital locations available to Canada in the conventional 6/4 GHz and 14/12 
• GHz bands, as agreed to in the 1988 Canada/USA/Mexico orbit-utilization arrangement, are 107.3°, 
• 111.1., 114.9° and 118.7°, ie. four positions with orbital separations of 3.8°. To secure this amount 
• of orbital capacity in the highly-utilized portion of the GSO between 100°W and 120°W (as described 

• in Section 3.1 of this Annex) it was necessary to maximize the utilization of the GSO by talçing .  
• advantage of the geographical separation between Canada and Mexico. The consequential spacecraft- 

. 	 antenna discrimination between the domestic satellites of the two countries allovied Canadian and 
Mexican orbital separations of 1.9°. Accordingly, Mexican orbital positions in the arrangement were 
chosen to be 109.2°W, 113.0°W and 116.8°W. As part of the same arrangement the USA could 
locate 14/12 GHz satellites at 105°W and at 121°W (2.3° from the Canadian orbital positions at 

• 107.3°W and 118.7°W), and satellites in either or both bands at 103°W and at 123°W. (The reason 
• for the latter arrangement was that while a spacing of 2.3° was acceptable at 14/12 GHz --- a slight 
• reduction from the 2.5° separation of the 1982 arrangement ---, it was not acceptable at 6/4 GHz.) 
111 	The previously (1982) agreed orbit locations are indicated in Table C-1, and the new (1988) locations 
• are indicated in Table C-2. Note that extensive transitional arrangements have been and continue to be 

• a necessary part of the present (1988) arrangement, because of the significant differences between the 

• 1982 and 1988 arrangements. These include agreements on time intervals for movements of satellites 
from the old to the new locations. 

O 
• 
O 
O 
O 

O 
O 

O  
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4.2 	In the Upper 6/4 GHz and the 13/11 GHz Bands through the ITU Appendix 30B 
Allotment Plan 

As indicated in Section 3.2 of this Annex, Canada obtained three allotments in the Appendix 30B 
Plan, each to serve one third of Canada's territory, and also retained the right to implement the 
"existing-system" feeder links for MSAT at 106.5°W. This happened just months after Canada had 
agreed to four orbital positions for the 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz ANIK satellites through the 198,8 
CAN/USA/MEX orbital-use arrangement. At the Conference, Canada succeeded in obtaining th' 3 
easternmost of the 4 CAN/USA/MEX positions for its CANADA-EAST,  CANADA-CENTRAL, and 
CANADA-WEST allotments, ie. 107.3°W, 111.1°W, and 114.9°W. This was arranged so that, in 
combination, CAN/USA/MEX and allotment-plan positions would allow Canadian operators to 
implement large multi-band spacecraft if it were cost-effective to do so. Note that a major reasoii for 
the need for the 1988 re-drafting of the 1982 CAN/USA/MEX arrangement, from a Canadian 
perspective, was that in 1985 Telesat Canada had determined that dual-band spacecraft would be 
much less costly than smaller single-band spacecraft. Arranging that the Canadian allotment-plan 
orbital positions  coincide with CAN/USA/MEX orbital positions provided the flexibility to impl ment 
large multi-band spacecraft. Canadian orbit locations at the different frequency bands of interest re 
shown in Figure C-1. 

There are two potential FSS intra-service sharing problems associated with these allotment Plan 
entries that are not experienced when using bands not included in the Plan. These are: 

i) each of the three Canadian Plan entries are for one third of Canada, for reasons 
explained above; the procedures associated with the Plan permit this to be modifirl 
only at the time that the allotments are converted to assignments; and 

ii) systerns implemented within the Plan must have a set of generalized parameters within 
specified constraints if the system is to be "in conformity with" the Plan; notifica ion 
of the network is more difficult if it is not in conformity with the Plan. 

At the . time that Canadian satellite networks are implemented within the Plan, it may be more cost-
effective either to use spacecraft with one-third-Canada beams as indicated in the Plan, or to 
implement three identical spacecraft with Canada-wide coverage. Similarly, it may be more cost-
effective to implement the network using generalized parameters that are not in conformity with the 
Plan. In both cases, the question that would arise is whether the system that is not "in conformity" 
with the plan affects other entries in the Plan. There are specific levels of interference into other 
systems that have been agreed to in the Plan to determine whether another planned system can be 
considered as being affected. Fortunately, the three Canadian allotments are located in a portion qf 
the GS0 in which there are not a large number of allotments. The only other allotments that miglit 
possibly be affected by changes of Canadian assignments from that specified by the parameters of the 
Plan are the US allotment at 101°W, Ecuador's allotment at 104°W, the Jamaican allotment at 
108.6°W, the Mexican allotment at 113°W, or allotments to French territories in the Caribbean and 
in the Pacific Ocean from 115.9°W. (See Table C-3 for details of the Plan in the 92°W to 130°Vil 
arc.) These allotments all have high C/I margins, at least 8 dB above the required 26 dB, and it ruay 
therefore be assumed that reasonable modifications of the Canadian allotments, including expansidn to 
Canada-wide beams, would not affect other allotments and could be implemented without difficul . 
There is no technical reason to prevent this from happening if required, though a favourable 
interpretation of the procedures in Appendix 30B by the IFRB would be required. 



a 
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• It may be noted in Figure C-1 that there are Canadian allotment-plan entries at 107.3°W, 111.1°W, 
• and 114.9°W in the 1988 Can/USA/Mex orbital use arrangement, but no.Canadian allotment at the 
• most westerly 118.7°W location. At some time in the future, it may be desirable to implement 
• identical multi-band Canadian domestic fixed-satellite systems at any of the four Canadian  positions. 
• Under the procedures of Appendix 30B, it would be possible to place a Canadian fixed-satellite in the 

• fourth position for "additional use" if other allotments or assignrnents of the plan were not affected. 

1111 	This condition  could, fortunately, be easily met since the GSO near 118.7°W is very lightly occupied, 
the only nearby allotments being that of French territories in the Caribbean and in the Pacific at 

• 115.9°W, Mexico at 113°W, and SMO at 125.5°W. 

5.0 Summary 

• As indicated in Figure C-1, Canada has access to the geostationary orbit at 107.3°W, 111.1°W, 
• 114.9°W, and 118.7°W in the conventional 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz bands through the 1988 
• Canada/USA/Mexico trilateral orbit utilization arrangement, and in the upper 6/4 GHz and 13/11 
• GHz bands through the Appendix 30B allotment Plan. While Appendix 30B does not explicitly state 

• that these orbit locations are available for Canadian domestic systems with Canada-wide beams, the 
technical characteristics of the plan itself, coupled with the text of the accompanying procedures, 

1111 	 suggest that such an implementation would be possible.Assuming two times frequency re-use through 

• a combination of spot beams and/or use of both polarizations, the above provides a total of: 

• (500 + 500 + 300 + 500) x 2 x 4 or 14,400 MHz 

• of bandwidth for Canadian domestic fixed-satellite use. This represents 7.2 times that used by a 
• current-generation AN1K-E satellite. Detailed frequency assignment plans, including transponder 

bandwidths and the number of transponders, could be developed within this overall available 
• bandwidth at the time that the systems are being designed in detail. 

• • • 

• •  
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Table C-1 

1982 Trilateral Orbital Arrangement 
among Canada, the United States and Mexico 

6/4 GHz Use Orbital Position 	4/12 GHz Use 

	

USA 	101.0 0  W 	- 

- 102.5° W 	USA 

Canada 	 104.5° W 	- 

- 105.0° W 	USA 
- 107.5° W 	Canada 

Canada 	 108.0° W. 
- 110.0° W 	 Canada 

Canada 	 111.5° W 	- 

- 112.5° W 	Canada 
Mexico 	113.5° W 	Mexico 

Mexico 	116.5° W 	Mexico 
- 117.5° W 	Canada 

	

USA 	119.5° W 	- 

	

- 	120.0° W 	USA 

	

USA 	122.0° W 	USA 

Table C-2 

1988 Trilateral Orbital Arrangement 
of Canada, The United States, and Mexico 

6/4 GHz Use Orbital Position 	14/12 GHz Use 

USA 	103.0° W 	USA 
- 105.0° W 	USA 

Canada 	 107.3° W 	Canada 
Mexico 	109.2° W 	Mexico 
Canada 	 111.1 0  W 	 Canada 
Mexico 	113.0° W 	Mexico 
Canada 	 114.9° W 	Canada 
Mexico 	116.8° W 	Mexico 
Canada 	 118.7° W 	Canada 

- 121.0° W 	USA 
USA 	123.0° W 	USA 
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Orbit 
Position 	Country 

Service Area 	C/I in dB 
Long. 	Lat. 	6/4 	13/11  

Table C-3 

Allotment-Plan Entries 
Between 92° West and 130° West 

11
8
8
8
0

11
11

9
•
1

1
•

11
81

11
1

1 1
8

8
•1

1
8

8
8

•
8

8
8

1
1

1
1

8
1

1
1

1
8

1
1

8
1

11
11

1
1
1
•1

1
8
8
8

•
9

8
8

8
11

8
11

•
8
8
 

130.5° 

128.0° 

125.5° 

115.9° 

115.9° 

115.9° 

114.9° 

113.0° 
111.1° 

108.6° 

107.3° 

106.5° 

104.0° 
101.0° 

101.0° 

9i3.2° 

96.0° 

93.1° 

92.0° 

WSLV, El Salvador 
WTON, Tonga 
WSMO, Samoa Islands 
WGDL, Guadeloupe 
WGUF, French Guiana 
WOCE, Tuamatu 

Archipelago 
WCANOWEST, 
Canada West 
WMEX, Mexico 
WCANOCENT, 
Canada Central 
WJMC, Jamaica 
WCANOEAST, 
Canada East 
WCANMSAT, an existing 
system in the 
13/11 GHz plan only. - 

WEQA, Ecuador 
WUSA, United States 
CONUS 

WUSAVIPRT, 

Puerto Rico 
WABW, Dutch Antilles 
WCTR, Costa Rica 
WVCT, St. Vincent 
WHTI, Haiti 

	

89° W 	14° N 	34.3 	32.2 

	

175° W 	210  S 	32.3 	47.5 

	

172° W 	14° S 	32.1 	45.0 

	

62° W 	16° N 	36.6 	37.7 

	

530 w 	4° N 	43.2 	39.6 

141 0  W 	16° S 	47.9 	51.3 

120° W 	57° N 	28.5 	24.6 
104° W 	23° N 	34.4 	36.3 

96° W 	51° N 	27.3 	24.5 
78° W 	18° N 	33.9 	35.0 

77° W 	50° N 	27.9 	16.4 

15.6 
83° W 	1 0  S 	40.7 	40.7 

94° W 	370  N 	34.3 	35.5 

65° W 	18° N 	31.0 	37.7 

69° W 	12° N 	29.8 	33.8 

85° W 	8° N 	37.0 	38.9 

61° W 	13° N 	31.2 	34.2 

73° W 	19° N 	31.9 	34.3 

Note: The allotments between 92 W and 128 W are indicated, 

allotment may be moved for a variety of reasons, by up 

instance, the HTI allotment may be moved as far west as 

the SLV allotment as far east as 120° West (see 5.3 of 

Thus any allotments outside the 92° W to 130° W arc wou 

on the Canadian allotments or possible Canadian orbital 

plan. 

because any 
to 10. For 
102° West and 

Appendix 30B). 
id have no effect 
use within the 
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Figure C-1 

GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE TO CANADIAN FSS OPERATORS 

T 	T 	T 	T 

E A 	A 	A 	? 

T 	T 	T 	T 

E A 	A 	A 	? 

A 	A 	A 	? 

T 	T 	T 	T 

A 	A 	A 	? 

T 	T 	T 	T 

106.5 	107.3 . 	111.1 	114.9 	118.7 

GEOSTATIONARY ORBITAL POSITION 
degrees west 

Legend: 	E: Existing system location in the Allotment Plan 
A: Allotment location in the Allotment Plan 

(3 allotment positions) 
T: Orbital location in the Trilateral Arrangement 

(4 positions) 
?: Location of a possible "Additional System" 

in the Allotment Plan 
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Available Spectrum/Orbit Resources 
• in the Broadcasting-Satellite Service 
• for Canadian Domestic Systems 

• in the ITU Region 2 Appendix 30 Plan 

• 1.0 	Introduction 

• This annex provides supplemental information in support of the review undertaken in Section 6.0 of 

• Armex B of the amount of spectrum/orbit resource that is available to Canada in the 
12.2-12.7 GHz band, in accordance with Appendix 30 of the Radio Regulations of the ITU. It 
discusses the number of 24 MHz-wide channels that could be utilized in various parts of Canada and 
estimates the number of television programs that could be broadcast into these areas by satellite in the 
12 GHz band. 

• 2.0 Background 

• The 12.2-12.7 GHz broadcasting-satellite band in ITU Region 2 (the Americas) was planned at a 
• Regional Administrative Radio Conference (RARC) in 1983. RARC-83 completed the work of 

• WARC-77, that had developed a shnilar plan for Region 1 in the 11.7-12.5 GHz band and for Region 

• 3 in the 11.7-12.2 GHz band. The Regions 1 and 3 Plans were incorporated into the Radio 

• Regulations as Appendix 30 by WARC-79. The first session of the Space WARC in 1985 (WARC-
ORB-85) combined the results of the Final Acts of RARC-83 and Appendix 30 from WARC-79 to 
form an expanded Appendix 30 in the Final Acts of WARC-85; this expanded Appendix 30 became a 

• part of the Radio Regulations in October 1986. 

• RARC-83 also planned the feeder links in the 17.3-17.8 GHz band to be used in conjunction with the 
• 12 GHz BSS assignments of Appendix 30; this 17 GHz assignment Plan was included in the Final 
• Acts of WARC-85, and was also incorporated into the Radio Regulations in 1986 in a new Appendix 
• 30A. This annex does not consider the 17 GHz feeder-link band further, as it is concerned only with 

• the capacity of Canada's 12 GHz assigmnents in Appendix 30. 
• • 

The RARC-83 Region 2 portion of the Appendix 30 Plan is very different from the WARC-77 

• Regions 1 and 3 portion, in that it is 

a much higher capacity plan, assigning as many as 32 channels per service area where 
41. 	 required, rather than the uniform 6 channels per service area of the WARC-77 Plan; 

much more flexible in how an assigned radio channel can  be used. It is basically a 
• performance-specification plan in that it is an agreement between administrations on 
• the amount of interference or hnpairment that the assignment of one channel can 
• impose on the assignment of another, rather than a design-specification plan that 

• specifies how the assignments in the Plan should be used. 

is perhaps less flexible than the Regions 1 and 3 Plans in terms of being able to 

•
change the orbit location of a Plan assignment through the Plan-modification process. 
This is a by-product of the higher capacity of the Region 2 Plan. 

•  
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Canada had advised the ITU before RARC-83 that its BSS requirements in the 12 GHz BSS ban 
would total 32 RF channels in each of the following six service areas: 

CAN-1 	consisting of British Columbia, the Yukon, and the MacKenzie valley, ie. that 
part of Canada in the Pacific time zone; 

CAN-2 Alberta, the western part of Saskatchewan, and the territories north of thrse 
areas, ie. that part of Canada in the Mountain time zone; 

CAN-3 	Manitoba and eastern Saskatchewan, and the territories north of those areas, 
ie. that part of Canada in the Central time zone; 

CAN-4 	Ontario and the territories north of Ontario; 

CAN-5 	Quebec and the territories north of Quebec, mainly Baffin Island; and 

CAN-6 	the Maritime area, ie. New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scor., 
and Newfoundland including Labrador. 

Canada foresaw in 1983 a long-term requirement of 32 NTSC television channels into each of tl*e 
six service areas, but also an initial or short-term requirement to serve the country from either tWo or 
three locations. In the two-satellite scenario, areas CAN-1, CAN-2, and CAN-3 would be served 
from one orbit location and areas CAN-4, CAN-5, and CAN-6 from a second location. A three-
satellite system would serve CAN-1 and CAN-2 from one location, CAN-3 and CAN-4 from a 
second, and CAN-5 and CAN-6 from a third. A Canadian objective was to have Plan-entries cap ble 
of accommodating both the initial and the eventual high-capacity requirement. 

A second area of flexibility required of the Plan was that, although the Plan would be based on die 
transmission of analog FM modulated NTSC programs signals in a 24 MHz channel, the Plan should 
.also accommodate either a number of audio FM signals multiplexed onto an RF carrier within a 24 
MHz channel, or possibly the transmission of HDTV television signals. 

3.0 	The Plan 

3.1 	Canadian Orbit Assigmnents in the Plan 

There are six Canadian orbit locations in the Plan, corresponding to the six service areas describel 
above. In addition, in part to be able to accommodate early-generation systems serving the country 

 from two or three orbit locations, the concept of "Service-Area Group" was approved by the RA C. 
The Canadian assignments in the Plan are: 

ITU Group 10 
ITU Group 12 
ITU Group 13 
ITU Group 14 

CAN-1 and CAN-2 	at 138° W 
CAN-2, CAN-3 and CAN-4 at 129° W 
CAN-3, CAN-4 and CAN-5 at 91° W 
CAN-4, CAN-5 and.CAN-6 at 82° W 

•CAN-2 	 at 72.5°W 
CAN-6 	 at 70.5°W 
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This set of Plan-entries meets the long-term requirement for broadcasting 32 programs of analog FM 
modulated NTSC programs into each of the six service areas. Four of these orbit locations can  serve 

• the areas associated with them at a sufficient elevation angle, and yet also have eclipse times in 
• September and March after 1 am in most cases so that less than  full operation during eclipse would 
• have a minimal effect. However, the eclipse time for CAN-6 at 70.5°W is somewhat earlier, 
• beginning at about midnight in the Maritimes; that for CAN-2 area from 72.5°W is very early, about 
• 9 pm, resulting in the need for batteries to operate through an eclipse from that position. (The 72.5 0  
• location was recognized as being our poorest and will probably be used last. The USA has a similar 

• easterly location for the eastern USA at 61.5°W.) 
1111 

With these groupings in the Plan, the three-location interim system referred to earlier could be 
implemented with CAN-1 and CAN-2 served from 138°W, CAN-3 and CAN-4 served from either 
129°W or 91°W, and CAN-5 and CAN-6 served from 82°W. The two-location interim system could 

IM 	be implemented with CAN-1, CAN-2, and CAN-3 being served from either 138 0  or 129 0 , and with 
• CAN-4, CAN-5, and CAN-6 served from either 91°W or 82°W. (Some of these accesses require the 
• utilization of the regulatory Interim-System procedure of Resolution 42 of the Radio Regulations as 
• well as the above service-area groupings; see Section 3.3 of this Annex.) As well, through that 
• interim procedure an initial Canada-wide beam could be implemented from 91°W. Thus, for Canada 
• the Plan has the flexibility to implement both interim cost-effective lower-capacity systems and a full- 

• capacity system of 32 radio channels per service area. 

• Multiples of 32 radio charnels can  be used in any area of Canada if required, by transmitting into 

• adjacent areas within the ITU Groups described above, or by enlarging the service areas through the 
Plan-modification procedure,(see Section 3.3 of this Annex), or by a combination of these two 
methods. By enlarging the service areas somewhat from the CAN-1, ... CAN-6 areas described 

• earlier, it would be possible to provide at least 64 channels throughout the country, and up to 96 
• charnels in some areas if so required. •  
• 3.2 	Technical Characteristics of the Plan 

• 
• The Plan is based on the transmission of analog NTSC television signals frequency-modulated within 

• 24 MHz wide RF channels. There are 32 RF charnels in the 500 MHz-wide 12.2 to 12.7 GHz band, 

4111 	with 16 carriers specified for transmission in the right-circular mode and another 16 in the left- 
circular mode. 

The technical characteristics of the Plan, from the perspective of interference between BSS networks 
• in the band, are as follows: 
fe 
• o 	there is a sufficient set of baseline technical parameters specified for the Plan entries 
• that the single-entry carrier-to-interference ratio due to the interference from any one 
• Plan entry into any other can be determined with an agreed-to set of interference 
• equations. This includes interference from adjacent and second-adjacent assignments 

1111 	 as well as co-channel assignments, and also takes into account interference between 

• assignments in the corresponding uplink assignments. The only technical parameters 

• , unique to a particular assignment are its space-station or Earth station e.r.i.p. and, of 
course, the geometrical parameters of the uplink and downlink beams. 

o 	there is a specification of when an assignment is "affected" by another assignment. 
(This is specified in Section 2 of Annex 1 of Appendix 30.) 

me 
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it is stated in Section 3.1 of Annex 5 of Appendix 30 that systems with other si 
formats, etc. can be implemented, as long as the change does not: increase the 
interference into other assignments in the Plan. 

In combination, these three characteristics are those of a "performance specification" Plan, with all of 
the flexibility that implies, rather than a "design specification" Plan that attempts to freeze syster 
design to 1983 technology through the Radio Regulations. 

3.3 	Regulatory Characteristics of the Plan 

The regulatory articles associated with the Plan provide: 

o the procedure in Article 5 for notifying an assignment without coordination of ary 
form when the system's characteristics are identical with its Plan entry and the 
baseline set of Plan technical parameters; 

o the concept discussed in Sections 2.0 and 3.1 of this Annex, that other systems can be 
implemented without seeking agreement of other administrations as long as the srstem 
does not cause more interference (or require more protection) than the associated 
baseline system; 

o the mechanism in Article 4, to formally modify the assignment's characteristics, 'e. its 
orbit location, beam characteristics, e.r.i.p. values. étc. if no other entry is 
"affected", or with permission of an administration whose Plan entry is deemed to be 
affected; and 

o an "interim" modification procedure, specified in Resolution 42 of the Regulations, 
whereby an administration can formally replace for a specified period of time  on é or 
more Plan entries with one or more "interim" systems, as long as the interference into 
an assignment of another administration from the interim system or systems is no 
more than that which would have been caused by the Plan entry or entries which are 
"removed" temporarily. These interim systems must be operated at one of the ori it 
locations of the permanent systems that they replace on a temporary basis. 

In combination, these procedures provide considerable flexibility in how the entries of the Plan 
discussed in Section 3.1 of this Annex can be used by Canadian operators. 

4.0 	Possible Utilization of the Plan in Canada 

Since the 12 GHz Region 2 Plan was developed in 1983, four technical developments have changed 
the way in which the Plan is likely to be used: 

o 	noise figures of in-the-home receivers home consumption have decreased significntly 
because of the availability of low-noise preamplifiers at 12 GHz, resulting in low r 
satellite e.r.i.p.'s necessary to achieve a given system performance; this results in a 
corresponding increase in flexibility to modify other characteristics of the system 
without "affecting" another Plan entry; 

o 	a tendency to use smaller home antermas, which would counteract the improvemeins 
in noise figure mentioned above; 

nal 
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• the practice of using complex shaped-beam spacecraft antennas rather th an  the simple 
• single-feed elliptical antenna used as a basis for development of the Plan. (The 
• E antennas are examples of such an antenna, as is the antenna pattern of CCIR SG-4 
1111 	 Recommendation 672, which is based in part on Canadian input to the CCIR.) Such 
• antennas tend to reduce the interference to Plan entries other than those of immediate 
• neighbours, and thus increase the flexibility available before other Plan entries are 
• affected. 

there is a trend to transmission of television programs in BSS networks using digital 
transmission and extensive source encoding, rather than by analog FM transmission. 
Transmission rates in the order of 23 MB/s for HDTV programs and 4 to 6 MB/s for 
NTSC programs, using source encoding techniques such as MPEG, can  be expected. 
This means that by using 2-phase or 4-phase psk systems, one or perhaps two HDTV 
programs or several NTSC programs could be transmitted over a 24 MHz-wide 12 

• GHz channel. 

• These tecimical innovations, combined with. the flexibility of the 17/12 GHz Plan of Appendix 30 and 
• 30A, mean that the 12.2-12.7 GHz band can  be used cost-effectively in the provision of both interim 
• and high-capacity BSS networks for the delivery of both NTSC or HDTV programming. With digital 
• transmission and a source encoding technique such as MPEG, the delivery of 64 to 96 HDTV • • 	programs into each of several Canadian service areas seems possible at 12 GHz, or several times that 

number of NTSC programs, or some mixture of the two as specified by market forces. 

a 
a 

a 
a 	

• 

a 	
• - a 

a 
a 
a 

a 
a 
a 

a 
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a 
• DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 

• RADIOCOMMUNICATION ACT 

• NOTICE NO. DGTP-004-93 

• 
1111 	PROPOSED SPECTRUM ALLOCATIONS ABOVE 3 GHz 

• 
• 

As a result of the 1992 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC-92) a number of new 
frequency allocations were made which impact on existing radio spectrum users in the SHF and EHF 
frequency bands above 3 GHz. 

• To assist the Department in the revision.s to the Canadian Table of Frequency Allocations for the 
Ile 	 range of frequencies from 3 to 164 GHz, a Proposals Paper is being released which provides 
• background information on the frequency bands, the preparations for and the results of the 
• Conference, and the proposed spectrum allocation changes to the Canadian Table. The paper also 

• provides a summary of the spectnun and orbit resources available to Canada for the development of 

• fixed-satellite and broadcasting-satellite services. In addition, at this time, any other issues related to 
the use of the radio spectrum above 3 GHz may be addressed. 

411 
Therefore, the Department of Communications invites interested and affected parties to provide their 
views and comments on these matters. 

•
IS 	• 

Copies of the Proposals Paper entitled Proposed Spectrum Allocations Above 3 GHz are available 
• from Information Services, Department of Communications, 300 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario KlA 
• 0.C8, (Telephone (613) 990-4900) or from the Department's Regional Offices in Moncton, Montreal, 
• Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver. 

• Submissions should be addressed to the Director General, Telecommunications Policy Branch, 

• Department of Communications, 300 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario, KlA 008 to be received on or 

• before October 1, 1993. All representations should cite the Canada Gazette Part I Notice publication 
date, title, and the Notice reference number. 

Written comments received in response to this Notice will be made available for viewing by the 
• public two weeks after the closing date of this Notice, during normal business hours, at the 
• Department of Communications Library, 300 Slater Street, Ottawa and at the Regional Offices of the 
• Department at Moncton, Montréal, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver for a period of one year. 

• 
• 

11111 
• 
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Also, approximately two weeks after the close of the comment period, copies may be obtained, by 
mail order or overthe-counter, from ByPress Printing and Copy Centre Inc., 300 Slater Street, Unit 
101A, Ottawa, 1(113  6A6 (Telephone (613) 234-8826). Reasonable costs of duplication will be 
charged. 

Dated at Ottawa this 17' day of May, 1993 

Paul Racine 
Assistant Deputy Minister 
Communications Policy 
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